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INTRODUCTION TO THE SECOND EDITION, REVISED 

In most fields of transportation, management--rather 
than equipment, location, or operating rights--is the key to 
success. Urban mass transportation is no exception. 
Despite its importance, transit management has received 
surprisingly little attention, especially in terms of modern 
business practices. The aim of this handbook is to provide 
information for the management of mass transit, particularly 
for small-scale operations in smaller cities in the United 
States. For the purposes of this handbook, a small city is 
defined as one that operates 101 buses or fewer. This 
cutoff point for small transit systems is one used by the 
federal government. Because of the scale of transit 
enterprises involved, the handbook assumes that management 
faces two major constraints: (1) the amount of money 
available and (2) the degree of specialization possible with 
the limited manpower of a small enterprise. 

Staff members at the Institute for Urban Transportation 
(IUT) in Bloomington, Indiana, investigated the practices of 
smaller transit systems in many parts of the United States 
to. discover firsthand some of the methods and problems of 
such properties. The best methods used by these properties 
have been included in this handbook. In addition, a modern, 
systematic approach to the management of transit firms has 
been worked into the material as an improvement on the 
conventional practices of the transit industry. Extensive 
experience in providing local and statewide technical 
assistance in Indiana and conducting management performance 
audits of transit properties has provided IUT's staff with 
substantial insight into transit management. 

The modern consumer-oriented approach to business is 
strongly emphasized in this handbook. The consumer-oriented 
approach is the major concept of business that has been 
pursued through the technique of marketing management by 
American business firms since the end of World War II. By 
adopting this powerful, strategic concept, this handbook is 
very much a marketing-oriented document. The justifications 
for this approach seem compelling because in general the 
transit industry admittedly suffers from a lack of marketing 
expertise and effort. Today, the transit industry still is 
primarily operations-~riented. However, in many parts of 
the United States ~ransit properties of all sizes are 
.becoming more marketing-oriented. 

20< 
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The handbook is divided into four sections. Part 
I: Goals, Support, and Finance (chapters · 1-3) includes the 
important matters of establishing · go-als and objectives, 
understanding the consumer, _ gaining public support and 
public action for transit, institution~lizing transit as an 
integral part of the community, and financi~g transit. Part 
II: Management and Control (chapters 4 and 5) focuses on 
management itself and the control and information devices 
needed for effective· management. Part III: Operations 
(chapters 6-10) covers important areas of day-to-day 
operation, coordinated as the product element in the 
marketing mix. Part IV: Marketing (chapters 11-14) deals 
with the marketing program and promotional activities. 

Because this handbook is intended to serve as a 
reference work, not a textbook, care has been taken to 
produce chapters that are complete in and of themselves, 
which can be used independently. Some repetition is 
inevitable when using this technique, but every effort has 
been made to eliminate duplication as much as possible by 
cross-referencing and through providing a detailed table of 
contents. Appendixes are included with some chapters to 
give more detail on certain subjects without interrupting 
the flow of the text. A short but relevant bibliography is 
provided at the end of each chapter. A general bibliography 
is included at the end of the handbook. 

Early in this handbook, the need to establish goals and 
objectives is stressed. Indeed, the concept of management 
by objectives (MBC) is treated in some detail. MBO 
recommendations are given for policy-making bodies as well 
as management. A detailed explanation of how to use ~BO for 
transit management is provided. 

The critical concept of consumer orientation through 
marketing is reflected throughout the handbook, but perhaps 
most strongly in Chapter 1 and Chapter 11. Chapter 1 is a 
discussion of the goals and objectives of .a transit 
enterprise. It covers consumer behavior as it may be 
applied to mass transportation and a recommendation for the 
development of a general marketing-management strategy for 
transit management. In Chapter 11, the marketing program 
suggested for the small transit property is developed fully. 
The relationship of all parts of the transit enterprise is 
built around a marketing-oriented firm. The marketing 
mix--product, price, and promotion--is the concept that 
shapes managerial action in meeting consumer needs. MEO is 
the means by which results can be attained reasonably. 

Throughout this handbook, careful attention has been 
paid to the consumer and to gearing management thought and 
the service provided by the transit firm to meet the desires 
and needs of consumers. Service quality is a key 
factor--not a minimum of service at the lowest possible 
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cost, concocted mainly to meet the needs of the transit 
firm, but service that meets consumer needs and desires at a 
cost carefully calculated and controlled. This seems a wise 
course for transit managers; publicly owned transit 
firms--of ·which the number is increasing rapidly--generally 

.focus on service as their main reason for operation. Even 
privately owned transit firms cannot hope to generate 
long-run profits without providing good service to their 
clientele. 

In addition to covering broad strategic concepts of 
management and matters of systematic, day-to-day operation, 
this handbook deals with critical factors including public 
support, finance, and various forms of public ownership. A 
fair proportion of the contents, therefore, is directed not 
only toward transit managers, but also toward public
spirited citizens and public officials who wish to 
inaugurate or improve transit services through public 
action. 

This handbook should be considered a draft, as was the 
first edition. It combines the tried-and-true metho<ls-
where these appeared to be the best possible practices-
with innovation, in the application of modern business 
techniques to transit . Thus, this handbook ventures onto 
untested ground. In a world of managerial as well as 
technical innovation, it would be surprising indeed if no 
major changes in modern business thinking and in transit 
occur in the course of 3 to 5 years. What is contained here 
may be subject to fairly rapid obsolescence. 

We sincerely hope that by using this handbook managers 
of existing smaller transit properties will find many good 
ideas and suggestions that they may adopt easily. For the 
transit operation starting from scratch, this handbook 
provides as complete and usable a program as currently is 
available in published form. To be completely realistic, 
existing transit properties will be able to adopt the 
complete strategy and the major concepts suggested here only 
with some difficulty, because of vested interests, 
agreements, and other factors difficult or impossible to 
modify in a short time. 
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PART III 

OPERATIONS 

A key idea of modern business management introduced in 
this handbook is the concept of the marketing mix--product, 
price, and promotion--as an adjustable package that 
managemen t may modify to reach different segments of the 
market. The service provided is the transit firm's product. 
The chapters in this section deal with the elements involved 
in providing that service. The various operational 
functions of personnel, maintenance, equipment selection, 
routing and scheduling, and communications and control are 
treated as parts of a whole . They are interrelated, not 
individual, unrelated pieces. All of these functions are 
oriented toward serving consumers--the goal of the transit 
enterprise. 

If all this seems more complicated than just running 
buses around town, it is. However, the marketing concept is 
not difficult and it is a rational approach. The aim is not 
to optimize maintenance or equipment or any one aspect of 
operations, but to optimize the entire package of 
service-related functions. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PERSONNEL AND LABOR RELATIONS 

Introduction 

Those involved in transit management must recognize the 
value of human resources. A qualified driver is more than 
just a pair of arms and legs. The driver is a valuable part 
of the product package that transit has to offer the public. 
The manager of the transit enterprise does not have daily 
contact with riders; the drivers and office personnel do. 
Inconsiderate drivers or inattentive office personnel can 
erase any attractive image that the transit agency may have 
created through new equipment, advertising, or -public 
relations. Slipshod work by maintenance personnel will 
result in equipment breakdowns or dirty, unreliable 
equipment. · 

A major problem confronting transit management is 
recruiting, selecting, and trainirig qualified personnel. A 
personnel program is a way of finding and selecting the best 
persons available, and of molding a team of workers geared 
to fit the goals of the transit undertaking. Viewed in this 
manner, personnel is not an expense, but an investment that 
becomes an integral part of both the transit agency's 
product and image. 

Labor is a key factor in mass transit. Transit is a 
labor-intensive industry, with labor expenses making up the 
bulk of operating costs. Despite the importance of labor, 
many jobs in transit appear to have no future. This has 
been true during the long decline of the industry and 
particularly during the 1950s and early 1960s. The outlook 
is much more promising today, although there still is a 

.tendency for employees to think, "Once a bus driver, always 
a bus driver." The paths toward promotion and better 
opportunities often are unclear. 

A great deal of responsibiLity is thrust upon operating 
employees by the nature o-f their work. Passengers' safety 
is their responsibility, a.long with the responsibility of 
operating a large, ~xpensiv~ vehicle on crowded streets. 
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Supervision of operating perso~nel is difficult. 
Supervisors simply cannot be present --at all times to provide 
the help operators need, ~or can thev monitor performance 
continually. 

In recent years, the pay for tyansit employees has been 
relatively high, especially when compared with pay in the 
1950s and early 1960s. Operator productivity, however, has 
been falling, in terms of the number of passengers moved 
annually per employee. This falling productivity was for 
many years the result of declining patron age. In recent 
years, however, patronaee has begun to rise, but service 
expansion has required · additional employees. The new 
increases in ridership have p0t oveicome productivity 
declines. 

The transit industry is highly unionized; the 
Amalgamated Transit Union represents most transit employees. 
Some . employees are represented by the Transport Workers 
Union, the Teamsters, or the United Transportation Union. 
Under ·section 13c--the labor protection clause--of the Urban 
Mass Transportation Act of 1964, as amended, agreements must 
be reached between management and labor before UMTA can 
approve federal capital or operating grants. 

Federal laws concerning equal opportunity require 
all jobs be open to all persons, regardless of sex, 
creed, national origin, or age. Management must be 
that - the laws are obeyed to the letter or face 
likelihood of lawsuits and fines. 

Personnel management in a transit system includes: 

1. Personnel planning. 

2. Recruitment, selection, orientation, and training. 

3. Career development. 
' 

4. Personnel evaluation. 

5. Employee compensation. 

that 
race, 

sure 
the 

5. Administration of equa l employment opportun ity and 
affirmative action programs. 

7. Administration of health and safety programs. 

8. Labor relations. 
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Personnel Planning 

Assessing Personnel Needs 

Before a transit system can recruit, select, or train 
its employees, it must have some idea of · its personnel 
needs. Personnel planning begins with job analyses and ends 
with calculation of personnel needs. It provides the basis 
for all the actions in this area (see Appendix 6A). 

Job analyses are systematic studies of the 
characteristics, duties, and responsibilities attached to 
specific jobs. These analyses are used to prepare a job 
description for each job or class of jobs. The job 
description outlines the duties, responsibilities, and 
conditions that characterize a particular job. A job 
description does not attempt to describe the individual 
worker, but rather the task performed. 

Managers can identify the standards for performance 
necessary for successful work in some jobs. These standards 
are measures ·of output desired for each job. In addition to 
providing criteria against which to measure employees' 
performances , these standard.sallow the system to look for 
certain characterist ics in applicants for particular jobs. 
Such job specifications help the system to search 
effectively for individ~als who have the desired skills most 
closely related to succesa on the job. 

Job analyses, descriptions, criteria, and 
specifications are also useful to the transit system 
because (1) they clarify relationships among different jobs 
(e.g., drivers working under the direction of road 
supervisors), (2) they maintain an equitable salary 
structure, and (3) they define future lines of promotion. 

Assessing Personnel Resources 

Before the transit syst.em looks outside for people to 
fill its positions, it should analyze its current personnel 
resources. The best way to do this is for the system to 
maintain skills inventories of its workers. A skills 
inventory is a list of the names, characteristics, and 
skills of people working for the transit system. The data 
kept in these inventories can become unmanageable rapidly. 
Therefore, the inventory must be tailored to the needs of an 
individual organization. With this information, the system 
not only knows what skills each position demands, but who in 
the organ ization can or: ~il1 be able .to fill each job. 

A transit system•-s goals and objectives place .demands 
on all of its resources, especially its human resources. 
Therefore, if personnel management is to fulfill these 
needs, it must be informed of these goals and objectives. 
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Personnel management also must be able to work with 
management and the other functional areas to translate this 
information into preliminary · personnel requirements. In 
general, these preliminary figures ~are compared with the 
skills inventories of the system for each job or class of 
jobs. When personnel management · finds it is unable to fill 
all positions with current employees, it can begin to 
recruit new employees. 

Filling Personnel Needs 

After compiling information on the types of jobs that 
will be available, management is ready to begin filling the 
personnel needs of the transit system. The steps in this 
process may be subdivided into four areas. 

1. Recruitment 

2. Selection 

a. Application 
b. Interview 
c. Reference check 
d. Test 
e. · Physical examination 

3, Orientation 

4. _Training 

a. New driver training programs 
b. On-going training programs 
c. Reviewing progress 

Recruitment 

When a vacancy is forecast or known to exist, the 
manager needs to ask the following questions: 

1 • . What are the specific job requirements for the job? 

2. What kind of employee 
qualifications'? 

or applicant has these 

3. Where can we find the employee or a~plicant with these 
qualifications? 

Personnel planning provides management with most of the 
answers to these questions. Job specifications enable 
management to assess the qualifications necessary for 
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successful performance of the task. Skills inventories give 
management information about current employees who have the 
necessary qualifications. Personnel planning also provides 
the manager with an idea of the outside sources that should 
be tapped for each position to be filled. 

In the recruitment of new tr ansi t employees, vacancies 
can be filled from many sources, such as walk-in applicants 
(a common source of drivers); employee re ferrals; trade 
publications and mail applications (management personnel); 
high schools, trade and vocational schools (apprentice 
mechanics); newspaper advertising (the best source of 
drivers); and employment agencies (office personne l.). 
Obviously, the more a transit system knows about the labor 
markets from which it draws, the better it is able to 
recruit from these markets. 

Aside from being the best source of drivers, newspaper 
advertising often can be used to sell the system. Transit 
management should recognize that it is not merely 
advertising a job, but it is selling the company as well as 
the career opportunities that are available. Many transit 
firms use attractive advertising copy that stresses good 
fringe benefits, pleasant working conditions, and generally 
paints a picture of the company as a progressive employer 
and a nice place to work. 

Most personnel advertising in the print media 
(newspapers and magazines) is of two types: "blind ads" and 
advertisements that identify the company. Proponents of the 
blind ad claim that it offers some definite advantages; 
because the advertiser is not . named, paperwork is reduced 
(all inquiries do not have to be answered). When job 
openings are limited and many applicants inquire, the 
company is saved the embarrassment of turning away many 
qualified applicants. If the firm has a high labor turnover 
rate, the company can use blind ads to hide this factor 
while attempting to rectify the situation. 

Advocates of identification-type advertising claim that 
attractive ads enjoy better response and allow the company 
to use its name effectively in public. The ad has more 
credibility and eliminates the embarrassing circumstances 
that occur when an employee accidentally applies for a job 
with the company by which he or she is already employed. 

Selection 
-- ... 

Application. After . appl·icant.s have been attracted to 
.the transit systemt- thi application form should be 
completed. The applicati~0n form has two primary 
purposes: ( 1) it becomes · par" t of the employee's perm anent 
record, and (2) it can be used to validate the employee's 
education, employment, and training. 
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A good application form should be factual and concise. 
In particular, the application: (1) should conform to legal 
standards, laws, and regulations ' on flational, state, and 
local levels; (2) should not be unduly personal; and (3)' 
should be worded to aid. ·1n candidate e_valuation. A sample 
transit application fortu is shown in Figure 6. 1. 

Interview. The next step is tne interview. The 
interview provides an opportunity for in-depth discussions 
on many matters and a chance to evaluate an appli-eant. Some 
personnel experts claim that the interview may help pre d ict 
the success a candidate may have in a particular job, but 
this contention is difficult to prove. To be effective, the 
manager should know the requirements for the job so that he 
will be able to evaluate the candidate objectively. The 
manager should have a knowledge of the minimum physical, 
intellectual, and attitudinal requirements for the job. 

To make the task of interviewing manageable and to 
preserve objectivity, a few factors critical to success or 
failure on the job and in the company must be chosen from 
the job description. These factors should be determined by 
examining what the employee must have: 

1. The kinds of skills required--communications, 
mechanical, technical, analytical, social, and so forth. 

2. The capabilities that the job requires--physical, 
mer:ital, special aptitudes, and so for th·. 

3. The attitudes that are necessary to handle the 
job--compliance with company rules, self-confidence, 
self-respect, relations with superiors and others. and 
so forth. 

The exact number of critical factors depends on the 
particular job. The important points to remember in 
choosing the critical factors are: (1) choose factors that 
are related both to success and failure and (2) attempt to 
limit the total number of factors to preserve objectivity. 

To increase the objectivity of the interview further, 
two other areas must be controlled: (1) the interviewer's 
attitude toward the interview and the candidate and (2) the 
interviewer's manner with the candidate and method of 
obtaining the necessary information. 

The interviewer should attempt to follow these 
guidelines to maximize the objectivity of the interview: 
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HOMETOWN TRANSIT COMPANY APPLICATION BLANK 

, Name : __ __,~ ______________ Date of birth: __________ _ 
first last middle 

Address: -----------------------------------street 

Phone: ---------
city 

Education: 

High School 
College 

Name and address of schools attended: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

state zip 

Circle last year completed 

1 2 J 4 
1 2 J 4 

Grades Yrs. Attended 

Former employers: (List last three employers, starting with last one first.) 
Reason for 

Date Name&. Address of Emt>loyer Salary Position Leaving 
From 
To 
From 
To 
From 
To 

References: Give below the names of three persons not related to you 
whom you have known at least one year. 

N ame Add ress 0 ccuoat1on y rs. A cqua1nte 

1. 

2. 

J. 

Have you fulfilled your military obligations? 

d 

Branch ______________ Rank __________________ _ 

Are you presently a member _!n t~e National Guard or Reserves? ______ _ 

Activities other than relig;ous _in which you participate (civic, athletic, 
fraternal, etc.) _____________________________ _ 

EXCLUDE ORGANIZATIONS, THE NAME OR CHARACTER OF WHICH INDICATES THE RACE, 
CREED, COLOR OR NATIONAL ORIGIN OF .ITS MEMBERS, 

FIGURE 6.1 Transit job application form. 
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Were y~u ever seriously physicelly injured ? _____ Give details _____ _ 

Have you any defects in Hearing? _____ Visi~n? _____ Speech? ____ _ 
List any other physical infirmities -or defects ----------------
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY NCYI'IFY (Please give name, address and phone number.) 

Remarks for applicants use only: ______________________ _ 

Remarks for company use only: -------------------------

Do you pledge yourself if employed, and during your employement, to compl y 
with the companies rules and .regulations now in existence, or which may 
hereafter be established? _________ _ 

Do you grant the company permission to investigate any references you have 
given? ____________________________________ _ 

Do you agree that if you are employed by the company, the company shall 
thereafter at anytime and from time to time have the right to require 
a medical examination by a company physician of your physical and mental 
condition, to include (but not be limited to) X-ray examination and lab
oratory tests, and that it shall further be a condition of your employ
ment that you be mentally and physical ly qualified (as determined by 
medical examination) to perform the designed duties of your position? ___ _ 

In part consideration for my employment, I agree to return upon demand, on 
or demand, or on severing my connection with this company, all company 
property then in my possession, and whenever requested, to make and verify 
an affadavit containing a full and truthful statement of any and all acci
dents, ejections, assaults, etc., of which 1 may have knowledge. 

FIGURE 6.1 ~ontinued. 
.. 
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I agree to at once provide myself with a standard uniform in accordance 
wi th t he r u les and regulations of the company. 

If given an oppor t unity, I agree to work on a trial basis for the pro
bationary pe r i od designated by the company and, if retained at the end 
thereo f , t o wo r k faithfully thereafter and give my best efforts in the 
interes t of th e company . I agree to operate any type of coach which the 
compa ny may r equest me to operate. 

Operator s mus t prov ide themselves with a standard watch before entering 
upon emp l oyment wi t h the company . 

I hereby warran t that the foregoing alSWers are true in every particular , 
and I further agr ee to resign immediately from the employ of this com
pany should any one of my statements or answers on this application blank 
be found untrue , or should my past record, upon examination by the com
pany, prove unsatisfactory. 

Date _______ _ Signed ________________ _ 

(App licant will not write below this line) 

I have per sonally questioned the above applicant and believe him mentally 
and phys i ca lly fitted for the position herein applied for. 

Da t e. ______ _ _ _ Department Head _________________ _ 

Referred t o Dr . at ------------ --------------------
for examinat i on. 

FI GURE 6 .1 Continued. 
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1. Treat everything that is said in context. 

2. Do not treat everything tha~ is said as fact or even of 
equal importance. 

3. Listen to everything the candidat~ says and notice what 
the candidate does not say. 

4. Remember that the interview is a social situation, which 
in itself influences what is said. 

5 . Do not display any kind of authority. 

6. Do not give advice or criticism. 

7. Do not argue with the candidate. 

8. Speak only to help the candidate talk, relax the 
candidate, or guide the conversation. 

With the aid of the interview guidelines and a 
tolerable number of critical requirements, the manager 
should be equipped with the tools, background, format, and 
attitude to evaluate the candidate objectively. 

While the interview is widely used as a selection too l 
in transit and many other industries, the manager should be 
aware that the interview process has limited reliability and 
validity. An interview should not be the only selection 
tool used by the transit system. 

Reference check. More information is needed to supple
ment the information obtained from the application form and 
interview. Obtaining additional information about the 
applicant and verifying the data supplied make the selection 
process more objective. Caution must be exercised, however, 
because in many states the applicant's references can be 
verified only after permission is given in writing. 

Former employers are among the best sources of 
information about the applicant's characteristics and 
qualifications. They may be contacted by letter, telephone, 
and/or personal visit. In general, the telephone or a 
personal visit is the best method to use. Often an employer 
is reluctant to put detrimental remarks about a former 
employee in writing. Oral evaluations usually produce frank 
comments and allow the company to evaluate the attitudes of 
the applicant's previous employer. Telephoning is better 
than a personal visit, because personal visits are 

·time-consuming, expensive, and are generally beyond the 
resources of the small transit enterprise. An example of a 
telephone questionnaire used by one transit property is 
shown in Figure 6.2. 
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Madi! by _____ _ 
TELEPHONE INFORMATION DATA Date --------

Name of Applicant __________________________ _ 

Company Where Telephone 
Applican t Worked ________________ Number _________ _ 

Former 
Supervisor ___________ ________ Title _________ _ 

1. Mr. (name) has applied f or employment with us. I would like 
to verify some of the information given us. When did he work 
for your company? 

From _________ 19 __ _ To 19 --------- -------
2. What was his job when he started to work for you? When he left? 

3. Wh.at did you think of_ him? (Quality and quantity of work, atten
dance, how he got along with others, etc.) 

4. He says his earnings were$ ______ _ per _______ is that 
correct? 

5. What accidents has he had? 

6. Why did he leave your company? 

7. Would you re-employ him? 

Yes _____ No (If not, why not?) _________________ _ 

Additional comments 

FIG~~~ 6.2 Personnel information: telephone questionnaire. 
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The company also should undertake a complete 
investigation into the applicant's personal history. Many 
transit operators fingerprint ali - app.licants. State and . 
local pol ice departments, as well as motor vehicle 
departments, are excellen·t: so-urces .of -accident. and moving 
violation records. 

A complete credit check on the applicant should be 
conducted to detect a poor credit rating and/or judgments or 
garnishments levied against the applicant. Garnishments 
levied against an applicant should not cause a system to 
drop a candidate from further consideration. In at least 
one Supreme Court decision, an employer has not been allowed 
to terminate an employee because his wages have been 
garnished. Dropping applicants from consideration merely 
because their wages have been garnished is a questionable 
selection practice. 

Personal references generally have little value 
when the applicant has little or no prior 
experience. 

except 
working 

Tests. Many types of tests have been used effectively 
in a wide variety of job situations. Solutions to most, but 
not all, selection problems can be supplemented by one of 
the basic test types: (1) capacity or aptitude tests, (2) 
proficie·ncy or achievement tests, or (3) personality and 
interest tests. 

The capacity or aptitude tests are better known as 
intelligence tests. They are designed to measure general 
mental ability and are a valuable aid in predicting job 
success for the inexperienced applicant. Also in the 
category of capacity or aptitude tests are multi-aptitude 
tests, which measure the pattern of a person's abilities and 
the level of understanding in certain basic areas. 

Proficiency or achievement tests are designed to 
measure certain skills of the applicant. Among the more 
common tests are clerical aptitude tests, which measure 
accuracy in perceiving verbal and numerical similarities and 
differences; mechanical · aptitude tests, which measure 
mechanical abilities and understanding; and manual dexterity 
tests, which measure the person's ability to work with his 
hands by measuring both gross and fine dexterity. 

Personality and interest tests measure the applicant's 
interests and preferences and provide some insight into how 
the person will behave with other people. These tests aid 
in establishing an interest inventory, a list of the 
person's likes and dislikes . 

. Most transit systems that use some form of testing have 
found them only moderately helpful in the selection process. 
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Most tests do not provide precise measurements of an 
individual's potential, but are general in both their nature 
and the feedback they provide. Therefore, the typical 
testing program is useful only as a supplement to 
interviewing and references. A great deal depends on the 
particul ar employer, the job, and the situation. 

Transit systems must be careful in testing to avoid 
discriminat ion. It is claimed that some tests used in the 
past in the transit industry discriminated against 
minorities. In the early 197Os, sever al new tests were 
devised and evaluated to ensure that they were 
nondiscr iminatory. 

Physical examination. The selection process for a 
transit company would not be complete without a rigorous 
physical examination. The purpose of the examination is to 
determine whether the applicant has any impairments that 
would make him unable to do the job. In the selection of 
drivers, a· transit manager should pay particular attention 
to such things as previous heart or back ailments, high 
blood pressure, color perception, and depth perception. 

Once again, management must take care in using tests in 
the selection of new employees. This warning applies to all 
selection tools. That is, physical requirements such as 
height and weight must not discriminate against women and/or 
minorities, unless such requirements are related directly to 
successful job performance. 

Orientat ion 

After passing the hurdles of the selection process 
successfull y, the ~pplicant is ready to become an employee. 
The attitudes and skills learned by the new employee during 
the earl y period of employment are crucial and lasting. 
Consequentl y, most business firms have established some form 
of orien tation or indoctrination program (see Appendix 
68). Managers have come to realize that many new employees 
leave the organization because of adjustment problems. The 
new employee must be introduced to the organization and to 
his membership role. He must receive all the necessary 
information needed .to assume ' a position and its 
responsibil ities, together with the confidence and attitudes 
that will make the employee a useful member of the 
organization. For these reasons, the orientation acts as 
the plan ned and guided adjustment of the employee to both 
the employer and job. 

. .... 
The manager should establish a set of 

in~octr ination process -and ~then bolster 
guidelines. Among the goals that have been 
in training programs are: 

goals for the 
it with a set of 
frequently found 
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1. The transit agency must be sold to the employee so as to 
establish a set of favorabl~ attitudes about the agency 
and its work. 

2. New employees must be made to feel that they belong in 
the organization, and must be made to feel that they are 
valuable and con tributing members of the firm. 

3, New employees must be given the necessary assurance arrd 
confidence to be relaxed and ready to accept the 
organization and the training material. Removing the 
common fears and uncertainties that usually ac0ompany 
new employees will aid the learning and adjustment 
process . 

Included among other, more specific goals of an adequate 
orientation program are (1) to reduce turnover and help cut 
costs associated with the selection process, and (2) to give 
a thorough and proper explanation of fundamentals that c an 
later reduce grievances. 

Training 

After the new employee has completed the orientation 
program, he is ready for any formal training that might be 
required before he becomes an active ~ember of the 
organization. Although the primary purposes of training are 
to impart skills and develop proper attitudes, many other 
benefits may result from an organized training program, such 
as: 

1. Reduced waste. 

2. Lower absenteeism and turnover costs. 

3, Greater personal involvement of the employees. 

4. Reduced supervisory costs. 

5. Lower overtime costs. .. 
6. Lower maintenance expenditures. 

7. Fewer personal injuries. 

Training must not be regarded as a cure-all for the 
organization's problems. Training will probably prove to be 
a poor investment if it is used to: 
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1. Make up for poor planning or organization. 

2. Serve as a substitute for low hiring standards. 

3. Make up for inadequate employee compensation or aging 
equipment. 

4. Force employees to learn. Training only provides the 
means for learning. Unless the employee is properly 
motivated, he•will not learn anything. 

A formal training program should be considered only 
when one of the following situations exists: 

1. The existing performance standards could be surpassed by 
improving employee's skills, attitudes, or work methods. 

2. A future shortage of skills is foreseen 
increase in service and/or a loss 
employees. 

because of an 
of ex per ienc ed 

3, New equipment or technology is introduced tha~ will 
require adaptation or new skills and methods. 

If the manager decides upon a formal training program, 
he must determine how the training is to be performed (see 
Appendix 68). For new operators, the following must be 
considered : 

1. Direct training. 

2. Delegated training within the organization. 

3. Delegated training outside of the organization. 

The following guidelines should be used in determining 
which training procedure will be used: 

·1. The manager should choose the procedure that will 
optimize the training objectives of the company. 

2. Outside help always is a consideration, but it should be 
tailored to fit th~ needs of the organization and should 
appeal to the person(s) ~1th ' the highest potential 
within the trainee group. Any decision to use the 
training resourc 0 s shoula depend upon the comparative 
costs and efficie~ct ~r in~arnal versus external 
programs. 
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3. The instructor should be _given m~ximum freedom to 
present the material to the trainees. 

New driver training programs. If management decides to 
train the driver within the company, a training policy 
should be established to decide (1) who will do the 
training, (2) what resources will be al located to the . 
program, and (3) what instruction method will be used. The 
choice of the particular instruction method used will be 
determined largely by : 

1. The amount and complexity of the new material to be 
learned. 

2. The effectiveness of active or passive learning at each 
stage in the training program. 

3. The need for imitation or repetition to facilitate the 
learning of new and important material. 

4. The number of trainers. 

5o The way in which the training program is organized. 

The program should be structured logically and the 
material presented in each sequence should not be ambiguous 
or confusing to the trainee. A vivid presentation, 
combining new material with material already familiar to the 
trainee, is recommended. 

Regardless of the instruction method used, the 
following steps are the best way to present new material to 
the trainee: 

1. Prepare the trainee; put the person at ease. 

2. Present the job or task stressing the key points, being 
careful not to overload the trainee with new material. 

3. Give the trainee a chance to see how well he can 
perform. 

4. Review what has .been learned. 

5. Gradually decrease the amount of instruction as the 
trainee's performance and attitude improve. 
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In most transit enterprises, an experienced driver does 
most of the training of operators. Because the instructor 
has a crucial part in shaping new employees ' attitudes and 
performance, the instructor should know what the trainees 
already have been told, what the.y need to be told, and what 
the instructor's duties are. When experienced drivers are 
used to train new members, they should be allowed to 
partic ipate in setting up the training program because these 
employees know the most about the driver's job. By 
participat ing in planning the training program, instructors 
become personally involved and are more _likely to have a 
better understanding and acceptance of the program. 

On-going training programs. Situations often arise 
where experienced employees, particularly drivers, may 
require additional skills or training. Training is an 
on-going process that does not end after the initial 
indoctrination-training program, but must be supplemented 
for a variety of reasons. Additional skills may be needed 
because of changes in equipment. Long-time employees may 
require additional training because of inadequacies in the 
previous training program. Some of the employees may have 
developed poor attitudes, work habits, or skills that need 
correction . When these problems arise, the company may want 
to retrain or upgrade some of its operators. Retraining is 
valuable especially in the areas of safety and customer 
rt:!lations. 

Safety training is a challenging area because safety.is 
not a skill but a state of mind. The safe driver is one who 
has a proper attitude as well as mental alertness. To 
promote safety, many transit companies use a form of 
training that uses visual aids, contests, and periodic 
observat io n of the employees. When an employee has repeated 
difficulty with regard to safety procedures, he is visited 
by his superior. The superior usually will discuss the 
employee 's problems with him and may assign him to one or 
two days of retraining with an appropriate instructor. 

Customer relations is another important area that must 
be evaluated continually. Many complaints about a 
partic ular driver may call for a conference with his 
superior . Many transit companies have periodic "charm 
·schools," in which a competent instructor reviews ' the 
importance of courtesy to the customer. Usually, some 
attentio n is devoted to the "problem passenger," because 
these people can spoil a driver's trip and affect his 
attitude toward the other passe~gers~ 

Reviewing progress. The concepts of measurement and 
feedback are central to the ~ntire training program because 
they motivate the employee and provide an objective basis 
for self-review of performance. Recognizing this, the 
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instructor should review the trainee's progress periodically 
at various stages of the training program. 

The appraisals shoul.d b_e conducted objectively by the 
i~structor. To maximize objectivit~, the company may want 
to use readily available tests such as the "Road Test Check 
List" available from the American Automobile Association 
(AAA), or it may design a test of its own. In either case, 
the test should reflect the materials presented in the 
training program. An example of a "Road Test Check List" is 
provided in Figure 5.3. 

To achieve the maximum benefit of any evaluation, the 
results need to be conveyed to the trainee. Accordingly, 
revi~w sessions between each trainee and the instructor 
should be held to discuss: 

1. The trainee's performance. 

2. Any problems encountered . 

3. The test results and their significance. 

4. The trainee's strengths. 

5. Areas in which improvement is needed. 

While the testing procedure evaluates the trainee, the 
review sessions should -be perceived as counse ling or helping 
hi~. If the review sessions are threatening, they will not 
help the trainee but will merely waste time. To achieve any 
benefit from the review session, · then, they shoula be 
conducted in a frank and open manner. At the close of the 
session, the train~r should summarize the discussion briefly 
and emphasize the progress that the trainee has made since 
the last conversation. 

At the close of the formal training program, each 
trainee should be made aware that training is continuous, 
and that good drivers are not made in weeks but in years. 
Recognizing this fact, most transit agencies have 
established a 90-day minimum probationary period for the new 
driver. During this period, the new employee can be 
dismissed if references were falsified or if there have been 
serious problems in adjusting to the job. 

Career Development1 

While the orientation and training of new employees is 
important, transit systems should not limit their investment 
in personnel to these programs alone. For the system to 
maximize the return on its personnel investment, it also 

/1.1 ,,-
;. -·. 
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STUDENT OPERATOR BRFAK-IN REPORT 

Operator Line 
Date On Off 

Student is breaking in as an operator. 
Please cooperate by checking off the steps as he progresses. 

BE SURE YOU KNOW THAT HE KNJWS: 

Check one of the fo llowin2: Good Fair Poor Remarks 
Drivin2 abilitv 
Handling Equipment 
Safety and handling 
oassen2ers 

Route 
Stoos 
Time points 
Transfers 
Transfer points 
Fare box 
Copies schedules 
correctlv 

IS FAMILIAR WITH: 

Check one of the fol lowin2: Good Fair Poor Remarks 
Pull out and pull in 
ins true tions 

Location of schedule 
information 

Bulletin boards 

Attitude 
Student drove coach Hrs. Min. 

Additional information regarding student: 

- - .. .. 

- . 

FIGURE 6.3 Road test checklist. 
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should be concerned with the development of these resources 
over time. By providing .career- development, the 
organization can (1) attain its _goals and help employees 
reach individual goals, (2) reduce employee turnover and 
thus costs, and (3) ~educe th~ hoarding of high-caliber 
personnel. -- · 

Individual and Organizational Goal Attainment 

For many people, work is very important to the 
development of a full identity. To the extent that the 
transit system provides career opportunities and the means 
to help the employees attain their career objectives, the 
system will be helping the employees reach very important 
individual goals. The tr3nsit system benefits both parties 
because its employees are motivated to achieve career 
objectives for their · own fulfillment; the career 
opportunities themselves are designed to give the 
organization the highest return possible on its human 
assets. 

Reduced Turnover and Costs 

~~en potential employees know what possible career 
paths the transit system offers , they are better able to 
decide whether to pursue employment opportunities with the 
system. This benefits the organization in two ways. First, 
new employees will tend to stay with the system, thus 
reducing costs from increased recruitment, selection, 
orieptation and training expenses, inefficient operations, 
low morale, and so forth. Second, the system reduces the 
opportunity costs involved with hiring the wrong person and 
not hiring the right person. 

Hoarding High-caliber Personnel 

Supervisors will tend to retain good employees in their 
areas after they are ready for advancement, unless both the 
employees and the organization have developed career plans 
for them. This hoarding of high-caliber employees does not 
grow out of supervisors' malice toward them or the 
organization; supervisors merely want to keep their best 
subordinates. However, to avoid having employees stagnate 
in their current positions and lose their abilities in 
another position, the organization must provide a mechanism 
to move the employee forward . 

Basis of Career Development 

Tc provide for the fullest development of its 
employees, a transit system should prepare career paths, 
with a listing of the requirements for progressing along 
these paths. The transit system should be able to provide 
the necessary training and counseling from supervisors. 
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Career paths. The development of career paths is based 
on the existence of useful job descriptions. For each group 
of employees--maintenance workers, drivers, and so 
forth--the relevant set of job descriptions will prov ide 
information concerning which positions are available in the 
area and the relationships among them. In the maintenance 
area, for example, the positions may range from apprentice 
mechanic through maintenance supervisor. This set of job 
descriptions implicitly states the career paths available in 
this area. When the transit system has stated all such 
career paths explicitly, it can begin listing the 
requirements for advancement. 

Job specifications can be written from these 
requirements for advancement. For example, a first-level 
mechanic may have to be able to rebuild transmissions. For 
the apprentice mechanic, this implies that he must be given 
the training, either on-the-job or outside, to fix 
transmissions so he can advance to first-line mechanic. 

Training. When these requirements are listed for · each 
career path, the transit system will not only be able to 
plan the career development of employees to help its . overall 
personnel planning processes, but it will have relatively 
detailed information about the training capacities it will 
need to develop internally or obtain from outside sources. 

A skills inventory will give both the employee and the 
system an idea of how prepared he is for advancement at any 
one time. Also, when used in conjunction with the job 
specifications and the training required for any position an 
inventory will give the employee and the system a good 
estimate of the remaining training needed for advancement . 

Counseling. While career development places demands on 
the entire transit system in terms of personnel planning 
requirements, the most crucial variable is the actual 
superior/subordinate relationship. This is true for two 
major reasons. First, unless employees think they have a 
substantial input into this process, they will not be as 
motivated to take advantage of the opportunities offered 
than they would otherwise. Thus, many of the potential 
benefits of career · planning will be lost. The most logical 
point for this employee input is in the individual's 
relationship with his supervisor (with the aid of personnel 
management supervision). 

In addition, th~ employee will need ongoing counseling 
throughout his career development. · ·. Again, the best place 

. for this is through_hi~ relationship with a superior. The 
supervisor, in turn, must be knowledgeable about the career 
opportunities availabl~ to subordinates, their current 
degree of readiness for advancement, and what training they 
still need. 
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It should be noted that their participation in the 
career development of subordinates places additional demands 
upon supervisors. To ensure ,that they will give career 
development the emphasis it deserves, ~upervisors should be 
evaluated based on the . ad_vancement -of their subordinates 
over time. This criterion, of course,-·must be used in light 
of the system's needs for these people to advance, not 
merely in terms of raw numbers of employees ready for 
advancement without regard to whether the system can better 
use them in other positions. 

Personnel Evaluation 

Personnel evaluation is much like checking a map while 
driving. A map is checked to find out where you are, 
compared to where you should be, where you want to go, and 
how you can get there. When the transit system evaluates 
its employees, it needs to know what they have done, 
compared to what they should have done, what it wants them 
to do, and how they can do what is wanted. Properly 
designed, a set of personnel review procedures will a l low 
the system to evaluate its employees'past performances an d 
identify their future needs. 

The system can use evaluations to improve its 
procedures for achieving goals and objectives and as inputs 
into the promotion and salary review processes. The 
information flowing from personnel evaluations serves a s 
feedback for the career development process discussed above. 

The basics of personnel evaluation are to identify (1) 
who will be evaluated, (2) who will be the evaluators, (3) 
the criteria the evaluators will use, and (4) the techniques 
the evaluators will use. 

The Evaluatees 

While it is desirable to evaluate all employees, 
different jobs present different problems in their 
evaluation. For example, the evaluation of union members 
may be limited by the transit system's labor contract. This 
contract may not allow these employees to be evaluated by 
some performance measures, if these evaluations may affect 
their compensation. However, this does not imply that such 
evaluations cannot be done and used informally by both the 
system and union in assigning additional responsibilities. 

For other employees, it may be difficult to develop 
criteria with which to evaluate their performances. For 
example, it is not obvious which criteria or measures would 
be useful in evaluatin- the employee responsible for the 
system's community reiations program. 
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Finally, evaluating employees costs money. Therefore, 
while it may be desirable to evaluate all employees, the 
transit system may be able to afford to evaluate only 
managerial personnel formally. 

The Evaluators 

As with most other decision-making processes, the more 
information available, the better the chances are of making 
a proper decision. This implies that the more evaluators, 
the better the evaluation process. For almost any position 
in a transit system, potential evaluators include the 
individual's peers, subordinates, and superiors. However, 
as with the value of incremental information in general, 
there is a cost factor to be taken into account. That is, 
how much the system is willing to spend to increase the 
quality and quantity of personnel evaluations, in light of 
the other financial needs it faces. For most smaller 
transit systems, evaluations of employees can be done by 
their immediate superiors. This probably is the best 
trade-off between the relevant benefits and costs, given the 
financial realities faced by most of these systems. 

The Criteria 

Problems arise when the measures used to evaluate an 
employee's performance do not cover every aspect of what is 
involved in performing the specific job. · If the criteria 
chosen to measure an employee's performance do not relate to 
the job, the evaluation will. be useless. For example, 
evaluating a driver on his ability to overhaul a 
transmission has nothing to do with whether he is able to 
drive a bus properly. 

With these limitations in mind, managers should choose 
the criteria used to evaluate employees carefully. Drawing 
on the practices of personnel planning, the proper measures 
are the relevant job success criteria and the objectives for 
which each employee is responsible. For a driver, if one of 
his department's objectives is 98% on-time service, on~ of 
the measures of his performance will be his own on-time 
performance. For the supervisor of maintenance, if one of 
his objectives was to maintain maintenance costs at or below 
a certain level per vehicle mile, one of the measures of his 
performance will be the extent to which he maintained this 
level of costs. 

The Techniques 

Where relatively o-bvious measures of performance are 
used, as in the above examples, the evaluation technique to 
use is merely to compare actual performance to planned 
performance. Supervisors should investigate discrepencies 
by asking their subordinates for explanations and tell these 
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employees when they were successful and where improvement is 
required. 

If the aspect of the employee's performance that is 
being measured is relatively subjective (e.g. , initiative), 
the range of possible evaluation techniques expands. While 
it is not the purpose of this section to present 
descriptions or discussions of the possible evaluation 
techniques, one thought should be kept in mind. Usually) 
any personnel review technique will be strong in either the 
personnel evaluation or development area. Therefore, a 
transit system should probably use at least two review 
techniques to yield the performance evaluation and career 
development information it needs. 

Employee Compensation 

Employee compensation includes both the direct and 
indirect compensation that transit systems provide for their 
employees. Direct compensation is the set of financial 
rewards that systems offer their employees; indirect 
compensation consists of the other benefits and services 
(including pensions) the systems offer. While employees may 
receive intrinsic rewards in addition to these compensation 
schemes from their employers, for most employees these 
direct and indirect compensation schemes represent the most 
important set of rewards for their labor. 

Direct Compensation 

The set of financial rewards a transit system will 
provide to an employee depends on the job or task; some 
positions require greater rewards than others. The nature 
of the employee also is important; some employees deserve 
greater rewards than others. Labor market conditions also 
affect the type of financial rewards offered. Where the 
demand for labor is high relative to supply, direct 
compensation must be greater than it would be if the supply 
were greater than the demand. Another important factor is 
the system's financial situation; some systems are limited 
severely in the amount of direct compensation they can 
offer. 

In addition, as public entities, the direct 
compensation many systems can offer is affected by 
governmental regulations. The government also affects the 
direct compensation a system may offer in other ways, for 
example, by policies such as CETA, minimum wage, overtime, 
and equal pay provisions. Finally, unions can have a large 
effect on the direct compensation a system offers . The 
stronger the union, relative to the bargaining power of the 
system, the greater its effectiveness will be in this area. 
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There are two major methods of direct 
com pen sa tion: ( 1 ) those based on time worked and ( 2) those 
based on the efficiency of the work done. Before either 
method can be used, the transit system must make certain 
preparations. 

Preparations. The direct compensation level for each 
position must be adequate to attract and retrain employees, 
and - the differences between the levels for different 
positions must be large enough to provide some motivation 
for employees to perform better and advance. The direct 
compensation for a position usually is set by comparing it 
to other positions; either to other positions inside the 
system or to similar positions outside the system. 

While there are many formal procedures that can be 
· · fo-llowed in preparing the direct compensation requirements 

of each position, the other factors affecting the levels of 
compensa tion make setting the levels more of an art than a 
science . 

Methods. Direct compensation schemes based on time are 
the most widely used types of systems, especially in 
transit . Generally, these involve setting a rate per :basic 
time period--fo r example, $X per hour--and compensating 
employees according to the number of such time periods 
worked. Federal regulations require that workers receive 
150% of this rate for work . done in overtime (beyond 40 hours 
per week). -Usually, labor agreements in transit also 
provide for wage rates for workers on split-time, 
extraboard, and so forth. 

For direct compensation schemes based on employee 
efficiency to be workable, output must be easily 
identifiable and measurable. Both the employer and the 
worker (and/or union) must agree to such a scheme. In 
transit, where, until recently, workers' output could not be 
identified or measured, such schemes were not used. Also, 
most labor unions will not accept such schemes officially. 

Indirect Compensation 

Indirect compensation, the set of other benefits and 
services s transit system may offer its employee, can be 
classified as follows: 

1. Legally required benefits--social security, unemployment 
compensation, and w~rkmen's ~ompe~sation. 

2~ Pensions and retiremen~ ~rograms. 

3. Pay for time 
vacations. 

not worked--holidays, 
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4. Insurance--accident, health, and life. 

5. Services--including 
recreation. 

coun_seling, education, and 

The factors affecting the levels of indirect compensation a 
system will offer are similar to those affecting its levels 
of direct compensation. 

There are three major purposes for such a program of 
benefits and services, besides governmental requirements. 
First, an organization has a better chance of attracting and 
retaining good employees. Second, such rewards increase 
employee satisfaction and, hopefully, employment. 
(Compensation as a motivator will be discussed in more 
detail below.) Finally, some organizations hope to preempt 
the appearance of unions by offering a large enough benefits 
and service package. 

Compensation a~ a Motivator 

For most employees, compensation is a motivator to the 
extent that pay and other benefits and services are means to 
attain other goals (e.g. financial security). They will 
perform to levels required to receive their compensation. 
However, when any organization wants to increase either the 
quality or quantity of their employeesv performances, most 
compensation systems are not very helpful. This is because 
they are based on time worked and/or tenure in a position, 
neither of which are necessarily related to the ~uality or 
quantity of work. 

Although compensation differentials among positions 
should provide some motivation for employees to perform 
better and advance, the effectiveness of these differentials 
i s limited in two major ways. First, there is a limited 
number of positions to which any employee can hope to 
advance, and, of these positions, even fewer will be open at 
any one time. In short, the chance of any one employee 
advancing in the foreseeable future is relatively small. 
Therefore, possible advancement cannot act as a major 
motivating force for employees. Also, compensation 
differentials among positions have no effect on performance 
of employees who will occupy a single position--for example, 
drivers--for the foreseeable future. 

It is only when a transit system can introduce 
effectiveness, efficiency, or productivity criteria into 
direct and indirect compensation systems that they can act 
as motivators for improved performance. However, there is 
an area of compensation that does offer some hope in 
motivating improved performance that has not been discussed. 
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The employee compensation schemes discussed above are 
based on offering employees extrinsic rewards, rewards that 
affect the employees outside of their work for the transit 
system. Compensation schemes can be constructed to offer 
employees intr insic rewards, rewards which apply solely to 
their work for the system. Besides being directly tied to 
an employee's performance, these I schemes are very 
inexpensive. Some examples of these schemes include 
periodic rewards for driver courtesy, on-time performance 
and safety recognition given to maintenance personnel for 
performing periodic vehicle in spections on time and under 
budget, and so forth. Besides giving employees positive 
feedback, which enhances their self-esteem, such schemes can 
improve overall system morale. However, while these types 
of compensation can be useful, they can not be substituted 
for an adequate set of direct and indirect compensation. 

Administering Equal Employment Opportunity 
and Affirmative Action Programs 

To assure that emplo yees are not discriminated against 
on the basis of their cr eed, race, religion, or sex, the 
federal government has pa ssed a series of legislation. 
Starting with the Civil Rights Act of 19&4, the tederal 
government has set up admini strative machinery to provide 
for equal employment ·opportunity. In add it ion, through 
executive orders, the federal government requires many 
~rganizations to take affirmative action to avoid 
discrimination in the future, often in effect demanding 
action to compensate protected classes of citizens for the 
results of past discrimination. 

-
While it is not within the scope of this handbook to 

describe these programs in detail, one of the tasks of the 
personnel function is to administer them. Therefore, each 
transit system must know the applicable federal, state, and 
local legislation and regulations and provide for their 
compliance. One of the first organizations to contact in 
this regard is the federal Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC). 

Administering Health and Safety Programs 

Just as there has been increased federal, state, and 
local interest in equal employment opportunity and 
affirmative action, employee health and safety have become 
the subjects of governmental attention recently. Again, the 
administration of such governmental programs is the 
responsibility of the ·-personnel- function. Therefore, the 
.system again must know the relevant legislation and 
regulations and provid-e for , their compliance. One of the 
first organizations to contact in this regard is the federal 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). 
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Note for Chap~er 6 

1Much of this section is · rrom ·wn1iam F. Glueck's 
Personnel: A Diagnostic Approach, Dallas, Texas Business 
Publications, 1974, pp. 259-79. This particular passage is 
from page 264. 
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APPENDIX 6A 

PERSONNEL PLANNING: AN EXAMPLE 

Four categories of information are necessary for an 
accurate job analysis. The first three categories are used 
to determine the nature and scope of the work, while the 
fourth measures the level of difficulty of the task and the 
skills required to complete the task. The four categories 
are: (1) what the worker does, (2) how he does it, (3) why 
he does it, and (4) what sk ill is involved in performing the 
task. 

Some of the items that might be included in the job 
analysis for a driver are: 

1. Amount and type of supervision required. · 

2. Extent of responsibility. 

3, Use of initiative. 

4. Mental alertness. 

5. Jud gm en t. 

6. Dexterity. 

7. Accuracy. 

8. Tools and equipment. 

9. Working conditions • . 

10. Social environment. 

11 . Knowledge. 

12. Experience. 

13. Physical demands. __ 

14. Amount and type of- training required. 
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Needed information can be acquired by observing · the joo 
and by interviewing both the employee and _ his supervisor. 

By observing the job, management is able to nave a 
first-hand look at the job bei.ng studied. and is able to see 
the working conditions. The interviewing stage is used to 
supplement and confirm the information obtained by 
observation. Observation should be used as much as possible 
to minimize the time and , expense associated with 
interviewing. 

Preparing Job Descriptions 

After the data has been gathered, management must 
decide which data are useful, accurate, and necessary in the 
preparation of the job description. Particular care and 
attention should be taken to make statements in the job 
description clear and concise. 

Management must have cooperation and understanding from 
employees during the job analysis. Every effort should be 
made to communicate to the employees that it is the job and 
not the person that is being evaluated. Often, employees 
~111 need to be reassured that the analysis will not reduce 
their pay or result in any harmful consequences to anyone. 

Like any standard, a job description must be reviewed 
periodically. Changes in the job analysis and job 
description will occur as new equipment and technology are 
introduced. Once job descriptions are written, managers 
must · review them periodically, so they will remain 
reasonably accurate and up to date. 

In preparing a job description or conducting a job 
analysis, - care should be taken to ensure that the 
information collected is used properly. The future use of a 
job description or analysis often determines, in part, how 
it will be researched and formulated. Finally, a job 
description that is not clear is worthless. It must be 
clear, and it should not contain so much information that it 
is overly rigid. An example of a job description for 
drivers is shown in Figure 6A.1. 

Forecasting Personnel Needs 

For the following driver manpower forecasting exerc ise, 
assume that the system has 50 employees who are or will be 
drivers at the start of the planning period. Also there is 
a 5% loss rate for drivers per year from deaths, promotions, 
terminations, and transfers. Other drivers will retire 
during this period, but these figures can be gotten directly 
from the employee files each year. Finally, we are assuming 
that every vacant position will be filled, in addition to 
any new position that may be necessary. 
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HOMETOWN TRANSIT COMPANY--Job Description 

1. Job Title: Intra-city bus driver 

2. Sex: Male or female, no restrictions 

3. Age Range: Minimum eighteen years, maximum 
thirty-five years 

4. Physical Requ i rements : 

a. Height: Minimum 5'7", m!!_xim~m 6'4" 
b. ~eig~t: Must be in proportion to height. 

~i~imum 140 pounds, maximu~ 250 pounds. 
c .. Aier~ge physical activity 
d. Average manual dexterity with hands and 

C/1 feet , .._.., 
Cj) e. Vision: Correctable to 20/20--maxfmum 
A incorrect~ble 20/400 

f. No prior history of back injuries 

5. Education: High school diploma or recog
nized equivalency 

6. Ability: 

a. General Intelligence: Must attain a 
minimum of 75% on the following 
written tests: AAA Traffic Test, 
New York University Kn-0wledge Test, 
Siebrect_Attitude Scale 

b. Special Aptitudes: Must be able to 
memorize or be thoroughly familiar 
with routes, schedules, and fares 

7. Interests: Must be interested in being 
a salesman of the transit service~ route, 
and the particular bus 

8. Personality Requirements: The important 
personality traits are: 

a. Cooperation 
b. Loyalty 
c. Dependability 
d. Safety-minded 
e. Politeness--absolutely essential for 

customer relations 
f. Attitude--must not regard himself as 

the "captain of the bus" but must 
be coo·perative and, as situations 
require, humble 

9. §atisfactions: Should enjoy serving people 
of all ages and racial backgrounds 

10. Problems: Must be willing to work split 
shifts, ~eekends, and holidays. Night 
work is required. 

11. Gener a 1: 

a. Appearance: Must exhibit good grooming 
b. Gramm~r: Should be well-spoken and 

pleasant sounding 

FIGURE 6A.1 Hometown Transit Company: Job description. 
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To forecast how many drivers a system needs, one must 
know what variables most closely affect the number of 
drivers necessary. In general, ' reven...ue vehicle hours plus a 
judgment factor of about _ 20% _ for check-in and check-out 
time, miss outs, v ac atfon s, ·and so for th are the variables 
to use. For example, if a system foresees 800 revenue 
vehicle hours per week, and wants to minimize overtime 
payments, it will forecast its driver manpower needs by 
adding the 2oi judgment factor to its revenue vehicle hours 
and dividing by 40 hours per week per driver: 800 + 20% ~ 
960/40 = 24. Therefore, the system will need approximately 
24 drivers to operate at its desired level of service for 
the year. 

To put the planning procedures for driver manpower 
forecasts together for this example, the transit system 
needs to forecast future levels of service to be offered. 
Assume the rate of growth will be 10% per year over the next 
3 years. The total number of new dr'iver positions necessary 
and the total number of new drivers needed then can be 
calculated (see Table 6A.1). 

TABLE 6A.l Hometown Transit Company--Driver Personnel Planning 

~ 19X2 19X3 

Employees 

Currenta 50 52 55 

Losses 
Death 3 3 3 

Retirement _2_ 4 6 

TOTAL 5 7 9 
New positionsb 2 _ 3_ _3 _ 

Total number of new 
drivers neededc 7 10 12 

aAs of beginning of fiscal or calendar year. 
~ew positions= addition of revenue vehicle miles per week .+ 
additional judgment factors per week, per 40-hour week. 

cTotal number of drivers needed from l9Xl to l9X3 = 29. 
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Table 6A.1 is useful to the transit system in several 
ways. First, it forces management to review the need for 
drivers in terms of replacing drivers and crea~ing new 
positions that will need to be filled. That is, while the 
system's growth will require only 8 new positions over the 
next 3 years, the system will also need to obtain 21 new 
drivers to replace those it will lose through attrition 
during this period. 

Second, the system can get an idea of how many drivers 
it will need to hire and when it will need them. For 
example, over the next 3 years perhaps 5 of its current 
employees in other areas can be expe6ted to become drivers. 
Then the system would only need to hire 24 drivers from 
outside. Finally, looking at the increases in losses 
because of retirements, it may be the case that many of the 
system's current drivers are approaching retirement. If 
this is the case, increased pressures will have to be 
applied to the system's future recruitment, selection, 
ori--entation·, and training capabilities. 
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APPEND IX 6B 

ORIENTATION AND TRAINING: AN EXAMPLE 

Orientation Program 

The dri ver training program begins with the orien t ation 
period. During this stage, the following subjects must be 
thoroughly expl ained: · 

.. ,. 
2. 

3 • 

4. 

5. 

The history and operation of the company . 

The chain of command within the company. 

The union contract. 

The probationary period. 

The company benefit program. 

6. The compensation program including wages, deductions and 
percentages, vacation procedure, and off days. 

7. Extraboard drivers. 

8. The goals of the formal training program. 

A conference should be held among the 
~anagement and union representatives to be 
trainee is thoroughly aware of his 
responsibilities under the contract. Also 
should know how much he will be paid during the 
and training programs . 

Training Program 

trainee and 
sure that the 
rights and 

the trainee 
orientation 

After the driver has gone through the orientation 
program successful ly, some · formal training will be 
necessary, regardless of previous training and experience. 
A driver training prograrrr-should be designed to mold an 
expert salesman and -a professfonai · bus operator, as well as 

·to instill proper att itude~. The driver training program 
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will be · divided into oral instruction and behind-the-wheel 
training. 

Training Instructor 

For a small property, the ins~ructor often is an 
experienced operator who fulfills a dual role of driver and 
safety supervisor. Generally, thr instructor' receives a 
differential rate of pay for training new operators. The 
driving instructor should have: 

1. Experience, and should be well-known and respected by 
other drivers. 

2. Excellent driving skills, with a good driving record 
(perfection is not necessary). 

3. The attitude, appearance, and personality that the 
company is trying to impress on the trainees. 

4. An interest in people and a desire to train new 
employees to be good drivers. 

5. Extensive knowledge of all phases of driving and the 
routes, with an ability to convey this knowledge to 
others. 

6. An understanding of the trainee's situation. 

Oral Instruction 

Oral instruction should prepare the employee for 
behind-the-wheel training. The oral instruction should 
include three areas. 

1. Familiarization with equipment 

a. 
b • 
c .• 

d. 
e. 
f. 
g 
h. 

the bus Dimensions of 
Locations and 
Operation of 
mechanism 

functions of the controls 
doors and door-brake 

Seat adjustment 
Mirrors 
Location and operation 

Running repairs 
Air-conditioning 

of emergency exit 

2. Safety 

interlock 

a. A complete explanation of the crucial importance of 
safety 

---
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b. Safety literature--aud iov isual aids, handbooks and 
leaflets 

c. Passenger safety 
d. Emergencies such as robberies, sudden illness and 

accidents 
e. General precautions , such as assisting the elderly 

and handicapped 

3 • · Pub 1 i c rel at ion s 

a. Appearance 
b. Manners 
c. Importance of the driver 
d. Service (the product of the transit agency) 
e. Knowledge of routes, schedules, and fares 
f. Public speaking 

Oral instruction, while intended to prepare the 
driver-trainee for behind-the-wheel training, does not end 
at the outset of road training . It must be emphasized 
continually throughout the entire training program. 

Behind-the-wheel Instruction 

The goals of behind-the-wheel training are: 

1. To reemphasize the material presented orally. 

2. To present the fundamental skills of driving to the 
trainee. 

3. To mold a professional driver who is skillful, safe, 
familiar _with the equipment, and aware of the importance 
of good public relations. 

Yard dr iving. The initial phase of behind-the-wneel 
training should be conducted on the property or in a 
sparsely populated area. The emphasis should be upon 
putting the trainee behind the wheel to allow him to get the 
feel of driving. No attempt should be made to have the 
·trainee per form skillful maneuvers or turns at the outset. 
Use of equipment, safety, and public relations should be 
reemphasized • 

The next step in yard driving should be designed to mold 
~ safe and skillful ~riv~r. Accordingly, skills and rules 
of the road are presented to, the trainee after the feel of 
driving has been · devel oped. The topics to be covered 
include nine areas. 
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1. Downtown driving 

2. Suburban driving 

3. Highway driving 

4. Boarding customers (trainees may act as passengers) 

a. Approaching the stop 
b. Pulling into a stop after negotiating a right or 

left turn 
c. Positioning the bus 
d. Leaving the stop 

5. Fare receipts 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

Accepting fares 
Giving change 
Transfers 
Passes 
Special fares 
reduced fares 
promotions 

6. Changing lanes 

7. Turns 

(if 
for 

8. Interval between vehicles 

9. Accidents 

a. Frequent causes 

applicable), park 'n' ride, 
senior citizens, ~pecial 

b. Prevention 
c. Procedure in case of an accident 

--passengers 
--property 

Downtown driving. After the trainee has acquired the 
basic driving skills, the next phase of behind-the-wheel 
training is to operate the vehicle in downtown areas, 
suburbs, and on highways. The objectives of city driving 
are to allow the trainee to practice and demonstrate the 
skills acquired in yard driving. 

This phase of the training program should be conducted 
in two stages: 

1. Nonrevenue service, where city driving is merely an 
extended form of off-street training; this would include 
following routes. 
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2. Revenue · service 
operators. 
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with instructions and experienced 

a. Observing the e xperienced operator driving and 
dealing with the public. 

b. Practice under the instructor. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 

Introduction 

For most transit properties, especially those of small 
and medium size, maintenance consists simply of upkeep o f 
plant and equipment. In the best properties, regardless of 
size, a more ·formal ized maintenance program is used as a 
technique to reduce expenses. It has been found that the 
number of breakdowns c an be reduced by scheduling certain 
types of routine maintenance. This type of maintenance is 

.known generally as preventive maintenance. (Maintenanc e 
performed upon failure is referred to as breakdown 
maintenance.) A preventive maintenance program is 
implemented because it costs a firm less than breakdown 
maintenance. 

The goal of maintenance in the transit industry is to 
preserve a systemat ic pattern of transit operation that is 
as · free from interrupt ion as possible. This effort is 
critical in t he transit business because schedules for 
personnel and equ ipment have been set up to run on a strict 
timetable to meet the needs of the public. Breakdowns in 
equipment mean either failur e to live up to this timetable 
or a considerable oversupply of equipment on hand to handle 
contingencies . The result is either a lack of dependability 
in serv,ing the public or an investment in underused 
equipment. The chances of wasting driver time .also are 
increased when equipment maintenance is of low standard and 
reliability. For this reason , it is very important that 
schedules are met and that the amount of equipment and 
personnel time wasted is minimized. 

To put it another way, when a coach breaks down on a 
scheduled route, it is likely to cause the following 

. problems~ 

1. Delayed and missed schedules, which in turn cause poor 
customer appeal an~, eventually, lost patronage. 

. .. . ··-· 
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2. Extra maintenance costs because of damage to parts and 
equipment. 

3. Extra driver or personnel costs -to ~witch equipment. 

4. Disruption of maintenance ·program r.outine. 

5. Lost revenue and future revenue losses. 

6. Investment in extra equipment, which then may be 
under used. 

7. Increased 
accident 
damage. 

insurance 
resulting 

cost, if the breakdown causes an 
in personal injury or property 

A Preventive Maintenance Program 

Simply put, preventive maintenance means averting 
trouble before it happens. Clearly, however, an 
understanding of what really constitutes preventive 
maintenance is necessary. Many people think preventive 
maintenance is merely the replacement of parts and equipment 
at a predetermined time. Behind this reasoning is the 
belief that one can pick out a time in the future when a 
particular part (such as a generator) should be replaced. 
Beyond this replacement process, however, preventive 
maintenance also is concerned with carefully planned 
inspections aimed at providing safe, reliable operation. In 
any case, subsequent references to preventive maintenance in 
this handbook will involve any type of maintenance other 
than that required simply to keep the transit vehicles 
operating. Some of the following activities fall under 
preventive maintenance: 

•• Checking steering gear for excessive play. 

•• Checking fuel pump pressure to idle properly. 

•• Checking seats and seat frames. 

•• Checking exterior and interior lights. 

** Checking angle drive oil level. 

** Cleaning battery terminals and taking cell readings. 

** Washing batteries with water. 

•• Tightening rear spring U-bolt nuts. 

** Checking exhaust -system and mufflers for leaks. 
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** Checking for loose nuts and bol t s. 

** Checking f r en ts. 

** Checking for tears in flooring. 

** Checking for cotr·ect shifting spe ds. 

Costs 

What does maintenance cost ~he transit i~aus ry? 
Financial statements contain a sectio. unaer opera ing 
expenses titled maintenance costs. This category is 
supposed to give a complete pi' ,ure of maintenance costs, 
but probably it does not. Parts and labor constitute the 
major portion of maintenance costs. However, the loss of 
revenue, number of dissatisfieu customers, and the 
disruption of service from coach breakdowns also are costs 
attributable to maintenance. Putting dollar figures on 
these indirect maintenance costs 1s tricky busi~ess at 
best, but the unhappy customer and the aisruption in service 
surely do not gain a company anything, and they are factors 
that must be reckoned with constantly. 

Within industry in general, a quality control or 
reliability function usually is determined by the production 
department. This activity, through a variety of techniques, 
seeks to ensure that the finished product has a certain 
minimum level of acceptable quality. If a piece of 
machinery is turning out substandard products consistently, 
the quality control activity take~ that machinP off the line 
until it is repaired or replaced FirMs act :his way 
because engaging in quality control ~est less :ian having 
unhappy customers. Firms seek to increase the reliability 
of their products or services because reli bility attracts 
and keeps customers and clients. Preventive maintenance is 
not merely an expense, but an investment that ~ar. help 
retai~ nresent patrons and help attract new patrons. 
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Added to the actual repair expense is the cost of completing 
the contracted charter. These costs might involve motel 
expenses, the cost of sending an add~tional bus, and the 
possible cost of unhappy customer~. 

In public transit~··the : customers depend upon buses' 
adherence to schedule. The extra cost of sending a new bus 
to the breakdown scene probably is outweighed by the loss of 
revenue incurred when regular passengers eventually change 
to another mode of travel because of breakdowns anc low 
reliability. · 

The general field of carriage-for-hire is particularly 
sensitive to breakdowns. This sensitivity is because of the 
quality control and reliability aspects of the service. In 
the transit industry, breakdowns have an immediate effect on 
expenses; but, more importantly, they have an immediate 
effect on revenues. For example, one of the federal mass 
transportation demonstration projects cited that: - "Depend
ability (reliability) of service was (an) important 
factor. While the express service trips were operated on 
schedule over 99% of the time, the daily riding statistics 
indicate that those passengers who were occasionally 
inconvenienced quickly found alternative travel means."l 

Transit firms use preventive maintenance techniques as 
the least costly method of insuring quality control and 
reliability, two factors which probably have a more 
immediate effect on demand in the transit industry than for 
industry in general. Because of its impact on the quality 
of ~ervice, preventive maintenance programs should be 
thought of as marketing variables controlled by the firm. 

Goals and Objectives 

The maintenance program for small-scale mass transit 
enterprises described here is based on findings from visits 
to a number of small- and medium-sized properties and the 
experience of close association with small transit 
properties over a number of years. 

In setting up a maintenance program, it is important 
for the firm to · decide what type of program it wishes to 
use. First, the goals and objectives of the program must be 
established. This probably would be put in terms of so many 
breakdowns or serious failures for every 10,000 miles of 
revenue service offered. Another method would be to ' use 
breakdowns per day, week, or month, _without regard to the 
amount of service offered. For an operating transit 
property, there might be an existing breakdown level of 
perhaps three breakdowns or service failures per 10,000 
miles. An objective of no more than one service failure per 
10,000 miles of revenue might be established. The causes of 
breakdowns then would be analyzed to determine the major 
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reasons for fai l ure, and steps would be taken to preven t 
those failures in t he futu r e. Crucial to the program would 
be the definitio n o f se rvice failure. An actual breakdown 
of equipment so that it cannot function at all, such as 
·engine failure, t r ansmi ssion fai l ure, or a flat tire, is one 
definition. Stricter de finitions include factor s such a s 
air-condi tioning f a ilure, broken windows, water leaks, o r 
interior lighting failures, depen9ing upon the operative 
standards set. Some wel l -managed tr ansit agencies with hi gh 
standards may pul l a ·vehicle out of service for as small a 
problem as graffi ti on an interior advertisement. The 
definition of equipment failure i s closely related to the 
overall objectives for service quality es t ablished by the 
transit agency. 

In light of the abo ve discussion, what shou l d be the 
goals and objectives of t he maintenance program? Th e 
discussion that fo l lows is presented in terms of cost 
minimization. However, t he reader should remember that 
included in these costs a r e oppo rtunity costs of l ost 
ridership signific ant i n the public transit industry. In 
other words , if the firm m1n1mi zes the cost s of the 
maintenance program whi le the opportunity costs associat ed 
with lost ridership increase, t hen the firm has not really 
minimized costs at all (see Figure 7.1). 

Cost in 
-dollars 

0 

Revenue l osses 
because of 
breakdowns 

\ 
\. 

Cost of preven
tive maintenance 
program 

: --

100 0 Numbe r of 
breakdowns 

FIGURE 7.1 Cost of piiveritive maintenance program. 
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The ideal preventive maintenance program wo~ld prevent 
any breakdown whatsoever. However, the expenses involved in 
such a program, as shown , in Figure 7.1, would be 
prohibitive. If zero-breakdowns is n~t a goal, then the 
optimal number of bre;3kdow,ns cannot be specified. In a 
small transit agency, one breakdown per day would be too 
many, and in a very large transit firm a rate that low 
probably could not be achieved. Transit properties should 
aim for a range in breakdowns-per-time-period that does not 
cost them ridership or force them to invest in additional 
equipment and/or excess operator expense. In most cases , 
ridership will be affected first. 

Safety is a paramount goal of any maintenance program. 
At a minimum, the preventive maintenance program should 
ensure that all vehicles be able to pass a rigid safety 
inspection at any time, by any agency--management or 
regulatory. (Indeed, this goal should be made part of the 
program with surprise inspections by management as a quality 
check.) 

From a marketing standpoint, the objectives should be 
set so that the passenger can at least expect to ride on a 
clean vehicle, with an interior that is not an eyesore. The 
seats should be in good repair. The windows should not be 
cracked. If the riders have grown to expect heat in the 
winter and air-conditioning in the summer, · no vehicles 
should be dispatched or continue to operate beyond the end 
of any run if these components are not operating properly. 
Riders also should have a high expectation that service will 
not be delayed or interrupted because of equipment 
breakdowns. 

Implementation 

To ensure the service quality set by the transit 
agency, the maintenance department can use a variety of 
guidelines in its preventive maintenance program. 

The defect card. The heart of any preventive 
maintenance program is the driver. The driver should report 
any and all defects in writing on the driver's defect report 
(see Appendix 7A). The importance of this report should be 
emphasized in driver training and retraining programs. 
Drivers should be encouraged in this endeavor by the 
management of the firm. The best encouragement is given by 
prompt attention to defects as they are reported. In 
addition, if for some reason defects cannot be repaired 
immediately, the driver should be notified and should be 
given an explanation for the delay. Too often maintenance 
people and drivers defeat this system with petty squabbling. 
The operators complain that the mechanics will not make the 
repairs, and the mechanics complain that the drivers are too 
picky. This situation indicates a lack of leadership on the 
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part of management. When a maintenance problem occurs that 
may lead to squab bling, top management must evaluate the 
situation, determine what is at fault, find a solution, and, 
most important, communicate to all parties--drivers and 
mechanics--the problem and the solutio~. 

Management should stress tha t it is trying to build a 
pr~ventive maintenance program for the future, not trying to 
blame individuals for problems. A preventive maintenance 
program will work only if it is taken seriously by everyone. 

In some larger properties, rather th an relying on 
defect cards, a representative of the maintenance department 
checks each vehicle in, asking the driver verbally for any 
defects or problems. This method is, perhaps, more costly, 
but it provides more information; it is far easier for a 
driver to explain a problem orally than to take the time to 
write it. The opportunity for dialogue may permit better 
diagnoses of problems. 

Periodic road-testing by mechanics should not be 
overlooked in the search for defects. Because of the 
physical layout of some properties, a mechanic must d~ive a 
vehicle some distance from the parking area to the garage 
facilities. If the mechanic notices any-defects that have 
been overlooked by the driver, he should note them on the 
defect card so they can be corrected. This step is added 
insurance for a good preventive maintenance program. 

Daily fueling inspection. A second preventive 
maintenance tool is the daily fueling inspection. Buses 
must be fueled at least once a day, and each fueling takes 
at least 5 to 10 minutes. During that time, a very thorough 
vehicle inspection can be performed--tire pressures, oil 
levels, lights, windshie ld wipers, brakes, doors, windows, 
seats, and so forth, can be checked, and defects noted. The 
transit property thus has two checks per day that are 
essentially costless; one by the drivers who - operate the 
buses and the other by the people who fuel them. These two 
checks are the keys to achieving the goal of uninterrupted 
service. 

Mileage inspections. A third preventive maintenance 
.tool is the vehicle mileage inspection form (see Appendix 
7A). In general, three types of vehicle inspections are 
performed: (1) lubrication, (2) oil change, and (3) major 
inspection. These inspection forms are really lists of 
i terns to be checke.cL by -the mechanic who makes inspection, 
but maintenance personnel should nor~ stop with the items 
listed. With a little e~tra time and effort, the inspector 
can check other items--wiring and hoses, for example. Good 
maintenance shop leadership encourages its mechanics to do 
this. 
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A careful review of the substance of these inspection 
forms will reveal that they all are in basic agreemen t on 
what is to be checked. In most ~cas es, the only diffe rences 
are in one or two areas. 

When deciding which mileage intervals should be us ed, 
four basic factors must be kept in mind: 

1. The type of coach. 

2. The length of time it t ake s a coach to reach a 
particular inspection point. 

3, The manufacturer's suggested proced~re. 

4. Climate and operating conditions . 

Most inspections are made on a mileage b asis , checked 
against time. Perhaps a better way would be time checked 
against mileage. The person who schedul es t he vehicle 
inspections can do the scheduling much faster by using the 
time elapsed since the last inspection as a basis, ra t he r 
than computing elapsed miles for every vehicle thr ough 
actual odometer readings or formula. Monthly inspection is 
a reasonable average for most bus fleets. Periodically, 
this time basis can be checked to avoid overinspect i ng the 
buses. However, over inspection is preferred to 
underinspection. 

Battery maintenance. Battery maintenance is one of the 
least discussed areas of a preventive maintenance . program. 
Maintenance procedures suggest that hydrometer readings be 
taken and terminals be cleaned, and some firms take voltage 
readings. Battery cells should be checked daily for proper 
electrolyte levels as part of the fueling inspection. 

Records should be kept on various makes and models of 
batteries. The information collected should include date o f 
purchase, date of installation, date of fa i lure, and c ause 
of failure. Road failure frequency can be collected f r om 
the road service call reports . Mileages should be re corded 
routinely. 

This information collection will permit expe r iment s 
with various battery programs. The best type and model of 
battery can be selected. Another possibility that can be 
investigated (if proper information is collected routinely) 
is the use of rebuilt batteries, which might represent a 
cost savings. 

Tire maintenance. Most transit 
standard-size transit buses ' lease tires 
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them because a much better-weari ng tire is available through 
lease. Companies such as Goodyear, Firestone, Uniroyal, and 
B.F. Goodric h will bid on the lease contract. The lowest 
bidde r who meets specifications usually supplies the tires. 
In general, a tire will run a given number of miles. A 
particu l ar mileage point is set, whicrr· usually is referred 
to as a "bogey." Anything past thi s "bogey" point is bonus 
mileage and does not cost the lessee as much to run, 
providing an incentiv e for a high level of tire care. Tire 
records are critica l if a property is getting mileage past 
the bogey period. Hubodometers generally are used to 
collect accurate tire mileage information. Tire record 
forms usually are supplied by the rubber companies. 

Actual tire maintenance may be performed by an employee 
of the local tire distributor using transit agency 
facilities. In general, all that is needed in the tire 
maintenance operat ion is a place to store tires and a device 
to remove rims and place them in the new tires. It also is 
important to use the new safety device--in effect a 
cage--that does away with the dangerous problem of exploding 
tires. Because of the high pressure these tires are under 
when inflated, they may be very .dangerous. 

Transit properties using small Duses--not standard 
buses--must buy their tires . Such tires are standard truck 
tires. Careful maintenance still is required. 

Inventory control. Transit firms must control two 
types of inventories: (1) fuel, lube oil, and grease; and 
(2) parts, special tools, tires, and batteries. 

Quantity discounts 
transit firms (large or 
(bulk) quantities. The 
far outweighs the 
Purchasing in transport 
of storage tanks with 

generally make it mandatory for 
small) to purc hase fuel in transport 
cost reduction per gallon usually 
increased inventory-holding costs. 
quantities requires the installation 
a minimum capacity of 8,000 gallons. 

The firm that uses a bulk lube oil system can purchase 
lube oil in 2,000-gallon lots (delivered in tank trucks) 
and, with proper plumbing, the oil can be - distributed fr om 
the supply tank to several locations. Metering nozzles are 
available to measure quantities delivered. Scale 
cbnsiderations determine whether a firm will use this 
system. If firms do not purchase in bulk, the standard unit 
of delivery is the 55-gallon drum. 

Actual invento ry ·- cori-trol - procedures for fuel are 
simple. Pump readings tak~n at the b~ginning and end of 
ea.ch day are che cked · against the fuel tic kets fo r 
discrepancies. In addition, a dip stick rea~ing of the 
tanks is taken weekly, When fuel delivery is made, the 
tanks are checked before and after delivery to make sure 
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that the gallonage in the tanks equals the gallonage on the 
delivery ticket. A similar procedure is followed for the 
bulk lube oil system. Grease generally is not controlled. 

Parts inventories : are · extremely difficult to 
systematize because many different items with wide price 
variations are involved. Generally, firms set e lower part 
cost limit and control the inv~ntory of parts that exceed 
this lower limit. Parts that cost less than the lower l imit 
usually are not subject to rigorous controls. 

Parts are kept in bins when possible, and the bin 
compartments are labeled with the part number and/or the 
part identification, the part cost, the reorder point, the 
number of units to order, and the supplier. This 
information allows the parts clerk to monitor much of the 
parts inventory daily as he supplies parts to the mechanics. 
This situation is true especially for the larger, frequently 
used parts. For the less frequently used parts, periodi~, 
routine monitoring during slack periods will allow the parts 
clerk to make out requisitions for purchase. 

Special tools, tires, and batteries can be monitored 
individual 

be checked 
books. 

separately with 
circumstances. _ For 
out to mechanics in 

procedures that fit 
example, special tools may 
a manner similar to library 

A great deal of. money can be tied up in obsolete parts 
inventory; One of the most important inventory procedures 
to implement is the periodic, routine campaign to eliminate 
obs6lete parts. Most suppliers will buy back obsolete parts 
if they can be used by their other customers. Naturally, 
the part or its package must present a reasonably good 
appearance, and the part generally cannot be too old, The 
periodic obsolete part campaign should be undertaken often, 
perhaps quarterly. 

Other Maintenance Programs 

Outside Maintenance Contracts 

An option to establishing an in-house repair facility 
is negotiating a contract with an outside party for vehicle 
maintenance and repair (see Appendix 7B). This option might 
be most attractive in cases where the number of vehicles is 
small, because it would avoid the substantial fixed 
investment of equipping a repair facility. Setting up an 
outside contract would involve negotiating a contract for 
performance of vehicle inspections and repairs with an 
automobile dealer, truck dealer, independent garage, or user 
of related equipment. Some disadvantages include: 

1. Control over the quality of the inspections is lost. 
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2. Work scheduling is more difficult because of priority 
considerations. 

3. The expenses incurred, while variable (rather than fixed 
and variable as with in-house work) may be hi~her. 

4. Because much bus work is specialized, more than one 
contr act may have to be negotiated resulting in a loss 
of quality control and increased scheduling difficulty. 

5. The pa rt y performing the maintenance mi ght be unwilling 
to stock the necessary parts, leading to lengthy periods 
when the vehicle is out of service. 

This option is not desirable for any but the smallest firms 
and probably useful only for transit properties not 
operating standard transit vehicles. 

Selective Outs ide Maintenance Contract 

A more· practical option would be selective outside 
contracting of specialized maintenance and repair wor~ while 
the transit agency continues to perform the more routine 
tasks at its own facility. Many transit firms now follow 
thi~ approach with their tires, but th~ concept might be 
extended to repair work on glass, bodi~s, seats, diesel 
engines, and ·so forth. In this case, the firm has the fixed 
investment of a facility, but it does not have a large fixed 
investment in specialized repair equipment and tools. The 
disadvantages previously discussed all pertain in this 
situation, but they are not as severe because the firm has 
some in-house capability. 

Another approach is to contact several of the firms 
leasing trucks for a full-service leasing quotation. Under 
their standard plans, they furnish the vehicles plus a 
guaranteed maintenance program. In outlying locations, they 
would equip a repair facility that would serve the transit 
firm's operation exclusively. However, they would own the 
vehicles, and they might be unwilling to operate these 
vehicles for as long a period as the transit fir.m wished. 
This situation could well lead to higher operating costs 
than the transit firm would incur on its own. For any firm, 
·public or private , that is starting up an operation, a 
quotation by a truck-leasing firm would serve as a ceiling 
on expenses. That is, because the leasing expense is a set 
contractual price, the fledgling transit firm could use 
these prices as maximu~ ex~enses. 

Performing Maintenance -on "Other Vehicles 

A third possibility to be 
repairing oth er firms' vehicles. 
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open-shop basis or on a contractual basis. For planning and 
scheduling ease, the contractual basis is preferred. 

Because parts for standard - city transit buses are 
specialized and not widely distributed, it generally is 
considered infeasible ior "truck. dealers or garages to 
perform preventive maintenance programs and repair work for 
buses. However, truck parts are widely distributed and 
easily obtained on short notice. Therefore, it is possible 
(indeed attractive) for transit firms to perform maintenance . 
on trucks without a drastic increase in inventories, 
investment in additional equipment, or additional employees. 
For small transit firms in outlying locations, this service 
would represent an attractive method of spreading the repair 
facility overhead. 

A natural customer for a publicly owned transit agency 
is local government. Maintenance may be provided for city 
trucks, fire engines, heavy equipment, and perhaps police 
cars. Work on heavy vehicles often is especially attractive 
because local government can avoid the costs of installing 
expensive special equipment similar to that already found at 
a transit property. 

Out-of-house vehicle maintenance can be done 
selectively. For example, the transit firm could open its 
own facilities for diesel engine work. Perhaps it could 
contract solely for preventive maintenance -inspections. 

As far as charging for this work is concerned, the firm 
can easily determine competitive labor costs by 
investigating the rates charged . by the local automobile 
dealers, independent garages, or truck dealers. Parts can 
be priced at cost, plus 15%. These are starting points. 
The final prices will be determined through negotiations. 

The variations on this theme are endless. The 
important aspect is the spreading of the overhead. One or 
two sound maintenance contracts may spell the difference 
between a small city being able to afford a good transit 
system, a poor one, or none at all. 

Maintenance Facilities 

Most transit properties only have one maintenance 
facility (the very largest properties will have several 
storage and inspection facilities and, generally, one main 
maintenance location). A variety of tasks are performed at 
the maintenance facility including: 

** Heavy repairs. 

** Engine overhauls. 
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** Unit r ebuilds. 

•• Major body repairs. 

** Painting. 

** Upholstery. 

•• · Rout~ sign preparation. 

** Bus stop sign manufacture. 

** Brake relining. 

** Brake drum turning. 

** Radiator repairs. 

Within the facility there should be stalls in which to 
perform the repairs as well as support space. Support space 
includes such activities as a machine shop, a component 
rebuild area, a sheet metal shop, a welding shop, 
stockrooms, offices and all other spaces not designed to 
hold buses. 

To do the job properly, there should be two or three 
heavy repair stalls for each 100 buses; paint and body 
stalls average two per 100 buses. A decently equipped heavy 
repair stall should have a hoist or a pit. If pits are 
generally provided, there should always be at least one 
hoist in a maintenance facility. 

The average allocation of space per vehicle in the bus 
fleet should be about 60 square feet each. Ideally the 
stalls would be about 18 x 67 feet to 18 x 80 feet each; 
this includes clearance and passageways for equipment 
movement, work benches, and perhaps bus trafficways within 
the fac ility. About 20 square feet per bus should be 
allocated for machine shop and component rebuild area. For 
stockroom space, about 25 square feet is needed per bus. 
Shop areas require an av erage of 20 square feet per bus. 
Other activities, including such things as cleaning vats, 
battery storage, offices, locker rooms, air compressors, and 
·1ubrican t sto rage, need about 25 square feet per bus .2 

What are the needs of a typical transit property? More 
to the point , how do these needs compare with the fac i lities 
feasible for the smarl-s~ale mass . transit firm? There are 
14 basic needs in an all-ar6und maintenance facility: 

1. Fueling service area. 
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2. Wash area. 

3. Grease pit or hoist, or co~bination ·or both. 

-4. Body shop. 

5. Paint shop. 

6. Machine shop. 

7. Stockroom. 

8. Storeroom (the stockroom 
combined) • 

and storeroom 

9. Maintenance superintendent's office. 

10. Indoor or outdoor storage of coaches. 

11. Fuel and lube oil storage tanks. 

12. Cleaning and repair area. 

13. Battery room. 

1-4. Tire room. 

may be 

These facilities cover the typical maintenance 
functions for a mass transit property. Managers may have 
some -d if ficul t y applying these functions to smal 1- scale 
transit operations, particularly when they compare facility 
cost and need. Because all functions must be performed, 
some work might have to be farmed out if it cannot be done 
in-house. 

Fueling Service Area 

In addition to fueling the buses, the fueling service 
area is a place where checks on coolant levels, oil levels , 
and torque fluids are done. It also provides a place to 
conduct some minor inspections, pull the defect card, remove 
the fare box, check tires, and clean and wash the buses. 
Whether the fueling area needs to be connected directly to 
the maintenance facility depends upon personal preference, 
the amount of space available, and the section of the 
country. 

The fueling area may be located completely away from 
the main garage building. In a warm climate, all that is 
peeded is a roof. One advantage of keeping the fueling area 
separate from the main facility is that a coach may not need 
to use the washer and other facilities as often as it needs 
to be fueled and serviced. With this arrangement, the bus 
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would not have to run through connected facilities 
unnecessarily , and it would not hamper other operations. 

The following major functions are performed at most 
servica is lands or inside service areas: 

** . Fuel refill. 

** 011 check and refill. 

** Recording of fuel and oil use. 

** Tire check. 

** Coolant level check. 

•• Cleaning of interior and exterior. 

** Lights check. 

•• Torque fluid check. 

** Fare box removal. 

** Minor maintenance check. 

** Brake check. 

If the bus is to be cleaned as part of the fueling 
operation, cleaning person nel begin by using air hoses to 
loosen dust and trash inside the bus. Me-anwhile, if an 
automatic bus vacuum is used, the bellows of that device are 
placed against the front door of the vehicle. The vacuum 
then sucks the trash .and dust out of the bus. When the 
fueling and vacuuming are finished, the bus can be moved to 
the wash area. If an automatic washer is used, cleaning 
personnel simply drive the bus slowly through the machine. 
The bus may then be driven to the storage area unless it has 
been marked for work in the maintenance area. 

Washing Area 

Most modern fueling and washing area installations are 
located inside. The advantage of having them inside is that 
they can be kept .cleaner. Also, it is easier to recycle 
washing materials. By _~nc1osing the entire operation, bad 
weather does not interfere . . - Service personnel are more 
likely to do a better j_ob if they are protected from the 
elements . In cold climates, it is wise to conduct the 
entire washing process indoors in a heated environment, with 
a place for the buses to drip dry. Otherwise there may be 
severe problems with the ice that forms from the water 
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dripping from the buses. Indoor facilities must include 
adequate drains so that water will not form large puddles. 

The wash area is a necessity if equipment is to be kept 
attractive. On a very smal 1 ·property 1. the internal cleaning 
job may have to be done manualli~ If so, the bus would be 
cleaned in the storage area, rather _ than in . the fueling 
area. Financial constraints will determine whether a 
mechanical washer can be used. The initial cost of a 
mechanical washing system is high. For a small transit 
property, it might be more practical and economic~l to hire 
a person to wash the buses by hand. However, the small 
property should not rule out the use · of machinery simply 
because of the initial cost of the equipment. When deciding 
on the cost feasibility of mechanically cleaning and washing 
equipment, some factors must be kept in mind includfng·: · 

1. Initial cost of equipment. 

2. Length of time equipment can be used. 

3. Lifetime operating cost of running the equ~pment. 

4. Lifetime cost (relative to the expected 
mechanical devices) in labor expense for men to 
machine's job. 

life of 
do the 

5, Number of coaches to be served by the equipment. 

6. Possibility of renting the service provided by the 
equipment to other firms, such as other bus lines, motor 

_ carriers, or automobile agencies. (The main 
consideration is that the outside work should not in any 
way interfere with the effective operation of the 
tr~nsit enterprise.) 

7. Possibility of transit firm contracting for washing 
service. 

8. Cost constraints (inflation, rising wages, current 
value, and so forth). 

Transit firms should evaluate the alternatives in any 
investment situation in terms of current value, to take into 
consideration the time value of money. ~s a simple example, 
if the choice is between investing $100,000 in equipment and 
paying an employee $4,000 each year for the next 25 years to 
do the same thing, it would appear that the alternatives are 
equal. However, one alternative requires an immediate 
outlay of $100,000, while the other requires outlays over a 
25-year period. In the second alternative, $96,000 could be 
used in other ways for one year, $92,000 ~qe next year, 
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$88,000 for the next, and so forth. In other words, the 
portion of the $100,000 that can be used in other ways might 
bring in new r e venue not available under the first 
altern ative. Therefore, before the second alternative is 
compared to the fi rst, future outlays under the second 
alternative need to be dis counted to the current time at a 
rate comparable to the rate of return that could be obtained 
by investing the excess funds. 

Grease Pit or Hoist Area 

The grease pit provides a simple means of daily 
undercarriage inspection. A mechanical hoist takes a little 
longer per vehicle to operate . However, a hoist is more 
useful for steam clean ing a bus' undercarriage, general 
engine work, tire changes , and brake work. The pit is 
excellent when used for prevent ive maintenance on brakes 
because it simplifies weekly adjustments that may take only 
3 to 5 minutes. 

In general, hoists are preferred over pits, although 
some maintenance people believe the hydraulic hoist requires 
costly maintenance . Another important advantage of the 
hoist is that, unlike the pit, people cannot fall into it, 
nor can a careless repairman drive a bus into it. The 
small-scale transit operation may not need both, but it 
appears that both are de sirable for maximum maintenance 
efficiency~ If an opera tion were to have just one facility, 
probably the pit would be the best choice. However, if 
hoists are available, two pits or one very large pit still 
might be needed to allow for simultaneous repair and 
inspection. 

A steam cleaner should be located somewhere near the 
pit or hoist area. The steam cleaner is important for 
cleaning the dirt and grease that collects on the underside 
of the bus. Because the diesel engine located in the rear 
of the bus requires air intake on the side, dirt builds up 
underneath. Eventually, this area of the vehicle can become 
a fire hazard if it is not cleaned properly. Also, the 
steam cleaner can be used to clean the engine and engine 
parts before every preventive maintenance inspection. This 
·enables the inspectors to see the parts clearly. If the 
parts cannot be observed closely, inspectors may miss heat 
spots and friction points that should be noted and repaired. 
The undercarriag e also needs to be steam cleaned 
periodically. 

Body Shop and Paint Shop 

Both of these areas a re found in all but the smallest 
properties, where these functions would Qe handled by 
outside contractors . Usually, if a company has between 40 
and 100 buses, one bus will be in the body shop and another 
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in the paint shop each day. At one time, paint and . body 
shops often were combined. However, recent .federal 
regulations required that painting .facilities be separated 
completely from the rest of the maintenance facility. · 

Machine Shop 

For the very small mass transit property, a complete 
machine shop may not be very practical. Much of this work 
may be contracted out. But for properties with 10 buses or 
more, a machine shop with a lathe, valve grinder, and other 
small repair tools very definitely is needed. 

Stockroom and Storeroom 

The stockroom is a basic area for supply and inventory 
control. All parts are stored here, to be placed in service 
on the coaches at a later date. Each item is checked out 
through this room. Inventory counts and records are also 
kept here, and the stockroom also can be used for employee 
time cards, records, work reports, and so on as well. 

The storeroom is used to store large items, such as 
rebuilt engines and transmissions . If the transit property 
is far from a supplier of this type of equipment, it is 
usually wise to keep a spare engine and transmission on hand 
to assure interr uption-f~ee service. 

Maintenance Superintendent's Office 

The maintenance superintendent's office is the center 
of the maintenance operation. It is the origin of work 
orders and the place where information is gathered for the 
maintenance records. The maintenance superintendent's 
office need not be large, but it should be located close to 
the site of maintenance work for purposes of close 
supervision of employees. 

Indoor or Outdoor Storage 

There are conflicting opinions on the question of 
indoor or outdoor storage. Many people think that storing 
buses indoors is too expensive and not worth the cost of 
construction and upkeep. Indeed, if it is combined with the 
typical masonry maintenance facility, the expense of such . a 
building may be exorbitant compared to th~ benefits it 
provides. A less expensive framed or aluminum shelter of 
course, could be used as an alternative. In many areas of 
the country, indoor storage is an absolute necessity, 
particularly in sections with extremely cold winters. 
Diesel engines are usually very difficult to start when the 
temperature falls below 40 degrees. 
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In some areas transit managers feel that with the new 
technological advances i n plug- in engine heating equipment, 
it is more practical t o use these units and store the buses 
outside. The opposite v iew is that outdoor storage is 
harder on paint and othe r exterior parts, causes more wear 
and incur s expense arising from vandalism. Others who have 
older buses without o i l -sealed axles, feel that · lubricants 
do not serve thei r purpose and fail to keep friction at a 
minimum when bus e s are kept outside in the col~. This 
factor is particular l y i mportant for the first few miles 
each day. 

Fuel and Lube o i l Sto r age Tanks 

The best method is to have the tanks underground, but 
this is not always do ne . Another question involves the 
advantages of sto r ing fuel an~ oil in large tanks. Although 
such tanks are costly, sca le advantages are apparent: 

1. Have tanks large en ough to allow buying at the best bulk 
discount. 

2. With large tanks, it i s possible to maint a in a sch·edule 
that will enable fuel and lubricants to be obtained 
through competitive bidd i ng. 

3. If fuel use makes it necessary to have 12,000-gallon 
capacity, it is pr obab ly wise to have two 6,000-gallon 
tanks, to allow for po ssibl e tank breakdowns. 

Another method of l owering overall costs is to have a 
tank located near the pit a rea. When the oil is changed, 
the old oil can be saved for reclaiming. A tank is needed 
because oil companies will not reclaim quantities as small 
as barrels. The particular facility that a transit firm 
requires depends on the f o llowing : 

1 . The type of maintenance program that is operated. 

2. The number of bus es . 

J. The section of the c ountr y. 

4. The topography of the land. 

5. The cost constraints- . 
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~inal Report on Mass Dernonstratifn Project MD-MTD- 1, 
Metropolitan Transit Authority of Mar yl~nd , U. S . · Department 
of Housing and Urban Dev elopment, and the McMahon 
Transportation Company , Inc., p. 28. 

2The information on the space needed is from Virgil S. 
Thurlow, John A. Bachman, and C. Denver Lovett, Bu s 
Maintenance Facilities: A Tr ansit Mana ement Handbook,° 
Washington, D.C., MITR Co r po r ation, November 1975. Tbis 
is an invaluable source of material an d should be consulted 
by all persons concerned wi th the oper atio n, construction, 
or refurbishment of t r an s i t maintenanc e f acilities. It was 
prepared under a gran t f rom the Urban Mass Transportation 
Administration as pro j ect VA-06-0004-75-05. 
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APPENDIX 7A 

EXAMPLES OF MAINTENANCE FORMS 

Included in this appendix are a number of forms 
currently used by transit firms. In_ addition, some 
recommended forms are inc luded, which are generally made up 
of two or more other forms combined for simplification. 

Most 
reviewed 
length. 

of the forms are self-explanatory; some are 
in the accounti ng section of the handbook at some 

Figure 7A.1: Bus Defect Report 

The bus defect report is self-explanatory. The 
emphasis should be placed on the drivers' completin~ t his 
form on a daily (or shift) basis. The fo rm shoul d be filled 
out routinely, even when there are no defects. A place 
should be explicit ly provided on the form fo r the no-defects 
entry. 

Figures 7A.2, 7A.3: Daily Inspection Forms--A, B 

These forms are simply a guide for use by the people 
performing the inspections. A form should be completed fo r 
each bus every day 1t is in service . 

Figures 7A. 4-7A.15: Mileage Inspection Forms--A, B, C 

These are examples of mileage inspection forms 
currently in use. Th&y should be attached to repair orders 
by the mainten ance super intendent or foreman whenever such 
an inspection is to be made. 

Figures 7A.16, 7A.17: Air-Conditioning 
Inspection Forms--A,B 

More and more buses are being equipped with 
air-conditio ning units. Air-conditioning in the summer is a 
must for passenger comfort and helps to serve as a , builder 
of revenue . However, ·preventiv~ ma_~ntenance of and repairs 
to these units are specialized. Air-conditioning units 
should be sepa rated ~rom the general ·vehicle preventive 
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operations. Separate inspection 
for preventive maintenance and 

Figure 7A.18: -Foreman's Inspection Form AA 

Nothing sharpens and tightens a preventive maintenance 
program as much as random inspections by a member of the 
management team. This system gives concrete evidence that 
management is serious about the quality of the maintenance 
work and is paying attention to it. 

Management should use this inspection practice as a 
means of rewarding the outstanding performers in the 
maintenan ce and repair area. It can be a means of upgrading 
low-quality performance when placed on an instructional 
basis rather than to censure individuals. Mechanics, like 
all other people, have their own pecking order. Their 
desire to be the best mechanic can be used as an instrument 
to raise the quality of the whole system. A system of 
quarterly dinner meetings, where individuals· are 
specifically cited and rewarded (wallets, pins, and so 
forth) before their peers, is a prime means of eliciting 
high-quality job performance from these people. Outstanding 
examples of high-quality foremen's investigation should be 
made part of the employee's permanent record file. 

Figure 7A.19: Battery Report Form 

This form serves to trace the history of each ~atter~ 
from date of purchase to date of final disposition. 

Figures 7A.20, 7A.21: Tire Forms--A, B 

These tire forms are used by the United 
Company, now Uniroyal Incorporated, for 
operation. 

States Rubber 
its leased tire 

Figure 7A.22: Vehicle History Form 

Each vehicle should have its own maintenance file, 
which should include a copy of every repair order, ~ileage 
inspection form, and vehicle record. All major component 
repairs should be listed on the coach record, together with 
the date of this repair and the mileage. This system 
provides management with a quick history of individual 
component's performance as well as a history of each bus. 

Figures 7A.23-7A.26: Inventory Control Forms--A, B, C, D 

These forms and their use are discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 7A.27: Repair Order 

The repair order fo rm is the basic unit -0f the 
operations info rmation sys tem. Each time the vehicle is 
inspected or repai red, the labor time and parts charges are 
added on thi s f o r m. On e copy of this multi-copy form should 
be placed i n the maintena nce file of each vehicle. 
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Company Name ~ 

-
... -BUS -DEFECT REPORT -

Bus fl Date' I I ; 

OPR. OPR. 
M:l'l'OR NO. MECH, BODY NO. MECH. 

No Power Dest. Siszns 
Misses Wiper 
Heats Mirrors 
Knocks Heaters 
Idle Motor Windows 
Fan Windshield 
Water Leak Seats 
Oil Leak OTHER DEFECTS 
Fuel Leak Lbhts 
Accelerator Wheels 
Starter Doors 

INSTRUMENTS 
Oil Gauge IF THERE ARE NO DEFECT~, 
Air Pressure INDICATE HERE 
Temoerature 
Ammeter 

TRANSMISSION 
Noisy 
Shift Lever 

ELECTRICAL 
Battery 
Str. Switch 
Buzzer 
Horn 

FOOT BRAKES 
Loose 
Tight 
Stick 

HAND BRAKES 
Loose 
Tight 

CLUTCH 
Slips 
Grabs 

STEERING 
Stiff 
Rough 

REAR END 
Noisy 
Bumps 

Foreman 

FIGURE 7A.1 Bus defect r~port. 
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Bus Ii 
DAILY INSPECTION 

ITEMS TO BE CHECKED · CLOCK# 

Wheel Nuts and Stud s 
All Li2hts 
Windshield Wipers 
Horn 
Windshield Fans 
Service Brakes 
Hand Brake 
Fan and Generator Belts 
Steerimt 
Generator Char2in2 
Shiftin2 
Drain Air Tanks 
Oil Pressure (Gas & Diesel) 
Radiator and Water Hoses 
Oil Level 
Fuel 
Use Buck Cvclone Cleaner 

Inspector 

FIGURE 7A.2 Daily inspection form-~A. 
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Bus I> Company 
Inspection Ii 
Date "A" INSPECrION 

Mechanic's instruc tiona: ttema inapected and found OK shall be marked 11 ..,/o . 
Items adjusted or repaired ahall be marked "X''. Items requiring acfdft ◄ ""al 
repairs or adjustment s shall be marked 11011

• Mechanics shall ~ither initi.11 
or insert their number bes ide each item inspected. 

INSIDE COACH ENGINE COMPARTMENT 
Hand brake for grip spring & adjuat Radiator shutter oneration 
five notches Hosea & water oil & fluid leaks 
Compressor for cut-in pre111ure (mi ni- Fan Hub condition 
mum 80 lbs) & cut-ou t (100- 105 lbs. Fluid fan - leaks & oner at inn 
ran2e) En2ine oil for level & condition 
W/s winer for onerat i on and aneed Clutch operating air cylinder for 
Blow horn-must be audibl e 300 f eet air leaks 
Oil pressure & temperature gauge ·1·nrottle knocKaown cylinaer for 
oneration air leaks 
Defroster, floor heater & bl ower Toraue fluid level (added ats) 
oneration Anszle Drive oil level & condition 
Check steerin2 wheel free nlav 90-91 transmis~ion governor oil . 
Mirrors for clear view & condition level 
of adiustment En2ine for unusual noise & idle 
All dan2er si2nals & l i tes f or bur nin2 Brake lining-5/16" min. at center 
Inside lights for burned out bulbs & of shoe. Adjust_to 3/4" push rod 
shade condition (Do Not r emove f l uor - stroke using "apply-bar" at each 
escent tubes while turned on. Power cylinder. 
unit mav be dama2ed ) Bra le cvlinder & hose for air leaks 
Head lamps for focus & tilt switch Body springs for broken leafs. _ Air 
oneration suspension for bellow, leveling . 
Doors for operation, l eading a ir open valves leaks 
& closed & sten light switch ac tion Drain air tanks and sumns 
Buzzer and cord condition Differential for leaks level-clean 
Seats for cuts, stanchions for vent 
ti2htness Clean heatin2 filters (when used) 

Flus & flares in n lace Clean coach interior & steerin2 

OUTSIDE COACH 
Marker, tail, diredtional signal s & PERFORM THE FOLLOWING ONLY WHEN "X" 

stop lights for shade & bur ned ou t· IS PUCED IN SQUARE 
bulbs 
Wheels, axle cap and ax l e flange nuts § CHANGE OIL 
for ti2htness CHANGE OIL FILTER 
Window.Glass & body for cond ition LUBRICATE CHASSIS 
Inflate tires to correct nresaure 
Wiper blades & arms for tightne ss and MAKE DETAILED REPORT OF ITEMS MARKED 

blade condition "O" ON REVERSE SIDE 
Battery for gravity read i ng and 
electrolyte level. Batteries wi t h 
reading below 1.200 or 25 points or 
more variation between cel l s should be 
changed. Inspect battery cables & 
& clean terminals 
Battery No . & 

FIGURE 7A.4 Mileage ins pection form--Al. 
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Accumulated Miles Coach Number 
Date GM HYDRAMATIC COACH "A" INSPECTION REPORT Inspection Number 

Type of operation to be performed: ''.~' if OK, "X" adjusted; "O" repairs needed. 
Make detail report of items marked "O" on reverse side. 

MECH. MECH. 
NO. SYM. NO. SYH. 

SteerlnR Rear for excessive play Ck. brake lining 5/ 161' at center of shoe. 
~tartlnR Motor Oneration Adjust to 3/4" strokl! by applying bar at 
Oil Pressure at idle ls IJ each cylinder. 
Interior dome & headliRhts Build up air pressure. ck. for air leaks 
Fare box & step li1thts at diaphra2111s & hoses 
Passenger si2nal & cord Differential housing & pinion seal for 
Horn for tone leaks 
Ammeter for generator charRe Fill differential to proper level. 
Air conmressor cuts out at lbs. Added I. 
Air comoressor cuts in at lbs. Clean differential vent 
Dash, stop, rear door signal, low oil Tiahten Trans./Anale drive bolts 
and temoerature sianal lights Inflate all tires 
Windshield wiper ooeration TiRhten air comn. belts 
Front & rear doors for proper opera- Ck . idler pulley bearina play 
tion. Adlust when necessary. Fan blades-W/0U111D for exceH play 
Defroster motors-heaters Gas lines & connections 
Adjust hand brake to hold Choke operation 
Seats for cuts-seat frames All hose & clamus for leaks 
Tiahten grab rails & modesty panels Reoair or reoort oil leaks 
Emergency door latch Ck. an~le drive level. Added ats. 
Glass & sash for condition Ck. trans. level with engine running & 
All exterior lights-stop light shift lever in drive. Added qta. 
Dama1tes to body. Report on other side. Wash batterv with water-dry 
Horn wire conn. at steerin2 column Fi ll battery to proper level. If water 
Front sorin2s for breaks level is low, ck. for improper volt 
Lube control links to accel. & hand settin2 -brake Road test. Ck. shift pattern & rep3ir 
Drain air tanks rattles. Clean steering wheel & eeats 
Ck. drive line & U joints. Tighten 

Road tested 1¥ I flan2e nuts . 
.. 

PERFORM THE FOLLOWING ONLY · IF "X" IS PLACED IN SQUARE 

c=J CHANGE OIL (==:] LUBRICATE CHASSIS c=J ~NGE FILTER 

-

FIGURE 7A.5 Mileage inspection form--A2. 
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Accumulated Miles Coach No. 
Date FLXIBLE COACH 3000/6000 MILE INSPECTION REPORT Inspection No·. 

Type of operation to be performed: II ✓ II if OK; "X" adjusted; 110 11 repairs needed. 
Make detail report of items marked 11011 on reverse side . 
Items marked* are to be performed on Inspections No. 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 ONLY. 

MECH. MECH. 
NO. SYM. NO. SYM. 

Steerin2 gear for excessive plav Raise front wheels, ck bearings. 
Starting motor operation Ad1ust kingpins for wear. 
Oil pressure at idle is II Adjust front brakes. Report them when 
Interior dome & head lights worn to 5/16" at centers 

I I Step liRhts Tie rod ends and Pitman arm 
Passenger signal & cord Shocks and linkage for wear 
Horn for tone Horn wire connec tion at steering column 

- Ammeter for generator charge Front springs for breakage 
Air compressor cuts out at --- lbs. *Front spring bushing wear 
Air compressor cuts in at --- lbs. *Ti2hten front soring U bolt nuts 
Dash, stop, rear door signal , low oi 1 Lwe control links to accel. & hand 
& temperature signal light s brake. Replace worn pins 
Windshield wiper operation Drain air tanks and ck mountings 
Front door for proper operation. Raise rear wheels, ck bearing adjust-
Ad1ust when necessary ments and tighten flange nuts . 
Defroster motors--heaters Adjust rear linings . Report when worn 
Adiust hand brake to hold t o 5/16" at centers 
Seats for cuts--seat frame s Ck drive line & U j oints, tighten 
Bnergencv door latch flange nuts & lubricate joints 
Glass & sash for condition 1,Rear soring bushing wear 
Floor covering wear and damage h-'fighten rear spring U bolt nuts 
Step nosing wear .& loosenes s Build up air pressure. Ck all dia-
Ck clutch pedal clearance phragms hose & connections under 
All exterior lights--stop ligh t s pressure 
Damages to body. - Report on other Di fferentia l housing & pinion seal 
side *Exhaust & muffler for leaks 

FIGURE 7A.6 Mileage inspection form--A3. 
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MECH. 
NO. I SYM. 

Frame for cracks 
Fill differential to proper level 
Clean differential vent 
Check each fuel 
Lubricate chassis ck'd 
Tighten transmission 
Inflate all tires 

*Service air cleaner, ck hose conn to 
carburetor and to air box 
Service crankcase 

*Generator brushe·s 

wear 
ump belts tor cracks. Adiust. 

enerator brackets 
Generator drive belt for cracks. 
Adiust. 

. Inspect. 
wires & ends for condition 

oints. Adiust. 
i~ubricate distributor cam & point arm 
"Tighten manifold nuts 

orts for condition 
i~ondition of clutch clevis, pins & 
crank at rear of engine. Make needed 
repairs. 
Adiust clutch if necessar 

*Set ignition time with light 

over nor RPM 
Gas lines and connections 
Choke operation 

FIGURE 7A.6 continued. 

MECH. 
NO. I SYM. 

*Drain sump & oil shutter cylinder. Ck 
shutter operation. 

*Change oil & filter cartridge if ck'd 
Check transmission oil level 
Wash off battery with water 
Clean terminals and take cell readings 
from positive to negative. Cell l 
2--3 -- 4 -5 -6 -- . If 
cell readings are below 1225, remove 
regulator cover and raise voltage 1/10. 
If over 1250, lower 1/10 volt. Write 
voltage setting in cover with pencil. 
Voltage set by 

Fill battery cells to proper level 
Battery No. is 

Ba artment condition , 
Road Check transmission shift-
ing. Repair unnecessary rattle~. 
Clean steering wheel & seats. 

MAKE DETAIL REPORT HERE 

Road tested by ----------------

N 
Q\ 
0 
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Coach# Assigned to 
Date I I LUBRICATION 

Type of inspection: 2,500 ML ( ) 5,000 ML ( ) 
(✓) OK 00 Adjustmunts Made (O) Repairs Needed 

lOOO's of ML 
2.5 5 25 ITEMS TO INSPECT 

Brake auolication valve 
Door en2ine linka2e 
Accelerator pedal 
Destination si2ns 
Accelerator bell crank 
Control linkEt~e 
Steering controls (L&:R) 
Front sorin2s (L&R) 

Front brake assemb lv (L&R) 
Front door h1nge oin 
Rear door hitu.te oin 
Front shift & accelerator bell crank 
Hand brake cable 
Rear sorin2s (L&R) 
Rear brake assemblv (L&R) 
Differential housing 
Hand brake mechanism 
Rear shift & accelerator bell 
Prooeller shaft 
Control be ll cranks 
En2ine oil (refill) 
Shutter air cvlinder 
Shutter thermostat 
Starter 
Generator 
Shift & clutch control lever 
Transmission turbine bearing 

- --
. . •·· 

-

FIGURE 7A.7 Mileage inspection form A4. 
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tH LE SERVI CE INS?l:.CTiON 
ALL 

6,000 
COACHES EQU I PPED 'r11 TH ·-DIESEL HYDRAULIC 

Coach No . _________ Inspection Mi le~-------- Date _______ _ 

S_ymtiol Definitions: ± OK: '.'.)C:_ Adjusted : .'.'..O...'.'.. Repairs Nec-dc.>d* 

~E~~~0~-- ~~A!i~CA_C_TU_RE_R '_S ~ I_NTENANc.E M~(~(J/\L~O.r- ,R~1-~}_L_S. Q~lllSP[~l]Q!i_ _P_ROCU1~:~1 S 

...;:O:..:...P.::;.;[R~./\:..:...T_.I:..;:O:.:..:.t~-=-S........;_TO. Ll 
COACH INTERIOR INSPECTION 

CfttO Stc-tnft9 Whttl •rtt ~1•7 • 
CtatcL lr•kt 1 Accthruo,. P•<1• 1 Qp.-11\ton . 
Chtei Horn for Sou"<I 1 luttun Opt 1~lh1\ . 
Chtci t.1r. Oil l c.,,11.•,1\or :.~.ic;t, for Corrtct 

Rttdtn9 ,.,1 OptrallML 
Chtck h••rtr,tt.,rt' c.,..,9" for-Ortration. 
Chtt\ St'dfl lower 1 LC''t'tr Optutu~n. 
Chtcl H1n<1 Or1 'u Lt,tr 0ptr~t1on. 
ChtCk 'J1nO,httl<I 1,,'q1C'r !)111~c. h I 0ptr&l10ft , 
Cfttcll ~,,,. Vhw Mtrron. 
Ch~,:. ►. 1·,1.: L19hl\ l ()tm-r.l•r S,iltcht) , 
Ct,eo Cit,r•t, 01U1 & Stt~•wt11 l1fJhll , 
Chtt" h,rr. s,~ ·ul Opttr•tton ltght\, 
Chti.t P~\Hr9"'r t,,utr ~ownd A Oi,,tr1lton. 
(ht i: l Ot\t1ni11t1un ~qn Optr•lh)n ' l 1ghl\ . 
Ctirck Fror.l I R,~ r Door 0pH&t1o n. 
ChtO. lr1\trwl"l'l'll J,tntl Sw 1~cht1 . 
(tlf'Cl ~\Ht 1 H"P ~.dtCht"\. . 
{t,(Cl !icetcr I 81riwtr Opc-r•liou . 
{htc'- 01n•r'\ ~i:-.it I Optr1t1on . 
{htC'- ;t1noo,o, ltlChl'\ l (.lpc- , 1 t\ c.n . 
Chttl ~ ttnchtori' C.r1b R11l\ for Otftct\ . 
{MO Std\, Frtftl\'\ l (oHr1n~ for Otft cl:. . 
(h cc) &\;l ar Cord. 
(1'111:t ["'t~r9t"''·Y Door ltvrr & Ovtr ttto1•. 
Chtt~ C.tntrt1 Jnurlor Cond1thn 1 Ptl nl 

,.,, (' 1 \, l ll . 
(ht'C, FI rt [ at 1n9ul 1h-r . , 
(hl· Cl f\f'or (n9I•,.,\ fJr AH lt.,.I.\, ltc . 
(httk Fh1\lr (0Hnn9 for Lon\nf\\ 

tnd C\dtCl\. 
(htc• ~,.-;, .. t· 11\ for loo~ t Cov~•· tn9 and 

t) ~f e(t c,. 
(h,· .: ~ ') ,,idy Door ld9~\, lrc,'11 :\, (tc . 
(htt\ 'ir\l A i d J1 U l f.~t\. 

COACH EXTERIOR INSPECTION -------------·------
(htel P\trl.tr I Ch111nct, Stop & hi I 

Liyht\. 
Ch.cl Door tnd Ftndu· Rwbbt-n . 
(htO G~ntrtl lody tnd Pttnt (ondttto1H, 
Chtt'- 6 ftgf\lfn Whttl I Aalt f l,r19f tluts, 
Chte& Viswtllr T1rt1 tor Unt¥tn wc,u, Cwt\ 

1nd ( tc . 
(tltek ,,..d Strv1ct htUr1tl . 

VOL TAC{ IATffll' NO . k~0R0M(T(R -

9Alllll NO . 

1111, c" 
•O 

CO/\CH UNDER CHI\SS I S-:.E_I_U!·isr' 
Cntek All Atr lt'llei .. , for L,,._, tt c .. 
Chtcl Or ,9 link, tu Red f1,1r ~t•r 

tnd AdJ11lt "'""'-· 
Ch,.d h . ..:11 Shifttr, A,c,1,r,ctor tnd 

Mend lrtkt ' Rod\ tor Wt.••r. 
o,.-ct r,.,,,, Spr\n9~ for l\rl)t ,. n lt4Vt~. 

Ctnltr lolls, lOOH Sh.c&ln 
tnd U loll\. 

(htcl 1 n-.J Drtin Air l t nl\ - t'ot.:ntlnl)L 
Chect ( • .,.,,lo Vtht \. 
(.,tel fuel ltnL\ for ltlk\, (ti,; , 
(htC.l Rt,r Sprtt':'] for 6rolr1, l'l•t\, 

(r-Ht· r ~":t ~. l0C'\ 1.' ~tl • t 'rl.!\ 

.. ,,c: IJ 8? I\\ . 
(ht,;1,l 11,H d Or.&~ l lh~. ,,, . • no 

.C.dJ1o1\l f"' t:t1~ of S t11.., ,:- 1,, 
Cht.•1.& ti, 1.-c S1<i•ft & u Join~~ for 

l ')0 \: r. t \ ~ , ( t C • 
(htcl l•11icrr, , t11I ► 1n1r 11 St'th t"'j 

Hc.,w \ 11," f 1Jf' l tJ&:.. 
(htCl ~, • • C' 011pti , 19-\ for Li: .. ~\ 

(8riir.n Ap1,1l1tJ ) . 
{httt t, ,., lrtvt\ a Po\1t1on 

H•••ts Ap5oltcO). • 
(hc-t.k !rtlt R1.· ICJ\C' Ol•t'r•t1cn' 

J1J~\t Bratt \. 
(l\fC), Brt•c- ~~h)f' Rttwrn S1 , r1r. 

Ov.,.r• l 1on . 
(ht..:t w1,,•rl Sttl5 for 1)11 or 

C.rc· • \C lt' .. L\. 
\o'.:h.:c• (11t lrt unCltr (hl\\i• of 

(oHh tor lltflV.L 
C t, t c l O 1 ff ,rc-nt 1 t 1 ')1 I l r, t I. 
(ntrk (\0) ,;,.,,rol~l ... r, ((nr ·, • . l,; , 1 ► -d .. 

. Co:i,,li.:h· (hO\h lvti1· 1t1~u.r t . r~•r 
Ji\, nuf• c •1o1rt"r'5 !»ptcil1c.,~•on1,, 

CO/\OI l:(,JG, COl'IPAl,l liUn ll-!SP, 
(htd Al l wlr1n9 for &rok •n in 1 u l ~ 

ttl'1 n, LOOH hro1. in1h, (tc . 
Chee. ► t n,11 nt Co1rp1rta'!n\ s.1·.ctit\, 

ln91nt Sl0"1') , h•r Sltrttr, [tc. 
ChtCl (n g,n t ll•r ... ,ot 4t . 
Cn·,cl All 0\\ ti nt\ • 6r•c.,,t,. 
(htC~ Jll A1r lint\ 1 a rtc .. l'l\, 
Chtcl All Fwtl Ltnt1 ~ 8r,n.tt\. 
Cntc._ Al I w,t,r l Int\ & Al I ~•ttr 

Ho,u t nd HOH ( I 1r;>\. 
Cntek lr,11,•duton O" ~pul S""·' for 

LUk\. 
Chtck Ntutr1l Stop AdJw\t«1tnt\ 

and Opt,. ,tion . 
(htd- Clut c h Ad Ju\t r•.• n t.. 
(hl' l. ;,,-ntrJtOr 9r1,1 \ hl!~ & S;,r 1119\ 

(~lo• Owt OuHJ. 
(h t Cl (n91nt ln\ulttor\. 
(htt.i Air Co11,pr t\ \0r Unh,.adtr 

Vthf l11h. 
lhtel H,rur Optr•tton, Stiir:tr 

t.r\oo\h~\ tnd Spnnr;\. 
Chee• tl'1•tr 801 Cr .in, fo" 

0':I it r'°'c ti on\ . 
Ch,e:a (r?'"' G,o.,,rnor ttnl19c, Etc. 

,., R[PAIRS "(10[0 WHICH (A W:OT I( HtOl AT TM[ Tl"[ or TH[ ISS~[CTION SIO~ ~LO ![ LISTED u,.oc• 
R(<AAlS (0" R[V l R,[) AIIO (A t t! O 10 THl AlllNllON or 111[ SHOP Su: ·HINTINO'"ol OR IORE"-• · 

FIGURE 7A.8 Mileage inspection form--Bl. 



REMARKS 

-

COACH ENG, COMP . lHSP. CCoNT) 
Cl'lt<k Froftt (n9n11 Swoport. 
Cttuk fa" •nd ""' · 
C1' :Cl ' ·" Shro"4 for lto•tf'fll, 

Cricks, Etc. 
Cl'ltci \tdt .. tor & Sr.r9t T1nk for L1 ,11 

an4 f"O \ot t'lltn91 for lOC.ltfttlS, 
C!lt<k and l!lo-, Owl R1dl1tor f11-.s Fro ■ 

I 1111~t. 
CP\t:k A141ttor Ftlltr C,p trut li • sltt. 
era,,, Rtailtor Sh .. tttr Optrttto,i . 
Chtek hll Pipe ••d Movnt1n9,. 
Cht<lr. twU.hud 811 lcrenk!. •041 1nd 

Clnhn 
Chhk -'Ir Coll'lpre,,or SYptrc lurgt r h1be. 
Ch.ck H"ffltr 1114 £ah1v1t Pl pt, 
C~tck J•ttr P'llntfold for lt1k1. 

Chtck I 41• Tieu. 

FIGURE 7A.8 continued. 
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•tt• COACH ENG. COMP. LUBRICAT10N 
•O I• • 

SP\\ftt!r A1r Cy11n41r (Ky,or flvld), 
~1'utttr At r Fi\ttr ( Ky,cr Fluid), 
Ch,tcft Atr C111~dtr (0 11 I . 
19\ rottlt Atr Crllndtr ( 011). 
Start tr ( 01 l J. 
C. tntr• tor ,,,. ... ,. 
'"'•"1i' A1r Co11J1prts1or 011 

lt,119n1r Coll'lprtssor}. 
lran1ir~s,1on Covtrr.or (O.t 1 

,r filt C t\ltr'y). 
Cl u t C ft Atltt\t It• r, ng (Cruu). 
Hydr1"'1tc Trtnlll\hl10 ft 8ttrtft9 C•p1 

( Cr uu). 
Ch1t<h ,,1,. ,~ Srrit ft Upper 

1nd l owtt' ( c, .... ). 
Shulttr L1nll191 1nd 11 tdt 

s,.,.1n91 (011). 
Cl 11n A1r CoirprtuOf A1r Clttntr ,, Eovtpptd, 
Clttn Gt"tra to,. &1r Stratntr If 

[Qvlpptd, 

C 1 ''" £n9tr.1 A1r Clttntrs tnd 
Cl'ltc ll lntO,t Sy1tu1, 

Cl ttn £•91•• 011 Str,1ntrl, If 
[Qv t pped. c,,. 9, En9I•• Otl Filter (lt1tient. 

Ch•ngt En9lnt lvb• 011, 
Choo Tr1n,"'luton 011 l tvt \. 
Chtc L Torqut Fhnd lhtl. If 

(qvlpprd . 

SIGNATURE Of SUPUl"IENO[NI OR FOREMAN 

97< 
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Accumulated Miles Coach Number 
Date GM HYDRAMATIC COACH ''B" INSPECTION REPORT Inspection Number 

Type of operation to be perfonned: "✓" if OK; "X" adjusted; "O" repairs needed. 
Make detailed report of items marked "O" on reverse side. 

MECH, MECH. 
NO. SYM, NO. SYM. 

Steering gear for excessive play Adjust front brakes, report them when 
Starting motor operation worn to 5/16" at centers 
Oil pressure at id le is ii Tie rod ends and Pitman arm 
Interior dome & headli2hts Tighten kingpin draw keys 
Fare box & step lights Shocks and linkage for wear 
Passenger signal & cord Horn wire connection at steering 
Horn for tone column .• 

Ammeter for generator charge Front springs for breakage 
Air compressor cuts out at lbs. Front spring bushing wear 
Air compressor cuts in at lbs. Tighten front spring U bolt nut~ 
Dash, stop, rear door signal, low Lube control links to accel. & hand 
oil and ternoerature signal lights brake--replace worn pins. 
Windshield wiper operation Drain air tanks and check mountings 
Front & rear doors for proper oper- Raise rear wheels, check bearing 
ation--adiust when necessary adiustment & tighten flange nuts 
Defroster motors--heaters Adjust rear linings--report when worn 
Adiust hand brake to hold to 5/16" at centers 
Seats for cuts--seat frames Check drive line & U joints, tighten 
Tighten grab rails & modes tv pane ls flange nuts & lubricate ioints 
Emergency door latch Rear spring bushing wear 
Glass & sash for condition Tighten rear spring U bo 1 t nuts 
Floor covering wear and damage Build up air pressure--check· all dia-
Step nosing wear & looseness phragms, hose & connections under 
Lube door engines & linkage pressure 
All exterior lights--stop light Differential housing & pinion seal for 
Damages to bodv--report on other side leaks 
Raise front wheels, check bearings, Exhaus t & muffler for leaks 
adiust kingpins for wear ' 

Frame for cracks 

FIGURE 7A.9 Mileage inspection rorm--B2. 
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MECH. 
NO. I SYM. 

c.o 

Fill differential to proper level 
Clean differential vent 
Check each fuel pum 
Lubricate chassis 
Tighten trans./angle 
Inflate all tires 
Service air cleaner, ck hose connec
tion to carburetor and to air box 
Service crankcase air cleaner 
Generator brushes & springs f or wear 
Starter brushes & springs for wear 

Generator drive belt f or cracks--ad 

Cf r----+-r---1'""""s-'-p---a-~-k-p-'1-~....;g;_·....;w'-i-;-e--s----&---;---~-d_s_-_f_;...,~--c--o--n_d_i_t_i_o_n___,' 

" 1' -oints--ad iust to . 022 (310 angle 
Lubricate distributor cam & point 
arm bushin 
Adjust valves--.012 intake--.020 
exhaust 
Rocker arm ·lubri cation 
Tighten manifold nuts 

Adiust carburetor with analyzer 
overnor not over 3200 

Gas lines and connections 

condition 

FIGURE 7A.9 continued. 

MECH. 
NO. I SYM. 

't"";-'.:i,' ~· ·t.:~ .. ~~lt: .. ~£~ 
,;,;.,,,, ,.'s'!i,lll;,.,.;,_,1,~-.liffili 
.•• ~ . ."/·~·;,.-:..: ... .., .. t;,-,j'fff'y_f!!-.~-·-~ :c~ ··, .. ~ t~./'!t . · · .. 

. - ~ 

Repair or report oil leaks 
Dr~in ~ump & oil shutter cylinder, 
check shutter operation 
Cha nge oil & filter cartridge 
Check angle drive oil level 
Ck trans. oil level with engine running 
& shift level in Drive 
Wash off battery with wa ter 
Clean terminals and take cell reading s 
from positive to negative . Cell No. 
1 __ 2 __ 3 __ 4_5 __ 6 __ 

{If cell readings are below 1225, remove 
regulator cover and raise voltage 1/10 
volt. If over 1250, lower 1/10 volt. 
Writ e vo ltage setting in cover with 

enci 1. 
Voltage set by 

cells to proper level 
is: 

Road test : Ck trans. shifting. Re
pair unnecessary rattles . Clean 
steering wheel and seats 
Road tested by 

Make detailed r epor t h ere 

N 
0\ 
\J1 
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Co ·, >i # Assigned to · 
Datt I I ~ 

COACH DIESEL ENGINE AND HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION 
. ' ..... . 

Type of inspection: 5,000 Mi. ( ) 25·, 000- Mi. ( 
(✓) OK (X) Adjustments Made (O) Repairs Needed 

lOOO's of. Mi. 
5 25 ITEMS TO INSPECT 

Fuel oil filter orimarv 
Fan 
Fuel oil filter, secondary 
Air intake svstem 
Tailpipe 
Fuel pump 
Accelerator linka2e 
Engine overhead 
Exhaust valves 
Iniector timing 
Iniector controls 
Air comoressor 
Shutter air filter 
Blower air cleaners 
Shiftin2 units 
Neutral stop solenoid 
Air box 
Exhaust system 
Accelerator stop piston 
Low air oressure switch 
Oil door hinge oins 
Valves adiusted - 25 000 

FIGURE 7A.10 Mileage inspection forrn--B3. 

~ QO< .,._ 

) 
(/) 

,. 

Repairs Made 
• 

-
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Coach fl . Assigned to 
Date I I ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

Type of i nspection: S ,000 ML ( ) 25,000 Mi. ( ) 
(./) OK (X) Adjustments Mad~ (0) Repairs Needed (/) Repairs Made 

lOOO's of Mi. 
s 25 ITEMS TO INSPECT 

Battery 
In s trument panel 
Fuse oanel 
Ventilator mo t ors 
Ventilator blowers 
Heater motors 
Door control eo uipment 
En2ine comoartment oanel 
En2ine shut-off 
Overheating alarmo s ta t 
Emergency stop sole noid 

... ,:; - . Starter and cont r ol unit 
Generator 
Generator regula t or 
Hvdrau lie transmiss i on 
Buzzer--clean and chec k cord 
Operators fan 
Signal lights 
M.:lrker lights 
Stoo lights 
Sign lights 
Dome lights 
Step lights 
Heaters--switches & motor s 
Brake interlock- - release 
Windshield wipe r s --b l ades 
Ventilators--oi l h inges 
Brake pedal ro ll er s --o il 
Air str ai ners-- to panel 
Brake interloc k magnetic valve 

.. -- .. 

-

FIGURE 7A . ll Mi 1c a q0. inspectio~ forrn--84. 
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Coach # Assigned to 
Date I I CHASSIS AND· BRAKE 

... 

Type of inspection: 5,000 Mi. ( ) 25;000 Mi. ( ) 
(./) OK (X) Adjustments Made (O) Repairs Needed (/) Repairs Made 

l000's of Mi. 
5 25 ITEMS TO INSPECT 

Brake aoolicati on valve 
Hand brake lnkg. (front) 
Front brake 1 inin2 (L&R) 
Front brake drums (L&R) 
Front brake chamber diaphra2ms (L&R) 
Anchor oin locks (L&R) 
Shock absorbers (L&R) 
Steering knuckles (L&R) 
Front wheel studs & nuts (L&R) 
Wheel ali2nment 
Air tanks 
Fuel tank screen 
Air exhaust silencers 
Relay valve 
Pinion shaft beari n2 
H;:ind brake 
Differential bearing cuo locating bushings 
Rear brake drums (L&R) 
Rear brake chamber diaohra2ms (L&R) 
R~ar brake 1 ining (L&R) 
Re.ir wheel studs & nuts (L&R) 
Axle flange studs & nuts (L&R) 
Hand brake linkage (rear) 
Propeller shaft & "U" ioints 
Tire wear 
Leveling valves & links 
Heater hose 
Sludge valve 

FIGURE 7A.12 Mileaqe inspoction form--B5. 
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4TC• 104•N 10,000 MlLE INSPECTION J11 ••• c11•41 •••------

COACII 1111. -------~ ... , ------------ ------------ D.UI -----------

' • •• t, elll •tli•U be 
.. , .... . . . . 11 ... , .... ..,,". -.41u ... , , ••• ., ••• ••Jv•t-fltl .... 11 ~~~,~-,. ·o·. lhch•Alrt •h•ll •"hu lnuhJ . , l11••tt 

lh• i r A~er ltee 14e each 1••• ·••·•• .. 4• 

INIIOI CDACII 

I, N•11d ltr•III• fer 1rl• tttr1111 ••ul •lillJw•t I 11•tc-ll1e 
Ah ,.; 11 ltulle fer •••• • t 1•11 •Nt ,. h••• 

J. C••······ ,., CMl•l• ,, ..... ,. (•'"'- lOO ..... ) 
an.d cwt•a1i11 puuwre (llS le IJO 111. r•fllt) 

4, ., •• , •• , . ,., ·····"·" ....... <••· .,., 
S, Blo• hot11 • ..,,1 t.1 •u4ibh l00 ft , 

I, Oll ft•••uu •M te••••&.wr• ..... , •••r•ti .. 

7. t>1ho1tu·, floe, "••••• ••• ltl•••• ... ,.u .. 
I, Ch1cll 1te1riftl •ft11i for 11c111h1 fr11 ,hr (14f,) 

,11 ■h• ••• far char••••••• •••ulitl .. 1f a4Jw•t--•• 

10, All d1R11r 411A 1l1••h 11141 U11u1 far liut•i•I 

11. Pluo•••c•"t tui.e, fer I 11ht l•I • de ••t r•-•• tvltea 
•hil• poeer 1, •" •• ••••r ,u,ll •••-'-• 4•••••• 

lJ. N.•dli&llt• far fecya a11A llla ••Hell •P•r•ti•• 

u. D••r• for •••r•ti••• hekl"I •lr .... a •10104 
an.& 1t.i, l l1a1 tel tch H't i-011 

14. •••• •"4 floor cefMllll ••• 

IS . 9u•••r •A4 cer4 ce11.tltl•• 

17. Wlftd•• hlcll ceNlU•• •Adi•••• of •••11lt11 • ·t'Jool•I 
•ind••• t'II ICC •l1tcl•• el l• • 

It. , .. ,,.acr deor for •••• •f •••• Jn1 ••4 opea •l1nol 

JO. Dheralot1 • •l•o/heU •w• fer oper•tl ••• ••4 la•k• 

JJ. Pl•1• •M fhret In phce (J ••ca) 

OUTS I DI COACll 

14, CMck tall. illroctlen•l 1l1nol1, ttep lltllte '"ell 
•• , ••• 11,111, 

JS. Ch•ck •-ru11c, flaellar (ICC) 

2•. lh•oh, •••• cap • •••• fl•••• n11U for llall••••• 

U . Jaflete u,,, to,,.,,., •••uuro --- ta.,. 

lt . Con4Hlo• ef ellMI .. 11••• •N ti.ff, ~•ooh 
O co"'41 t , .. of Perelt No, 

JO. • •-•• ••t t •• l•• • toll• ar•wl ty re •dlnt• • 1 heck le•e I 
(ltatterht •tth ,eaclln11 belo• "l.100 .., , J, 11a1fttl or 

::::.;;:!:'!::.~::·::; :~:~:.~";:.:·. ;~;::·~~~ :!::7e,,--
hui, , cl tutt 1rr cebl••• 1.'l••n • l111p,l·t '"' •1u•li . 

JI, Ch•cll ••4lato, 1tu .. 11er •••rUioft . 4clJ 2 ••'-'"' llf••r 
.... , .. ,,. ,. .. ., • l eo1ht CUCH otl In,,, ••ter. 

JJ. •••lace oU fl lt•r1, 

l4. Choc lt ca11icllU•t1 of •11 ltn• •• a11u ~uar • c-h•" 
flltl111 Aft4 •t'tflc• 111 e ftd C'OYII' , 

JJ. rUl •"• '•• •Ht. ____ 4111. od . 

0 JI. Dt•1" ••hir f11s.r ,., .. . 1,ulirlC• lf filter •• ch•nccd. __ 

40 . l•eo•• •lr cl, ■ ft ■ ts, •••h out .. ,h • d-r•aft thoru..,1hly, 
check •11 t••••t• ,,.ca •••h tor •ir le•lt•· 
l••hct cS.111ar oll. 

41. Ch•• tfttln• air lntalao •cr,aftl , 

,J. Se,•h• ,11 ,.,., 111,., , . 

4l. Checll lllo•er ho 10 cendltton. 1cr,an • nd r oto r r er 
c 1o ■nllft••• • 0,■ ft drelft twb••• 

44. Ct.•C'II oi,or•t1on of , .. ,,.nc-y 1top 101,no,d, , hec:-lt cnn• 
,tttoft of l•Uh for l"ll oponln1 ol 1ir ehyt ofl ... ,1.,.. --

46 , Chock co11tUtlo11 of •11 ••t•r and oil hotel • c-l a ■p1 , 

4 1 , Ch•C'II 111 r1e ta"lt for tl thtrie11 .1111rid blee.-t,-r . 1~nd1t1"" 

ctwcll ■ llcnaant •ith r ed ! a1or albow . · 

41 . St ■ fli na _,o, bnuh•• •rid co .. ..,1,10, condltao n 
lub• • c:-h■ c~ ap,ret,on and l ln lut• • ... Chocll lll •ll •rr wo1t11• ""d•r lo ad (l "li vc.lu oil) 

• · Lrnc r,uor • remo-..c co nmuutor end And h&nd p,1,dr: b•• ru:i-1, 
· U,e tpec1d lube 

~. t,~11 crAIOr br·.ah • nd t ommut.Ator c:ondlUOn. 

SO. 01,ot' ■ la u11l110 •nd c:-MC'i. fol l o•l ftl ; 
•• Al I ••••r c-on, .. ct lon s f•r I•••• 
It, All ol1 h••• co11n•C'tor a for l•••• 
c. Gncln• lo, ol I h•lt• 
d, Torque co11w,rtor for le•IIO 

Plwld left for 01 l l ••II • • control ve Ive 
for oporetloft 

f. Al l• r ftator & re1wlator OY1p"t IJ.6 •,n. • IJ , I 
I• fuol pu .. •r•••ur••ldle ___ lb, . 

___ Jba. u l400 1,P.M, 

U. l-111&110 for ""u•u•I nalu ond ldl• •dju•t••"t •dj . to 
ttO 1.P . • . (on A/C •~u!PP•d • 49-0 R. P •. M.) c-hull •1111ne 
10•••11•• • ••I to JISO 1,P.11, •••• 

11. Cl\ocll cl'9tch oparetht •ch•nl•• far P••••r •P•t•t,on . 

ll, • f•r1u• ,1.,,4 1 • .,,1 . Add ed ___ qt,. 

SJ. a.ach •••• tro110. 1•••tflOlf fot ope r ■ llOft •nd •diw11 .. 111 __ 

FIGURE 7A. 13 Mileage inspection f orm--Cl . 
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10,000 MILE INSPICTION 
(la ........ •• Illa atllar 11,0) 

CQICIIID. 

,,.. 441"•• ,111ln• ••h•w•I ••·••• to , 1)(4 w•l~,l 
.00t( J ••I••) 

,,. Wllll llllr•U• , •• ,, •wlh4 ...... ll all ........ c ..... , •• 
•• , ........... , ••• ,. ,., .,, 1 ...... . 

SI. Oecll air •••••••••• .,,u .. ,, h•■ ll.aa •••••• •ad 
1on1r1I ••,..lit- ■ I 111, .. a,IM• 

••. o, ..... ., . , ........ 

10, Cheek l•••l le ••l•ci• 
tl. H DI HeraaUel fat leello • le•el, eleea ■OAI, ...... __ 11 .. . 

11, a, ■r •• h · h(ltll l•B f •r er ••II.a •M leel:1. 

ll , J•t•i c , he~ur/.A,C, Ullera, Cloe• e o elJ't,teQe>• e ■ II. 

M, Chee.ti ...... , -••ti fer el■eal.laeet • IIIITM9' ICIOH• 

IS, Checll A/C •l-•r -•••• ••••••• 4t ■e 18•11 --•• 

II, Dr•I" Prea,ur• ......... , te Or .. •••••• 

11. Cl••" •11 4relA ait•••• • t11lt•-•• 

II , . 1,..,~, ic1t1 ch••• h • cllecll. f•l 1 .. ·1a11 

•· ''"' pl•• f•r ••c•••••• ... , 
.. . Th ,M .... f•r •••r/MJ , 
t, Dr•1 llnk f•t .. .,l••J • 
, . lh•ck .111 •• ,111., Jt.11ill•a• ,., ,, ... , .... 

Lwr.• ~••II• ..,.elMit pl•• wilt. 11..-A e.a •••rla1I•• 
f. Luho A/C •rt•o a!loft U f••AI• • •l•Qe~ eheft. 

1t. Mtv•t ltr~ki,1 1• ,a/4•• iltt •lt rM e11telle. ae,otl ll11la1 

•••" ·••• ~i:t 11/)1 ° •t C' lil lelOJ, 

JO . ~•ck lateral rM ~1t1llla1•• 

11 . •••hice la1l•• Paal'J, 

12, Lo ... •,r prtll\ltt bu&acr 1w11ch . 

7S , Tl1tr.ua c••••ttl .. , •• •••••• •••••I .... ,. 
, • . •••• , •• , ,., ••Uhl, ·-··· ••••• , ..... ·•-·· •...... ,. .", ..... . 
,,. ca. ... •••••••• ..... , ...... ,.,., ......... , .. 

,, .. ,,. ........ ··-·· .. ,., ...... -· ...... . 
FACTOll"r AIR COHOITION[D C:OA04U 

c:tmPUUOI 
10, Chee Ii t htl,tt1•U af Mi,IIAI 1111 ••ltl, 

ll, Chatk u1rtl•ft aM llhctl,■ rt• ••l••• -••t&ae Mite• 
••l•• cepa f•• tlthlAeaa , 

FIGURE 7A.13 continued. 

. ........... . 
1.1ou1D uanu 'All! ., ...... , ...... , , ... , ....... _ ..... 
I♦, --•tlal NIii f•r I lahtMH 

CCMDIIIIOI 

11 . Cl••" c•ll•• 

11 • ,. ....... 1100 t n a. r. •. 

••• ■l • le ••·•••••• 1wltcll Nt11n - 111t 

• .................... t.oe•• • u .. , . , .. i. ••• 
cMff••s • ..... e._e, 1, .. , ••• •••••--• · 

1u• JO • ,ue•e ... 11 1!fPKtt9P ,,,.,,, 11us1 

tJ . I•••' latect•r t ••••• •-' hltlt.• , .. ••••• .,, lftl. • ••· 

12, IA1l .. ltl ... , •t•••w••-•~• • 
111 .... 1 H , ... . e JIii • • , • • . ) 

ti~• a,,a.ea el I •••• •'"' ••• cle•h• • • 

t4, ■•-' ~••"-• et.ea ••t••'•"' •••• l h•4 

tS , l ••••ctlr•P•lr ch l111 lA ••1•n• cetll!P•tt••• • 

•• · , ,.o Jl,O C't/r•• •h wour . eh a11d fva l ll t1• laev l etl .. , 

tJ . •• Che111• DUht•Atl•l lutie , 

•• . o. ...... , llthleftlAI ., .. ut ■, -..11 ..... •I'·•·· 
•"••11111111••' c••ch 

It . T• .. •111• •I I elr •v•••"'•••" ~•IU •• ,•• apeca , 

• • • C•••t• T•t4u• C•"••rt•• Ol I. 
~- C"h•r.•• t•r•111• C• .. •• .. ••• fllt•t• • t:h•" •~•••---• · 

,, • . c .......... , ,. ... , .... ., •••• . 

•• l ••• 11 

... , ••• .i : ------------------
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2D,OOO MILE SERVICE IH!PECTION 

At.t. COA01ES aqu,,.,.ao rrn DIESEL . HYDRAULIC 

PtoP 11 TT, -------------------
Co1.cH Ho . ___ _ IHSPlCT IOII Jilt\.11 ________ _ On, ____________ _ 

s,., .. o" 0,,110T10• , 
NOTB: ••,•• TO 1111•wu ,,.cTu••••• 

w) 0 1 &1 •"INTCNai•C:C •AHUAl. t ,oA 

Ci) AOIUITI D ona•~· 
([I UPAIH MIIDID o• ,., ... cTION .... ocaou• H 

Co1.cM INTHIOI IMSPICTtOM 
11101. STIIIICI, -------------------

MG. ~ THI Fo\.LO•tMo , 

COACH Exn1101 I NSPICTIOM • CDHTI111110 

Ftu. IN TMt F ouow1Mo, 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
n 
D 
D 
□ 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

l'!Ul •"I.AJ' 6o JTillllllfG WH••L 
ltlACl:I , ACCILl•AT0111 • ••DAL OltC.ATtOII 

HOU ,-. .,UlfO • IUTTOlf O"l!IIATIO# 

.... . OH ... OINUIIATOIII. OAUOII 'Ofll •ao-u RIAO• 

TEMP«•ATUlf••GAUG. Ol'aAArN, INO. 0 "'•••TIOM 

t11urT• fOHtt. L.IVCIII OIIIIIATION 

HAIIO• ••A«••t.•vr• OHaATIOH 

.... c,•1•. \.C-••••Cllll , l•UCM\. I I u,c,u~TIOM 

•~A•• vr•• ••••oas 
•lAO•LIGNTI I Ote.tlllA•IWITCN&I 

00 .... , OAJH 6 JTI! I'll.LL LIGHT$ 

1u•• •UONAL. O ... CIIIATION I LIOMTI 

PAUl!#GE•• •UZZSII ,-. IOUlfO • OPHAflOII 

OUTUU,TI0.•110111 ,0111 OIIUtATION I LIONT I 

FlfONr 6 CEAA• ooo• C,l'tltATtOII 

INlfJIIUMaNT • 1'4NIL l•tTCMII 

VOi. TAGI! IATTHT MO . HTOIOIII! TII 

UTTUT NO . 

STOit I lf'••T-1WITCMII C';M ICll VOi. T AM • -.COUt.. AT°" ll' NCClUAltYI 

•£ATE•• ILC>.,F.• o,.eur10,., ,111.0• our cou11 "=~~- "•· Co•c" UNot• Ct1•u1s . P1T l111P1crio• 

9'1HOOIJI. C.ATCHl'S. Ol'EaAnON 6 CL.A SS 

,,.,..e~ a 4,.,.,. ""'"'' ,0111 01,1cn 
SEAT•,•AMl!t. cov•IUNG "°" o•l'•CTf 
•uz 11•-·COIIIIO 

§ 
lME.GElfCY • D00"- uv•• • o .. SIIATIOII ~ 
GINIJIIAI,. INTIJUOIII CONO.T"• · • l'AINT, l'ANCL.I O CTC . 

oooa • /!lfGINU I'• Al• · LEAU, ITC, 

,u11_. CITINGt.lllMUIII 

FLOO••COVl!.,NC I'• LODJ.#Uf • Olll'KTI 
Uf'ITY ... QOOIII 10011. TIIIIAOt.11. ITC. 

CoacH Exua,o• IM1,.1cT10M 

.WA.t,CI' •• CL.~AltMCS. ITOI' 6, TAIL • UC.HTS 

ooo• 6 •INOUI• 11111u1•1•1 
~ENEIU&. aoor <, ,.AJNT COlflNnONJ 

TIC.M fl N •NI It.. 6 A KLI",. LA NO I • NU fl 

VfJUAU..Y, n•aJ ,,_, VHIV.'11 W!'A,C, CUTS 6 •tc. 
AOJ\fl flllNT 0.. •NIii,. • 11.t.•INOI t•.t.11&0 WNlll.11 

ICllf.C• ~'11 WU a tAAIJEO trHEELSI 

C:NI.C" ••o tlT foC •• 

CHEC« A#O Sl'.VICI' 8An1'1UaJ 

D 
□ 
D 

D 
D 
D 
D 

□ 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
□ 
D 
D 
D 
D 

,OCOA'--, tNi,Tflll, ACCILUIATOlt a NANO ••--•l•tlOOI 

l'RONT ,,..,,u;s ,,_ 81101(.~H t.aAv•s. ,o,. ••••· 
Cll1<T .. IOL n , I.OOSI IHACICLl!S 6 "U" e0LTI. 

INOCK• 4U01t ■lltl ,0111 'LUIO I 1,.INCAOI AOJUITl••T , 

Al'9: • TA#lf11C$ . llOUHfflfC . ""OltAl#lf TA.Hit.SH 

'UIL • TAN•I ,0111 L IA•I , ITC: . 

11:EA.t• SPIU/IICJ ,,., a1to•1tH LaAVl!'J. C~#TW• 80LT.l. 

LOOSB SHAC«.Las. "V" aoL.TI. 

NANO•atU.K I LINCAOI. I) AOJUiTll&NT o, IM08:I. 

ONVf•SHAl'T 6 "CJ .. • /OlltTS l'wUJOSBlfats. BTC. 

OU1 PCIIU(NTIAl.•~INION•••••u-o ,0111 IXCIUfVC LAIN. 

Ol,.l't••1t1T1AL.• l'INIOH• OIL• S6AL /lw L£AICS, 

··•·••OIAPMRAOIII ,o. LIAIU t MAICCI AP.-LICQI . 

WtAKa• CAM- TAAVl'L & POSITION f Slt.All'e'.S APl't-1•01. 

,-I L IAII • .t.C:TION I AOJUI T llllAKII. 

••.u:a. fHOa• Jl'RIHC 01'8'AA 7TOlll 

WMIIL.•IIAt.l ,oflt OIL o• <-•IA.SI L IA•I . 

•Hnd UH02••CHASSU Of COACH I'• OBl'BCTS 

WO • ll' t..ASM •1.•J.1 

CO•l'UIT8 CHAJtlf lUSltlCATIOlt .. •• 11,c;••s. SPECF , 

91tr,IIIINfl•I. • Oft. '-1:YIL 

NOTE • .._, • .,.., .... ._.· •••t. •-•• ~ _. •• .... ,...-. .. , ...... ,..· ... ..,_4! \,a ll•-4 ...... · ........ CO. ·•--) & n lle4 - AW• . e4 S-..,W9't . ., ,.,.._, 

FIGURE 7A.14 Mileage inspection form--C2. 
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PAGB•l 20,000 lllLE SERVICE 1MS,EC1!.0H 

P1or11TT, 

ITIUOL 01,iNITIOII GZJ 0,1. 

CD ADJUITID 

(m llrAIII NIIOID 

C0Ac11 EN11. Co111'AIITNINY I 1111>. 1c:011T .l CoAcN E111. Co11rA■ T11111T Luu1c:ATto11 

•IC:N. 
NO. ST!!IOL C11rc1 T11r FoLLow1110, 

D 
D 

· □ 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D a 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
D 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

CHIICIC rTAIITall OPllllATIOH, 11111/IHIII 61/lftllfOI 

•Lo•••· •ox- OIIAINI l'Ofl OIITRUCYIONS 

BHGIHII GO\IIIIIHOII 1-11111:AGI, •re. 
l"IIONT ua1111 lll"rotlT 
,AH •I ,AH• HUii 

PAN•SMIIOUO l"OII LOOIPU8, CIIACICI, IYC, 

llADIAJ'OII 6 IIIIIGl1°TAHIU '• UIAIU, e,,I 

IIOUHTIHG:S ,., U)OtBHBSS 

•LOW OUT IIADIATOII• 1"1111 l"IIOIO INNIII IID« 

IIADIATOII '11.t.1111 •CAP•" G.UIIIIT 

IU,tMATO" l"UTTl'.a OPSIIIATJON 

TAIL•l'IPB, 1101/HTIHGI 

IIUL«HtAO .LLC"ANICI, AOOI, 6 CL.WvtlU 

AJII ,CO.Wl'ftl/UOII IUl'BIIOIAAG!UI TVIIII 

111.1,,L.iZ." 8 SJSMAUIT•PIPS 

•ATllll•IIAHll'OU, ,., UAIII 

YALYC: L A»4 • NOT &•OlNI 

IHJll!CTOIIS 6 '"•cro• ,Luro UHII ,.., UIAIIJ 

ITALL TasT : TUNI: INOINI, II' NICIIUIIIY 
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FIGURE 7A.14 continuen. 
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Bus No. Date 
Mileage For~man 

MILE INSPECTION AND UNIT CHANGE 

Type of inspec tion: 60;000 Mi. ( ) 120,000 Mi. ( ) 

lOOO's of Mi. 
60 120 ITEMS TO CHANGE MECH 

A 11 water hose 
Low air pressure switch 
Fuel pump 
Air governor 
Stop light switch 
Starter 
Brake chamber 
Air strainers .. 

Shutter thermostat 
Enszine governor RPM 
Brake interlock 
Generator 
Air compressor 
Brake relay valve 
Brake application valve 
Nozzles 
Door engine-front 
Door engine-exit 
Water pumn 

ITEMS TO INSPECT MECH 
All air lines & hose 
Brake chamber hose 
Tie rod ends 
Drag link 
Spring shackles, pins & bushing 
Shock absorbers & linkage 
Rear axle assemblv 
Front axle assembly 

REMARKS 

.. --

-
Foreman 

:107< 
IJ FIGURE 7A.15 Mileage inspection form--C3. 
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Coach ff Date 
"A II &. "B" AIR CONDITIONING ~YST~ INSPECTION 

"A" - 100 Hr. Inspection "B" - 200 Hr Insp~ction 
*-Denotes this item on 200 Hour Inspection· ONLY 
Items f/5 and //6 should also be performed pn regular coach inspections. 

CAUTION: Disconnect starter wire at Air Conditioner so that the Engine 
cannot be started from inside the coach. 

1. Drain oil while engine is warm, refill with correct quantity 
and type. 

2. Inspect oi 1 filler gasket. 
3. Drain, clean and refill air cleaner with SAE 30 oil 
4. Clean and inspect crankcase breather. 
5. Inspect belts for wear and adjust to proper tension. 
6. Lube fan shaft bearings with #3 high temperature grease. ., 

Check compressor pulley for tightness. I• 

8. >'<Check engine pulley set screws for tightness. 
9. '"Check fan bolts for tightness. 

10. Clean air filter screen in evaporator housing. Do not oil. ---11. *Check carburetor and choke adjustments. ---12. --- *Clean, inspect and adjust ignition points. Lube felt. 
13. *Clean, inspect and regap spark plugs. ---14. *Check engine RPM@ low speed ___ @ high speed ___ . ---15. Clean, inspect entire unit --- for leaks, damage and tightness of 

screws, bolts and nuts. 
16. - Check coach interior temperature control setting. ---
17. Check engine oil pressure tell-tale light for functioning. ---18. *Check operation of fuel pump and clean screens in filter and in --- bottom of pump. 
19. Lubricate a 11 linkage ---

SPECIFICATIO:t--TS: Thermo-king Flxible 4104's 3751 s 
Oil capacity 7 pints 4 quarts 4 quarts 6 quarts 
Dist. cam angle 30-40 degrees Magneto Magneto 
Dist. point gap .022 Magneto .015 .018 
Spark plug gap .025 .030 .025 .025 
Low engine RPM 1400 1000 
Hi1Zh en!Zine RPM 2350 1800 2000 2000 

Today's clock reading 
Last clock reading 
Added hours 
Accumulated on 200 Hour Service 

Inspector and number 

108< 
FIGURE 7A.16 Air-conditioning inspection form--A. 
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GM AIR CONDITIONER PM INSPECTION 
(Perform on Regular Coach Inspection) 

Coach No. Date 

MECH 
COMPRESSOR 

Check tightness of mounting bolts 
Lube propeller shaft - 3 fittings 
Check oil leve 1. Added p ts. 
Check suction and discharge valves, mounting bolts 
&. valve caos for tightness 

LIQUID RECEIVER TANK 
Refrigerant level . Added lbs. 
Mounting bolts for tightness 

CONDENSOR 
Clean coils 
Fan fluid drive oil . level . Added QtS. 
Fan speed - 1800 + 25 RPM 
Pump drive belts for tightness 
Clean &. re-oil underfloor filters 
Clean evaporator coil 

BLOWER MOTORS 
Check brush wear 
Check current draw (54-58 amos) 
Check mounting&. electrical connections 
Hi-lo oressure switch adiustment 
General condition of hoses&. lines - Look for 
chaffing &. wear where lines are fastened 
Grad-U-Stat for clennliness 
Tighten connection on driver control oanels 

Remarks 

·.•, . ,, 

NOTE: Replace dehydrator strainer cartridge whenever system h.is been 
opened. See page 498 - Manual X6215 for details on specifica-
tions of oil, fluid ~_nd r .efrigerant . 

. .... 

FIGURE 7A.17 Air-conditioning inspection form--8. 
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FOREMAN'S INVESTIGATION REPORT OF INSPECTION -
(To be made after every third 10,000 mile inspection on Diesel 

Coaches and every 5th 6,000 mile inspect ion· on Gasoline Coaches.) 

Coach No. Date 

ITEMS TO BE PERFORMED AND INVESTIGATED 
1. Torque converter/turbine oil changed 
2. Torque converter oil screens & filter changed 
3. Fuel filter & screens cleaned 
4. Enizine coolin2 svstem filter sump cleaned & filter changed 
5. All hoses changed when necessarv 
6. Reset iniector timin2. Reset hbh and low 'speed .spring gap 
7. En2ine blower oressure lbs. Normal 5~ @ 2100 RPM 
8. Comoressor oil filter chan2ed (when used) 
9. Replace all linka2e, worn pins & clevises 

10. Hand brake shoe adiustment equalized 
11. Inspect/repair wiring in engine compartment, starter, battery cables 

and terminals 
12. Ins=t/reoair water air & fuel line insulation 
13. Generalti2htenin2 of nuts. bolts & screws throu2hout entire coach 

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE TO BE PERFORMED AT L'EAST ONCE PER YEAR. PLACE X IN 
BOX IF TO BE PERFORMED ON THIS INSPECTION. 

B Transmission oil changed B Dif~erential oil changed 

Angle drive oil changed Front wheel bearings packed 

D Rear wheel bearings packed 

CHANGE THE FOLLOWING UNITS: 

All the above SERVICE has been performed and inspected 

Signed 

FIGURE 7A.18 Foreman•s inspection form. 

,,;, ~ ()< 
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BATTERY MILEAGE RECORD 

Battery No. Make 

Invoice Date 

Form 392 JCC 

Date Bus Date Bus 
Bus Installed Mileaste Removed Mileaste Reason for Removinst 

' 

, · 

; 

FIGURE 7A.19 Battery report form. 

Mileage 
Battery 

Disposition Ooer. 
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UNITED STATES RUBBER .COMP.ANY 
Report of Vehicle Mil-es Operated .. , . . 

-
Month of 19 --

Submitted by 
(Name and Address of Operator) 

MAIL TO: United States Rubber Company, 154 Grove Street , Chicopee 
Falls, Massachusetts. 

Tl RE ~OU I PNEIIT TIRE EOUIPNEIT TIRE ~1u1 I PM~IT 
FRONT REAR ~ FRONT REAR ~ FRONT REAR fot--

VEHICLE# Ml LES RUN YEH ICLE ·,t MILES RUN · YEH ICLE '1 MILES RUN 

I 
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I 
! I I I I 

I ! ! 
I. 
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FIGURE 7A.20 Tire form--A~ 
,f. -i ?< _L.S...,_ 
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UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY 
RECAPITULATION 

REPORT OF VEHICLE MILES OPERATED 

Mon th of 19 

I nvoi ce To 
- (Name and complete address of operator) 

Mail To: u. s . Rubber Co . , Tire Mileage, PO Box 778 G.P.O., Detroit, Mich. 

Tire Equipment Tota 1 Ra te 
Front Rear ¾ Miles Effec t ive To Extension 

Operated 19 

For Supplier's Use Only 

Account Amount 

-- .. 
- .. 

. . 

-

FIGURE 7A.21 Ti re form--8. 
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MAK~---------
C:HA .. 1• NO 
OATC. 111t:ca:1v•0-----

P~OM..---------

COACH RECORD __ _ ..... 
MOTOII O .. IGINAL N0-------

"1:P'LACIID----••- NO -

IIIKt-LACC..u..----••- NO.----

N£W U9£D GEAR RATIO _______ HP __ 

WHl:ltLS--TYP'l: -912L..----~---NO.-

TIRC:9------------"AONT 
T1Rlt9 __________ AltAA 

COACH NO _____ _ 

MODI:'---- Yl:Alf--
5E:AT CAP'ACITY ____ _ 

Wl:IGHT MTY __ _____ _ 

~ = 
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FIGURE 7A . 2 2 Vehicl e history form . 
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bESCR IPT ION PART 
NO. 

Ordered Furch Received Delivered-Received Bal 
Delivered-Received 

Bal 
Date QUat)_ Order Date Quan Unit C Date Re~ No 11) Out Date Re~ No In Out 

-

. 
Vendor Terms Vendor s Pt I/ List Disc FET St Tax Net 

Location Bin No Acct No fudel Coach Unit Ouan 

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total Max Min 

Form 690 -

This form may be used front and back. 

FIGURE 7A.23 Inventory control forrn - -A . 
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Parts and Material Inven t ory 

PART NO. DESCRIPTION 

' 

FIGURE 7A.24 Inventory c ontrol form--B. 

QN11 . 
Unit 

AMOUNT 
Price 

Da te 

Mali.e or 
Model Surplu1 Obsolete 

N 
00 
w 
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DAILY GARAGE SERVICE REPORT LOCATION 
-

I A.M. FROM P.M. SHIF! DATE 
Signed TO A.M. 

f P.M. 

Stock Received Sumnary Bus Fuel (Gallons) Bus Oil (Ots) 
Reference Product Quant Gasoline Diesel Fuel 

0t>enin2 Inventory 
Total Recei"Pts 
Total 
Disbursed 
Balance 
Closin2 Inventory 
Over 
Short 

. 
Pump Number Gasoline Gasoline Diesel Fuel Diesel Fuel 303 Oil 

Closin2 Meter Readin2 

Opening Meter Reading 

Disbursed 

. 

INVENTORY OF GASOLINE 
Date 

Stick Reading Ft. Ins. Gals. 

Truck Meter Reading 

After Unload 

Before Unload 

Difference 

SAE 30 Oil in Gallons .. 

• 
FIGURE 7A.25 Inventory control form--C. 
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MONTHLY MILEAGE, FUEL, AND OIL DATA 

Company .Month of 19 --

Motor Coach Miles Fue l Consumntion Oil Used 
Miles Per Miles Per Added 

Type No . Operated Ga l. Quart Oil Gas Diesel Tota l Only 
Fuel (Added Chlv) 

.. 

-

• 
NOTE: When listing coaches above, segr egate them by coaches owned and by 

coaches leased. Prepare SUJ1111ary section at bottom of last page: One 
summary by types of coaches . owned; seco.nd summary, if r equired , of 
coaches leased. -

., 

On typed form, ·for sull'lllaries by types, show all data. For individua l 
coaches, show data through "Mi les Per Quart Oil" only. 

1.19< 
FIGURE 7A.26 Inventory control form--D. 
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Inspection Type 
Repair Type 
Mechanic 

PARTS 
Part No. Quantity Description 

Grease 
Oil 

Posted to inventory by 

FIGURE 7A.27 Repair orde r . 
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REPAIR ORDER fl 
Vehicle No. 
Mileage 
Date 

LABOR 
Each Total Remarks 

TOTAL TIME 
LABOR RATE 
LABOR COST 
PARTS COST 

Total TOTAL COST 

Time 

; 

' I 
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' 

;; . 

N 
co 
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APPENDIX 78 

CONTRACTUAL PURCHASE OF SUPPLIES 

Certain items (fuel, oil, tire s and equipment, for 
instance) are purchas ed on a contract basis. Usually, the 
maintenance superin tendent either purchases these gooas 
himself or acts in concert with others in the firm. If the 
purchase decision is a group decision, t he maintenance 
superintendent usually collects the information upon which 
the decision will be made. 

Because these purchases represent long-term commitment s 
by the firm, they are very important decisions. 
furthermore, price plays an ext remely important part in 
determining which supplier gets the contract in these 
arms-length transactions. As a result, each supplier will 
quote his price based upon furnishin g his lowest-cost 
merchandise. Thus, it is up to the i ndivid ual transit firm 
to specify the minimum quality of the commodity that is 
acceptable. 

Determination of minimum quality is a very important 
task, especially in the purchase of fuel and oil. The 
quality level has both cost implications to the firm and 
also consequences for equipment . Low-grade fuel will have 
maintenance cost implications , especially on diesel 
equipment (with low-quality fuel, injectors are apt t o gum 
up and will have to be worked on more often, etc.). 
Equipment warranties are often voided if fuel and oil of 
specific grades are not used. Equipment manufacturers 
specify these grades, but the info r mation is generally to be 
found only in their maintenance literature. The t ransit 
agency must dig for the proper information. Furthermore, 
some firms follow up fuel contracts by having their fuel 
tested routinely by an independent testing laborator y as 
often as monthly to ensure that they receive the proper 
grade or quality of fuel. 

Many information sources are available. Other transit 
firms are quite helpful in most cases. The American Public 
Transit Association wrll help members in various areas of 
operation. Suppliers will . furnish an abundance of 
'literature, and their -sales~en are an excellent source of 

121~ 
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information. Supplying firms will often extend technical 
assistance in various forms--on-site technical represen
tatives, training schools, and so forth. In short, abundant 
information is available, but the - firm must seek it-
actively. 

The transit firm should not be a passive party in these 
transactions. Information that bears on the particular 
decision should be sought from all possible sources. The 
terms, conditions and levels of quality on all contractual · 
purchases should be specified on the basis of the 
information gathered. If the firm specifies equipment 
components, supplier services, or contractual obligations in 
its invitations to bid, supplier representatives will 
quickly advise the transit firm that its requirements are 
too stringent or not in line with the customary methods of 
conducting these transactions. Such situations can often 
occur · in any industry. I£ overly stringent supplier 
obligations are written into a contract to purchase, the 
various supplying firms' legal departments will take 
exception. In these ways, a new transit operation learns 
the rules of the game--the firm learns what it can insist 
upon and what it cannot. A small transit propeity does not 
have much bargaining power in comparison with the giant 
firms that are often its suppliers, but the property is 
still a prospective customer, and it should exercise to the 
utmost the rights accrued to customers everywhere. 

It may be advantageous for a number of small transit 
properties within a state or region to form a purchasing 
consortium for commonly used parts or supplies. Fuel, oil, 
grease, certain parts, stationery and office supplies would 
probably lend themselves well to such an arrangement. By 
pooling their purchasing power, small properties should be 
able to get more favorable prices than by purchasing 
independently. 

... 

,, 
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CHAPTER 8 

EQUIPMENT SELECTION 

Introduction 

Pa s senger-carrying equipment is not a standardized 
element in a transit service that c an be "plugged into" 
service wi thout carefu l consideration. The ki nd of 
equipment, t he uses for which it is i ntended, and the 
quality of service it offers a re very i mporta nt factors in 
the product po rtion of t he mar keting mix. Because of the 
interrelated and interdependent nature o f elements in a 
transit operation, the buses must fit into the whole service 
packag e. The role played by equipment, t her e fore, is 
creative, not passive. 

The Creative Role of Equipment in the Marketing Mi x 

Creating an Image 

The quality of service--a complex bundle of fac tor s 
that includes service frequency, scope of s ervice , ease of 
acc es sibility to the service, and hours o f opera tion--is 
probably th e most critical factor in winnin g transit riders. 
Close1 y allied, however, are factors that might be termed 
ameniti es, in that they affect all of t he nonservice factors 
associ ated with a transit ride. Such f actors may not be the 
ini t ial reasons a passenger takes a trip (the bus coming 
along at the right time and going to t he right place within 
the r ig ht time span probably was responsible for that), but 
the y may be the reasons a consumer cont inues to use transit 
or su pports the service more happily. 

I n t he area of transit amenities, the fac t that t he bus 
is air-conditioned--and that the air-conditio n ing wo r ks--is 
apt t o he l p kee p a passenger dur ing the warm days of the 
yea r . At t ractive decor inside the vehicle i s no t likely to 
get a pass en ger to ride in the f i rst place, but it may help 
keep pass en gers r i ding if the interiors a re c heerful and 
clean. Again , shelters may not caus e a r ider to take the 
bus, but whe n the weatrrer is poor it __ may help to keep the 
rider as a s tead y , fare-paying custom~r. The appearan c e and 
comfort of the e quipmerrt is pn intangible comfort facto r, 
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but it is nevertheless critical to the success of a transit 
operat ion. 

The rolling stock of a transit agency is the largest 
outward image of the .firm; whether or not a member of the 
public uses the bus service, he most - certainly notices the 
bus. Regardless of the efforts of advertising, promotion, 
and public relations, the equipment will, in large part, set 
at least the initial image of the transit agency in the 
minds of the public. Great care must be taken in acquiring 
equipment that will maintain the desired image, not only 
when it is new, but over the years of its useful economic 
life. 

A bus, indeed, is not the whole tr i p--route s, 

schedules, and fares also are a vital part of the trip 

package. But it i~ too easy for management to regard 

equipment as a given fact, even though great pains are taken 

and great creativity exercised in all the other elements of 

the marketing mix. 

Meeting the Service Requirement 

In providing a mix of services to various segments of 
the market, equipment must be geared to meet the particular 
needs that arise from the differentiation of service. 

Regular route service. Equipment should provide an 
interior layout that makes boarding and leaving the bus fast 
and easy. Also it should provide reasonable seat comfort 
and -sufficient room for passengers tc stand uncrowded. 
Because in a smaller city most patrons on regular routes 
will not ride for long distances~ there may be no need to 
provide extraordinary levels of comfort either in the 
seating or suspension of the vehicle. However, if streets 
are rough or poorly cared for as a rule, it may be wise to 
opt for equipment providing the smoothest possible ride 
under the conditions. 

Under federal rules and regulations, transit services 
supported with federal funds must provide service that is 
accessible to elderly and handicapped riders. Indeed, 
federal rules now require that all new buses be equipped 
with wheelchair lifts. There still is some debate on 
whether it is best to make all transit vehicles accessible 
through the installation of ramps or lifts for wheelchairs 
or to provide specialized services with a separate fleet of 
equipment for the elderly and handicapped. 

Specialized service. The particular needs of the 
service will determine key features of the buses used. For 
example, in gearing service to make travel easy for the 
handicapped, special equipment may be necessary on buses. 
To meet the needs of those who have difficulty in moving up 
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or down steps, a minimum number of steps of low height are 
needed, along with additional handrails. Persons traveling 
in wheelchairs may have considerable difficulty in passing 
down bus aisles. Because a large portion of potential 
customers may be elderly, consideration must be given toward 
providing vehicles geared to meet the needs of this group as 
well. 

The buses used in conjunction with demand-activated 
special services (dial-a-ride) should be highly maneuverable 
to enable them to reach any place to which they may be 
called quickly and easily. 

Where subscription bus service is offered, the ideal 
equipment used should not be so large or costly that filling 
it to profitable levels sacrifices the potential time 
advantages of the service. Maneuverability of the vehicle 
also is a factor here, and in any service that attempts to 
offer door-to-door service. 

Charter service. In this case, patrons often must 
travel a considerable distance to reach their destinations. 
In such instances, eqJipment should be selected car~fully 
and designed to provide maximum comfort. Restrooms, air 
suspension, high-back seats, a public address system, 
tables, ice water, snack bar, and perhaps taped music are 
all part of the mix of quality that may be included in such 
a vehicle. 

In recent years, federal laws and regulations have cut 
back the charter work that a publicly owned transit system 
may operate in the face of competition from privately owned 
bus companies. Before purchasing equipment for charter use, 
management must make sure that it can be used as intended. 

Using Equipment as Promotion 

The revenues that may be earned from using transit 
vehicles as an advertising medium can be attractive. 
However, management must consider advertising's implications 
for transit's image. A maximum degree of managerial control 
should be exercised in cases where equipment is used to 
carry advertising messages on its exterior. Interior ads 
are less jarring, but again the question of the overall 
{mage sought must be weighed against the possible revenue, 
to determine whether ads should be carried. A transit firm 
trying to build a champagne image with its equipment will be 
hard-pressed to do so if i~s vehicles are plastered with ads 
for beer and cold cuts. ·-

The bus itself as-a iymbol of transit--even though not 
always a pleasant s-ymbol-~can be used as a promotional 
device. Delivery of a vehicle--particularly if there is 
something new and interesting about it--offers an 
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opportunity for good advertising and community relations 
work. Transit is news, and because local newspapers usually 
are hungry for local news features that lend themselves to 
photographs, the delivery of new· equipment can be the source 
of free newspaper and television publicity. 

Symbolism is very important in promotional work, a fact 
illustrated by the pains large business firms take to 
develop a distinctive trademark or logo that is instantly 
recognizable. When the symbol is attached in the public's . 
mind to a quality product, the symbol becomes a complete 
advertising message each time it is seen. 

Some distinctive feature connected with the buses can 
be usea as a symbol, not only for the transit system but 
perhaps for the city itself. London is as much symbolizea 
by its famed red, double-decker buses as it is by the clock 
tower of the Palace of Westminster. The cable cars are as 
much a symbol of San Francisco as the Golden Gate Bridge. 
Great care should be taken in selecting decor and other 
features of the vehicles because they may have a dire c t 
bearing on the ability of the promotion and public relations 
people to symbolize the transit · service easily and 
effective 1 y . The use of a d is tin ct iv e type of horn , or 
perhaps a chime similar to that used on some British police 
and emergency vehicles, might provide an interesting audible 
logo for the transit service. 

The name used to identify transit service usually is 
displayed prominently on the equipment. Again, the service 
can b~ promoted through use of the name. For example, the 
word "Metro" has replaced the familiar American term 
"subway" on the underground railways in Montreal and 
Washington, D.C. In all honesty, subway has dank, dark, 
unpleasant connotations that Metro does not stir up. In 
many places "transit" may also be a term to be avoided. 
Some other name, such as "Extra Car"--used in Los Angeles' 
promotiona l and advertising work--"Metrobus," "Transporter," 
"Transpo," or "Metropolitan Transport" may be desirable. In 
other cases, plain facts have carried the day, and the 
transit system is dubbed simply, "The Bus Company." 

Transit should, if possible, take advantage of the 
symbolism a city has or is trying to create for itself. 
There is a potential for tie-ins and the opportunity for 
city promotion to help advertise transit in an indirect 
fashion. 

Important Specifications for Equipment Selection 

In deciding which equipment to buy, management should 
start with broaa, largely nontechnical specifications basea 
on the service functions the equipment is to perform. These 
considerations will form the basis of the transit agency's 
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guidelines for t echn ica l s pecifications. These technical 
specifications will be used to make valid mechanical and 
operating compar isons betwee n di f fere nt makes and types of 
equipment . 

Some feature s important to many operators would be 
items such as the ' t ype of en g ine and/or transmission 
necessa r y t o meet power requirements; the rate of 
acceleration , whe re t i ght schedules must be maintained; and 
the turning radius, wh i ch is a fair indication of the 
maneuverability of the v ehicle. Where comfort is . to be the 
major part of the product element of the marketing mix, the 
type of suspe nsion and air conditioning is important also . 

The outer dim en sions of the buses and t he weight on the 
axles are importan t f acto rs if t he equipment is to be used 
both in city service and on s t ate and county roads. For 
example, a 102- i nc h wi d e city tr ansit bus pr ovides a service 
quality advantage , giving standee s six inches more aisle 
room or seated pas s en gers wider seat room than the stand ard 
96-inch wid e bus. Ho wever, wide buses cannot be operated on 
most state and f~deral highways . Similarly, an 
air-conditioned, 53 - passe nger t ransit bus offers the 
advantages of both a i r- cool ed comfort and high passenger 
capacity. However, the irn-foot frame of the bus and 
additional weight of the air-conditioning uni t , along with a 
diesel engine large enoug h t o pro pel the bus and operate the 
air conditioner, wil l place too much weight on the rear axl e 
to fit within many st a te axle-lo ading limits. A smaller or 
lighter bus may have to be found to run inter-city charters. 
Because of conflic ting needs, management should consider. 
very carefully whethe r to buy on e o r more buses exc l usively 
for cha rter work, if they can operate such services legally. · 

I n an y case , t he list of specification factors is 
provided to help tr ans it managers make equipment decisions. 
A number of f i rms provide transit equipment, and it is not 
the pro vince of t hi s h and book to name specific makes or 
model s that are "ideal" in one way or another. However, 
some guidelines for sel ection ar e offered, with the hope 
that managers wil l find them useful in laying down 
particular spec i fic at ion s to meet the needs of their 
market ing mi x and operating conditions. The various 
manufacturers can then i ndicate wha t their wares have to 

· offer. 

The t ransit properties to whom this handbook is 
directed wi l l be interested in vehicles ranging from small 
vans, for small ci t -y ope r a tions and special types of 
service, up to the largest c a pa-cit y ·s t andard transit buses. 
In all cases, publ i-c officials involved in new transit 
undertak i ngs sho uld con sult . with others in the industry to 
learn about the i r ex periences with various types of 
equipment and perhaps fo r ai d in writing specifications. 

iZ7< 
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Agencies seeking buses that ca~ry fewer than 30 passengers 
will have the most difficult job in finding good, 
substantial, long-lasting, reliable equipment. There are 
many manufacturers that have sought · to -find a place in this 
s~gment of the market ~for buses; but few have lasted very 
long, and the quality of their product~ often has been poor. 
The operator of small buses simply may have to be .reconciled 
to purchasing the best equipment av~ilable and replacing it 
frequently. The standard transit bus has an economic life 
of 12 to 15 years; the small bus, particularly those with 
gasoline engines, may have an economic life of no more than 
3 to 5 years. 

Guidelines for Selection 

These guidelines are set forth to ensure that 
management considers all possibilities related to equipment, 
keeping in mind the interrelated nature of transit service. 
These guidelines form the background issues and ideas from 
which a listing of both broad and precise specifications for 
equipment may be developed. From this listing will come the 
decisions that will influence the final choice. 

1. Body structure 

a. Chassis body or integral 
b. Riveted or welded 
c. Leng th 
d. Width 
e. · Standard number of seats ( and seat configurations 

available) 
f. Height, from ground to first step 
g. Number of steps 
h. Height, from ground to floor (at front axle) 
i. Flat floor (transit only) 
j. Headroom 
k. Approximate unloaded weight 
1. Weight on front axle 
m. Weight on rear axle 

2. Suspension 

a. Wheelbase 
b. Track--front 
c. Track--rear 
d. Turning radius over outside 
e. Turning radius of body (at front corner) 
f. Type of suspension (air, spring, and so forth) 
g. Steering manufacturer and model 
h. Rear axle manufacturer and model 

3. Engine (recommended for given specs) 
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a. Location 
b. Inline or transverse 
C • Manufacturer 
d. Gas or diesel 
e. Configuration ( 6' V-6, V-8, and so for th) 
f. Displacement 
g. Peak hprpm 
h. Peak torquer pm 
i. Estimated engine life before major overhaul 

1l. Brakes 

a. Type 
b. Total area 
c. Estimated life 

5. Transmission 

a. Manufacturer 
b. Model 
c. Type (torque, conv., 3-speed, and so forth) 

5. Performance 

a. Acceleration speed 
--0-20 mph 
--0-30 mph 
--0-40 mph 

b. Maximum grade 
c. Braking 

7. Ventilation and lighting 

a. Heat type (recirculating or fresh air) 
b. Air-conditioning capacity 
c. Air-conditioning type (integral w/heat or other) 
d. Candle-power at reading plane 

8. Other specifications 

a. Seat spacing 
b. Aisle width 
c. Fuel tank capacity 
d. Standard ti~e size 
e. Front axle capacity 
f. Rear axle capacity 
g. Estimated fuel mileage 

9. Price (typical p.ric~ for . the coach, rounded to the 
nea r e st $1,000) ! · 

10. Ot her items us~ally considered optional equipment 
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Demand Characteristics 

1n selecting a vehicle or type of vehicle, the 
characteristics of the demand for service must be considered 
carefully. This task - requires_ far more than mere 
calculation of the total passenger volume a vehicle may have 
to carry; qualitative aspects of the demand also are 
involved. For example, on a smaller transit property where 
excess equipment is an expensive luxury, a vehicle must be 
versatile enough in capacity and design to be used in a 
variety of service. A bus th8t meets the standards--n i gn 
standards, it is hoped--of regular route service may be 
unsuitable for use in special service or in charters. 

A vehicle offering the widest variety of services 
should be flexible enough in design and construction to meet 
not only changes in the magnitude of demand but also changes 
in its nature. It should have a seating arrangement that 
can be changed easily. Indeed, for those transit operators 
considering small buses or vans, it may be possible to have 
the seats of the bus palletized for easy movement. With 
seats removed entirely during off-peak hours, the venicle 
can be used for the movement of freight, mail, or parcels. 

Equipment that meets the general demand charactistics 
must fit the expected volume of traffic at any one time. As 
a rule of thumb, if numerous trips per day with a large 
volume of customers are likely, it makes sense to have 
relatively large vehicles so that customers can be handled 
as quickly, comfortably, and conveniently RS possible. 
However, if regular route service calls for the handling of 
relatively large numbers only once . or twice a day, it would 
be unwise to acquire a bus with large seating capacity only 
to haul around empty seats most of the time. 1ndeed, if the 
peak hour load is 50 patrons twice a day, and its passenger 
loading never rises above 30 patrons at any other time, it 
is foolish to pay a high price for the extra seats--which 
may mean buying a bus that costs up to twice as much--mere1y 
to meet demand 10 times per week. Tn this case, comments 
from the community are apt to be critical. Careful 
scheduling and the use of smaller buses could al]eviate the 
standee problem. However, the use of high-capacity vehicles 
for some other services, such as lucrative weekend cnarters, 
may make large vehicles a wise choice. 

Operating Conditions 

Tn setting specifications and in selecting equipment 
careful attention must be paid to the operating conditions 
under which it will be used. The width and clearance of 
roads and streets over which service may be operated are, of 
course, among the first decision factors to be considered 
along with the sharpness of curves and corners. 

_,.nr.,
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The local topography, part icularly hills and valleys, 
is another impdrtant factor. Sufficient engine power must 
be provided to meet schedules. A combination of steep 
hills, narrow streets, an d tight corners calls for a bus 
with a high degree of maneuverabi lity and power. Hills also 
call f or extra braking power. The combination o f power and 
maneuve r ability necessary to meet operating characteristics 
probably is the key factor under such conditions . 

Another important decision arises in areas where 
temperatures demand air-conditioning. The bus power plant 
must be strong enough to propel the vehic l e at scheduled 
speeds, up and down hills, and to operate the 
air-conditioning unit. Vehicles operating under such 
conditions probab ly would have to be equipped with diesel 
engines, although gasoline- powered engines may be suitable 
where few hills are encountered and stops are spaced far 
apart. 

Regardless of the terrain, vehicle maneuverability 
imposes limitations on -the quality of service that may be 
provided. It may be impossible to take very large vehicles, . 
such as the standard 35- to 40-foot transit bus, into 
certain areas with restricted clearances that are common in 
residential areas. Yet, offering a fine-grained service 
that penetrates the entire city may be very critical to a 
transit operation. 1 If streets are relatively narrow and 
curves are sharp, a highly maneuverable vehi c le with a 
relatively short wheelbase probably is needed. 

Noise is a sensitive factor, especially in fine-grained 
operations. The hustle and bustle of traffic on busy 
streets tends to cover the operating noise of the bus. In 
quieter residential neighborhoods , however, excessive bus 
noise will stand out annoyingly, as will the pounding and 
vibration caused by heavy vehicles. Transit must be a good 
neighbor when extending its reach into residential areas. 
It may be difficult to make very large and heavy vehicles 
"friends" to those who live along the routes. 

Comfort and Quality Needs 

The comfort and quality characteristics of a vehicle 
are critical decision factors in veh icle specification and 
selection. As an example, the su s pens ion of the vehicle-
whether it be metal springs, torsion bar s, or some sort of 
air bag system--is important in assuring overall vehicle 
riding comfort. Beyond that, air-conditioning, heating, and 
ventilating systems must --- be given serious thought. As a 
rule of thumb, in any par t 6f thi cotintry where restaurants, 
motion picture theate--rs, -supermarkets, beauty parlors, and 
other businesses ar~ air-conditioned, transit vehicles also 
should be air-conditioned. In very cold climates, heavy
duty heating systems should be installed. 
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Another important factor is the feeling of spaciousness 
in the vehicle. Because buses use public highways, their 
width is limited necessarily. Tperefore; the treatment of 
the interior space in terms of· wi~dow size and location, 
decor, and the colors .. used. on seating and floors is 
important. Firms should avoid a cramped appearance. 

Bus seating leaves much to be desired in many cases, 
not so much because the seats themselves are uncomfortable, 
but because they are placed so close together that taller 
passengers have difficulty fitting their legs into the small 
space available. Maximizing the number of seats and at the 
same time maximizing discomfort for many potential patrons 
appears to be poor economy. Some thought should be give~ to 
having the buses fitted with fewer than the maximum number 
of seats usually installed. The use of diagonal seats or 
single row seating down one or both sides of a bus should be 
considered · seriously. This choice can be difficult if there 
are large peak loads, because patrons do not like to stand. 

The lighting is another part of the transit sales 
package. One of the advantages of public transit is the 
opportunity afforded passengers to read a book or magazine, 
work a puzzle, or do some office or school work, rather than 
worry about driving. The lighting should be adequate to 
ensure ease of reading during darker times of the day. 
Also

1 
care must be taken so that there is no undue glare on 

the inside of the windshield during night driving hours. 

The modern appearance of buses and their cleanliness 
are very important items in passenger appeal. Exterior and 
interior designs should be selected carefully so that a 
fresh, cheerful, and modern appearance can be maintained 
easily. The paint chosen for the exterior should be durable 
and easy to maintain. Colors or paints that fade easily 
should be avoided. 

Perhaps the vehicle should be selected with the thought 
in mind that redecoration inside or out could be 
accomplished easily by means of quick-change panels or 
paint. It would be quite sensible to plan for a relatively 
complete change in decor at least three times during the 12-
to 15-year vehicle life of a standard transit bus, provided 
the change could be made easily and inexpensively. 

The headsigns (sometimes called destination curtains or 
blinds) that indicate route number, name, and destination 
are an aid to patrons in the use of the transit service. 
Within space limits, the main headsign on the front of the 
bus should give as much information about the route as 
possible. In addition to the destination, it should include 
information about the major streets used and principal 
points served. Other clearly visible signs should indicate 
the- fare, where to enter, and so forth. In addition to the 
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large headsign, a smaller curtain should be mounted on the 
right side of the bus so that passengers approaching from 
the side can see the route number and destination easily. 
Itleally, signs also should be placed at the rear and left 
side of the bus to show at least the route number and 
prefe r ~bly the route name. Another possibility is to have 
each route identified by a colored . metal flag or· similar 
device that could be mounted on the ~oof just above the 
front door so that it is visible from all directions. 
Regardless of the direction from which a patron approaches, 
it should be possible to know what route the bus serves. 

Drivers' Needs 

Vehicle specifications and selection must take the 
drivers' needs into consideration. A bus driver must be 
able to do his job under conditions that minimize fatigue. 
Otherwise, he is likely to grow careless, which may lead to 
an accident, or he may become grumpy, which is bound to 
result in surly treatment of patrons. Both situations must 
be avoided. 

The vehicle must be easy to drive and, except perhaps 
for vehicles used in over-the-road charter service, should 
include an automatic transmission. The instruments and 
control devices in all buses should be located so that they 
are within convenient sight and reach of the driver. The 
driver's seat should be comfortable and designed to help 
reduce fatigue. 

The quality of the buses themselves can be a factor 
that helps to maintain a high level of driver morale. 
Equipment that looks good and is neat to begin with and that 
is . well-maintained and comfortable can help to instill a 
strong sense of pride in all employees. This will help 
provide better service for the public. 

Maintenance Needs 

Without question, the vehicle must be easy to maintain. 
Ease of maintenance involves not only the upkeep of 
mechanical devices, but cleaning as well. 

As many of the mechanical components of a bus as 
possible should be provided in a modular form, so that the 
entire air conditioner, engine, generator, or whatever may 
be pulled out or replaced quickly and easily without putting 
the vehicle out of servic~. for long periods of time. The 
modular approach sho~ld apply to - any components likely to 
cause trouble. If -~xtr~ initial cost is involved in 
purchasing buses with modular components, it must be weighed 
against the cost o~ a breakdown in service, as well as the 
cost of owning extra buses to serve mainly as stand-by 
equipment. 
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For purposes of housekeeping maintenance, the interior 
of the bus should be designed and constructed to avoid as 
many dirt-trapping surfaces or ~bstacles as possible. Seats 
cantilevered from the bus wall, · without the pedestals that 
can trap papers and oth~r debris, may be a wise choice where 
automatic vacuums are used to crean bus interiors. The 
exterior of the bus should be as free as possible from 
protrusions, so that it may be washed easily and quickly. 
The continually rising cost of labor . will make it more and 
more expensive to maintain high maintenance standards if 
cleaning is done by hand. Mechanical means of cleaning 
should be adopted for all but very small bus fleets. The 
mechanical devices that are on the market at the current 
time should be evaluated carefully. 

Other Considerations 

Standardization. One of the most obvious features in 
many U.S. transit systems is the high degree of equipment 
standardization. Usually it is believed that the savings 
possible make standardization a considerable advantage and, 
indeed, it may be. But it is probably unwise to standardize 
strictly for the sake of standardization, particularly if a 
variety of different vehicle makes and styles could better 
perform the different types of service needed by various 
market segments. The cost savings at one 
point--standardization usually helps to cut maintenance 
costs--may be costly or lead to ineffective service 
elsewhere. 

With the many possible types of service needs and the 
small likelihood that any one type of vehicle can satisfy 
all those needs, acquisition of several types of equipment 
may be the wisest course of action. This approach does not 
mean acquiring the largest variety of different sizes, 
shapes, and makes of buses possible. It does mean making 
sure that the equipment fits properly into the marketing mix 
and is consistent with the firm's objectives and policies 
with regard to cost and revenue. 

Small buses. Small buses often suggested for use in 
smaller cities may be a wise purchase. However, some 
transit managers are reluctant to buy smaller vehicles, 
pointing out that the major operating cost is arivers' pay, 
which does not vary according to the size of the vehicle 
operated. The important thing to consider, however, is not 
the hourly wages of a driver or operating costs divided by 
the number ·of seats in the bus, but whether the vehicle 
itself is part of a package of services that certain parts 
of the public need and are willing to buy. If the small 
bus--or, indeed, a horsecar or rickshaw--fits the market or 
an important market segment, then it is the proper vehicle. 
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Cos t . In ad d i ti on to the shee r capacity of the 
vehicT'e;-th e c ost of own ershi p shou l d be c alculated in light 
of the flex i bi l it y wit h wh ich the bus , as a unit of 
passenger capacity , may be us ed. It may be be t ter to own 
two smal ler buses than on e large one. The larger number of 
vehicl es· of smaller size adds to the variety, number, and 
flexibility of serv ices t hat may be offered. Unless the 
t otal dem and pe r tri p is hig h , it appears unwise to have 
chunks of unused se ating capacity tied up in a given vehicle 
and the r eby locked to a gi ven r oute at a given time. 

Ma ny smal l er tr ansit firms may consider the use of 
school - type buses fo r t heir serv i ce. As a general rule, 
school buses are much les s expensive to buy than are buses 
built primarily for tra nsi t se r vice. The reason is 
simple: a school bus body us ually is placed on a 
mass-produced truck chassi s equip ped with a mass-produced 

· engine. Even though the economies seem attractive at first, 
the use of such vehic l es in transi t service might not make 
much mar ket i ng s en se . Th e persons in most market segments 
pr obab l y wou ld not be very happy about riding in something 
that looks l i ke a school bus. The image is simply not that 
of a progressive transit ope ration, especially i~ the 
vehic l e has t he engirie obv io us ly located in the front. A 
squared-off, more bus-like appe ar an c e might overcome this 
potential objection. Some truck pr oducers manufacture 
rear-engined school bus chassis, and the bodies fitted to 
them appear much like a stand ard bus . I f such vehicles 
offer advantages s ufficient t o outweigh the possible 
disadvantages, then they should be c onsidered seriously. In 
any case if school buses are used, t r ansit management must 
recognize that such vehicles wi l l have to be replaced every 
3 to 5 years. 

School bus body ma nufactur ers can be impo r tant in 
ano the r way, ho wever. Where s pecialized needs in small city 
tr ansi t opera ti ons cannot be met by regular transit type 
veh i cles , it may be practical to arrange with a school bus 
bod y manufac t ur er to build bodies t o meet c ustom 
specif i cations. Special equipment for the elderly and 
handicapped is a case in po in t . 

Leasing buses . Transi t managers sho uld weigh carefully 
the question of leasing buses o r of buying used buses. 
Economies may be poss i ble. However , not only should the 
cost in dollars and cen t s be mea s ured, but also whether the 
equipment so acquired fits i nto the marke ting mix. With 
capital improvement mofley . ava i lable from UMTA for new 
equipment, leasing is prima~il y ~ sho ~t-te rm option so that 
se.rvice can be provide.ct wb i le wai ting fo r new equipment to 
be delivered under a f edera l grant. 

New or used 
especially for a 

buses . 
t r ans it 

One 
f irm 
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pacing the replacement of equipment through purchase of a 
mixture of new and used equipment. • If, at the start, 
similar equipment is acquired~ all at one time, it will tend 
to wear out at about the same time. Unless a transit 
enterprise foresees a ·steady eril_arg~ment of service over its 
first four or five years of operation, so that several new 
buses will be added each year, both new and used equipment 
probably should be included in the initial fleet. Older 
buses should be kept for a year or two and should then be 
replaced by new equipment. 

New buses. Ideally, the transit firm should add some 
new vehicles each year. This practice will help keep the 
average age of the fleet low. It will also rule out the 
need for very large capital expenditures every 8 or 10 · 
years. The constant influx ~f new equipment should help 
maintain a good image for the service and is, of course, 
grist for the public rerations mi 1 1. 

The Need For Other Equipment 

Other Vehicles 

Tn addition to the rolling stock for carrying 
passengers, a transit operation needs other vehicles. A tow 
truck large enough to handle any job is one piece of 
equipment that may be well worth having. The question is 
whether it is worth tying up the capital in a tow truck or 
better to rent the service when it is needed. In a firm 
witD very few buses, it may be best to enter into an 
agreement with a local operator of trucks or a truck service 
agency to use its towing equipment. 

A service wagon might be a useful investment. This 
would be a relatively small truck or van used to make light, 
running maintenance on the buses to help cut down on the 
need to take the bus off its route for very simple repairs. 
The service wagon might also include a fuel tank and pum p so 
that buses could be fueled at terminal points, rather than 
returning to the garage. (The fuel tanks on small buses and 
vans may not be large enough to cover a whole day's 
operation.) Depending on cost and availability, it may be 
wise to purchase a general purpose truck large enough to 
perform towing chores and able to handle other needed 
service jobs as well. 

Street . supervisors, who usually make their rounds in 
ordinary automobiles, should perhaps be equipped with small 
bus-type vans. Vans. possess the maneuverability of a car, 
but may be useful in helping to transport drivers to and 
from relief points and, in a pinch, may be pressed into use 
to move passengers if a regular bus breaks down. The 
decision on . this idea will depend on the route configuration 
and company policy, as well as cost considerations. 
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Snowplows may be required in some area s to clear the 
area around the maintenance facility. Depending on the size 
of the Job, the snowplow may be no more than a jeep or a tow 
truck equipped with a plow blade. Unle ss snowfall is 
regular and heavy, a vehicle especial ly equipped for snow 
service only is not needed·. Another option would be to 
contract for plowing service with a local construction 
company, the city street departmen t , or a local snow removal 
company. 

Passenger Facilities 

~igh-quality rolling stocK can do much to make public 
transportation an attr active means of travel. Passenger 
facilities that complemen t the equipment compl ete the 
package of high-quality service. No matter how attractive 
equipment may be or how pleasant it is to use, passengers 
who have to stand on a cold or we t street corner waiting for 
a bus are bound to be somewhat less than enchanted with the 
total package of service provided for them. 

Shelters. Shelters should be provided at all principal 
stops and at as many lesser stops as is ec onomically 
feasible. The shelters may range from simple fiberglass or 
metal canopies erected on steel pipes, to small, completely 
enclosed structures. The transit firm may wish to construct 
its own structures or purchase some of the prefabricated 
shelters now on the market. Becaus e these facilities are 
likely to be costly, agreements may be made with firms who 
~ill supply shelters or benches in return for advertising 
privileges on the structures. The decision to advertise on 
or in the shelter depends upon the image tha-t · the transit 
firm is seeking. 

Terminals. Wherever a number of routes share a common 
terminal point station, facilities should be more elaborate, 
depending upon the expec ted passenger traffic. The facility 
should be made comfortable and attractive · and sh6uld 
probably be air-condition ed and/or heated if extremes in 
temperature are common. 

If the system has a major downtown focus, a terminal 
facility of ample size shou ld be provided. In addition to 
waiting space and shelter for passengers, it should contain 

. restroom accommodations for both the public and for drivers 
and other staff personnel. The central controller or 
supervisor and the telephone information personnel also 
should be located here. The facilities should be completely 
air-conditioned and he~ted .. 

Architecturally, the .~ransfer house--which may be a 
separate structure or· bui lt into . an '. existing 
structure--should ~e as attractive as possible. · rt has 
advertising and promotional value as pa rt of the image that 
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the transit firm must establish. The outer part of the 
structure should include the logo of the system, and pernaps 
a time and temperature sign. ~he latter feature is to 
ensure that the transfer house· attracts the attention of 
those who do not intend ·-to patronize the service. It never 
hurts to be in the public eye under favorable circumstances. 

Locating shelters. The location of shelters can be 
determined by means of passenger boarding counts or by 
interviews with drivers; the places where most passengers 
board are the first priority locations for shelters. Often 
it is more difficult to secure permission to erect a sne1ter 
than it is to determine where it should be located. City 
ordinances may restrict the construction of passenger 
shelters because they may partially block the sidewalk. It 
may be necessary to have the ordi.nances changed. 
Furthermore, adjacent property owners or businesses may 
object to the placement of shelters. If a shelter is plRced 
on private property permissioR must, of course, be 
granted. Purchase of a small parcel of land may be 
necessary. 

Parking. Parking lots for park-and-ride services are 
an increasingly common part of transit service. The 
location of parking lots should be along major corridors 
leading to central core areas or major destinations where 
parking is difficult. The precise location may depend upon 
the land that is available. UMTA funds can be usea for the 
purchase and construction costs of transit par-king 
facilities. It is not necessary to buy and clear land in 
all ~ases; there may be parking lots already in existence 
that can be used for the transit service. Shopping centers 
are often willing to let part of their parking lot be used 
for park-and-ride bus service in the expectation that some 
of the passengers may become customers on their way home. 
Church parking lots and drive-in theaters are another source 
of space that is used to capacity only at times when the 
park-and-ride service would not be used. 

If at all possible, the buses must enter the parking 
lot so that park-and-ride patrons need not walk an 
inconvenient distance. Passenger shelters should be maae a 
part of the lot, along with proper signs and information. 
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1Fine- grained operations are those in which 
placed close together. They typically 
residential areas more deeply than routes 
principal thoroughfa res. 
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CHAPTER 9 

ROUTING AN D SCHEDULING 

Introd uc tion 

To increase and mai ntain ridership and to serve a 
community better, one of t ran s it managemen t' s principal 
objectives is to minimize t he consumer's costs in time, 
energy, and money, mak in g t ransit an attractiv e means for 
making a particular trip. Two of the tran s it manager's 
prime tools in this area ar e r out ing and scheduling . 
Through careful route layout and proper scheduling 
technique, the transit manager can minimize the consumer's 
time, energy, and money cost s and reduc e the tran s it 
enterprise's opportunity costs in terms of foreg one 
passenger revenue and lost sales pena l t y co s t s. 

Although the opportunity and lost- sa le s costs do no t 
appear on the income statement, t hey are re al costs, and 
their effects last over extended period s of tim e . Consumers 
and, therefore, sales revenues a re very sensitive to routing 
and scheduling variables on the downside, but much less 
sensitive to routing and s c hed uli ng on the upside. In other 
words, poor routing and sche dul ing wi ll dec rea s e ridership 
rapidly, but exc e llent rout i ng an d scheduling probably will 
increase rid ership slowly. Therefore, great care and 
patience are necessary i n t h i s area . 

On the production s id e , t he transit firm's ability to 
manipulate ro uting and schedul i ng variables is extremely 
limited because of scal e c onsidera t io ns. The addition of a 
new route and/or mor e frequen t se rvic e through c uts in the 
length of headways may require additional capi.tal 
investments in equipment. For exampl e , a pr operty regularly 
operating seven buses on seven route s at 30-minute headways. 
will need 14 buses to maintain 15 -mi nute he ad ways on the 
same route structure. 

It is i n the routing and scheduling function, then, 
that the · services and cost s of trans it are built and 
controlled. Careful - thd~ght must . ~ e de voted t o t his area, 
with constant sensitivit~ to v i ~wpoi ri ts o f t he co ns umer and 
~otential consumer oT ma~s transpo rtation se rvices. The 
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factors that are important to consumers in terms of various 
service attributes and applicable variable~ include: 

Service Attributes 

1. Travel time 

2. Convenience 

3. Com fort 

4. Reliability 

5. Cost 

Variables 

--walking to and frpm stops 
--waiting 
--riding 
--transferring 

--frequency of service 
--hours of service 
--number of transfers 
--fare collection system 

--crowding or standing 
--vehicle characteristics 
--she l ter at stops 

--schedule adheren c e 
--delays on route 

--fares 

Many of the variables are closely related to routing 
and scheduling processes. For example, placing routes close 
together will cut down on the average walk of patrons to and 
from transit stops. Through-routes connecting major origin 
and destination points will reduce the need of passengers to 
transfer between routes and vehicles. Likewise, schedules 
written realistically to reflect the traffic conditions and 
patronage level will make it easier to offer reliable 
service. 

Forecasting Demand for Transit Service 

The starting point for all routing calculations is the 
.forecast of demand. A new transit firm must estimate demand 
from scratch. The transit firm that is already in operation 
can begin with the current ridership. However, if the 
service is poor, with badly planned routes, poor frequency, 
hard-to-obtain information, unreliable service, and/or poor 
equipment, potential demand will be seriously understated. 
Because one or more of these negative elements is found 
generally in most small-scale operations, it is probably 
advisable to forecast demand as if the route did not exist 
previously. 

The forecast starts with a street map of the total area 
to be served. All major traffic generators should be 
identified on the map including: (1) residential areas, (2) 
shopping places, (3) industrial areas, (4) commercial areas, 
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(5) hospitals, (6) schools, and (7 ) recreation areas. 
Obviously, the rou te layout should serve these 
traffi c-gene r ating points so that origins and destinations 
are joined together. Further, every effort should be made 
to link these po int s directly . Fo r cing passengers to 
transfer only i ncreases their time and energy costs and 
places transit at a relative disadvan tage to the private 
automob i1 e. 

Employers, schools , merchants, hospitals and, most 
importantly, the rider s themselves must be questioned to 
make even a simple fo recast of how many people will be 
trav~ling to and from these points. Answers to these 
questions will provide a good estimate of which areas should 
b& Ifnked and what the potential ridership would be on these 
links. (See Chapter 11 for more detailed information on 
r esearching the market for trans it.) 

By identifying traffic generatorsr a transit firm can 
de~ermine where large numbe rs of people a~rive and depart 
each day. Yet these people have not been ent iced to take 
advantage of the service being offe red. The firm does not 
know what their behavior will be with re spect to purchasing 
transit service, and this is precisely the information that 
t he transit firm desires for the forecast. To make a 
responsible demand estimate, the total figure must be 
reduced to the number that reasonably can be expected to 
avail themselves of the service. Sale smen, employees ·who 
l ive out of town, and people who simply ~ill not ride a bus 
are examples of groups that cannot be ~xpected to use 
tr·ansi t. 

Market Segmentatio n 

Socioeconomic Data 

Historically, transit firms hav e segmented their total 
"people-market" according to various socioeconomic variables 
such as age, income, education, occupation, sex, and the 
presence or absence of physical handi~aps. Transit firms 
typically have selected from this breakdown the elderly, the 
economically disadvantaged , schoolchilcire·n, blue-collar 
w.or.-kers, women, and the handicapped as the market for 
transit (see Chapter 11). Very cursor ~ market resear ch--~ 
tour- of part of the city or a fe-Wi d:ays of traffic 
observation--will indicate the relative number . of elderly 
people, poor people, factory workers, and white-collar 
workers, who drive. The nu~ber of womerr who drive can be 
ascertained roughly bf a survey of o~e good-sized shopping 
center. 

This method of market segmentation is not the best . 
The chief recommendation for using this kind of information 
is low cost and availability. (Much of the information can 
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be obtained ~asily from census data.)· Transit firms have 
used this information to derive impljed needs for transit 
service and have inferred consumer desires from these needs. 
Plainly, these inferences are in-vali_d; they simply do not 
predict ridership (see Chapter 1i). 

Census Data 

Census data are facts gathered from the published 
decenn iel census data. The census records information from 
personal int~rviews with major employers in an area and from 
personal interviews with a cross section of the public. 

These are ways to improve predictions of the corridors 
of demand and the travel desires of the public. It still is 
difficult to predict the impact of various marketing and 
promotional schemes on transit. However when it is 
accomplished, determination of where to offer the service 
and what points to connect is an obvious beginning to the 
routing procedures. 

For the remainder of this chapter it will be assumed 
that a reasonable and proper forecast has been made. It is 
very important that data be collected regularly on the 
compos ition of the ridership and its origin and destination 
points, as a part of the research for routing and scheduling 
work. 

Routing 

There are two general patterns of routing--radial and 
grid. 

Radial Routing 

The most commonly used form of routing is radial 
routing, in which the routes fan out from one or more 
central points--usually the central business district 
(CBD)--like the spokes of a wheel. The precise pattern will 
depend upon the street layout of a given city, but the major 
thrust is to a central focus (see Figure 9.1). Even in the 
radial- rout e pattern there may be some crosstown routes that 
connect several of the basic radial routes or key activity 
centers, but these will not be serious deviations from the 
overall pattern. 

Grid Routing 

The grid pattern applies generally to large cities (see 
Figure 9.2). Here, a network of routes blanket the bulk of 
the urban area; many of them do not touch the CBD. The 
successful grid system means that with no more than one 
transfer, any point in the urban area may be reached. 

.. 
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FIGURE 9.1 Ra<lial routing. 

FIGURE 9:2 Grid routing. 
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The success of the grid depends upon frequent service 
on all lines. Ensuring close interface with each route when 
vehicles operate on infrequent· schedules is practically 
impossible. Creating ·a schedule in which all tr an sit 
vehicles reach junction joints at · the same time is virtually 
impossible as well. in large cities, such as Chicago (a 
cJ.aassic example), Philadelphia, New York, and Toronto, are 
generally the only places where the grid is workable. In 
such places the large population and relatively high 
population density can justify closely spaced routes and 
frequent schedules. Even if the grid is the general 
pattern, there may be some radial routes, particularly if 
the street pattern permits it. In the case of Chicago, the 
basic system pattern is that of the grid, but there are 
major radial bus routes. The rapid transit lines also act 
as radial members of the route structure. 

Other Routing Patterns 

Beyond the major routing patterns, routing is of two 
types: through routing and cycle routing. Both are most 
applicable to radial route patterns. 

Through routing. Through routing simply is routing the 
vehicles from one side of town to the other--generally 
through the CBD (see Figure 9,3), The route name and number 
may or may not be changed as the bus passes through the 
downtown area. 

·Through routing 
who must transfer 
However, if service 
affected rather than 

will minimize the number of passengers 
at the CBD to complete their trips. 
is interrupted, two lines will be 

one. 

Cycle routing. Cycle routing is the practice of 
running the buses into the CBD and routing them back out 
over the same line, usually at a fixed interval (see Figure 
9.4). It works particularly well with radial routing 
patterns. Both through routing and cycle rovting allow 
arrivals at the CBD to be scheduled for convenient transfers 
to other lines. 

Cycle routing simplifies scheduling somewhat, but it 
forces more pasenger~ to transfer from one line to another. 
If through-passenger traffic is heavy, through routing is 
preferable, because it minimizes the time and effort costs 
of the passenger. 

Reverse routing. In some areas, a type of routing 
called reverse routing or loop routing is used (see Figure 
9,5). This technique involves shunting an outbound run to 
an adjacent line for the inbouno run. The ordinary routing 
plan, of course, is to provide service both outbound and 
inbound over- the same streets. The reverse routing plan has 
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FIGURE 9.3 Through routing . 

FIGURE 9.4 Cycle routing. 

CBD 
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the advantage of reducing bus miles operated, because one 
bus seems to do the work of two. However, only half the 
work really is being performed on each route. Obviously, 
this use of routing is not designed t~ increase ridership. 
A passenger on the outbound.- portion of the route who wishes 
to go to the CBD is forced to board the outbound bus, ride 
it to the end of the outbound line, ride the loop, and then 
ride in to the center of town. This has the effect of 
increasing the passenger's time and effort costs and his 
general inconvenience. The cost savings of reverse routing, 
then, may be offset by revenue loss, as riders find 
alternate means of making trips. 

Reverse routing is a tool that should be used sparingly 
because of the inconvenience and extra distance to ride that 
it imposes on the public. Moreover, loops should never have 
layovers at the end of the outbound runs, and they should in 
every case have short running times over the loop portion of 
the trip. 

Balloon routing. Balloon routing is a useful tool for 
outlying areas (see Appendix 9A). This type of routing is 
used at ihe outlying end as a line to serve residential 
areas (see Figure 9,6). 

Figure 9,6 shows how more than one residential area can 
be served by this routing technique. The use of balloon 
routing results in "fine-grained" service in the area 
served. That is, routes lie close enough to each other that 
riders walk only a short distance to the nearest bus stop. 
In fact, if the residential areas are reasonably small 
subdivisions, the balloon routing technique can be regarded 
almost as door-to-door service. Balloon routing is a very 
consumer-oriented technique and should be used wherever it 
can provide a superior service. Note . that the balloon loops 
are relatively small, covering a limited area, as opposed to 
reverse routing, which covers a large area. 

Access to Transit Service 

The best plan for a particular route is the one that 
minimizes the time, effort, and money costs of access 
activity on the part of the consumer. 

- Fine-grained service. Routing is concerned essentially 
with access, a service characterstic that may take different 
forms. Fine-grained service keeps the consumer in mind. It 
tailors routes to the consumer's need for convenience-
savings in time and effort. For one group of riders, it may 
involve door-to-door service. At the other end of the 
spectrum, it might involve parking facilities for riders so 
they may provide their own pick-up-and-delivery service. 
These, and the range of service between these two extremes, 
fall within the fine-grained service concept. The essential 
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FIGURE 9.5 Reverse routi ng . 
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FIGURE 9.6 Balloon routing . 
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feature of these types of service is that they explicitly 
make the consumer part of the transit system. 

Loose-grained service. · An~ther possibility is 
loose-grained routing~ in which the transit routes are 
located relatively far apart (about - one-half mile). This 
pattern is adopted usually as a money-saving effort; it is 
not a practice that is attractive to the consumer because it 
increases the average walking distance to the routes. 
Several independent demonstration projects have shown that 
ridership falls off sharply beyond the first block, because 
of the personal effort costs required. Loose-grain ed 
routing should be avoided if possible. Routes should be 
close together to provide the most convenient access t-0 the 
traveling public. 

Commuter-contractual service. Several demonstration 
projects have investigated a new kind of service-
commuter-contractual service. This is a door-to-d oor , 
home-to-work, -work-to-home service, with a contract period 
of 1 month. In effe~t, transit riders subscribe for a month 
of service. The routing and scheduling for this service is 
extremely flexible. A new customer can start the service 
immediately if he is on an established route. If serving a 
customer requires a route change, he is required to wait for 
service until the Monday following his application . Thus, a 
complete reevaluation of each route is made every week, a nd 
changes are implemented every Monday. (The service al so 
could be operated on a monthly basis, with the cha ng es 
occurring each month.) Scheduling problems are solved by 
builrjing slack time into each route from the start, with the 
arrival and departure times governed by the start ing and 
quitting times of the destination (work pl ac e). In some 
cases, scheduling considerations lead to the initiat i on of 
new routes. Obviously, the subscription bus concept is 
highly consumer-oriented. 

Transit Speed 

Because passengers' time and energy costs play a maj or 
role in influencing transit ridersh ip, impr ovement of 
transit speed should be a high-priority goal in the design 
of a firm's route network. Transit speed can be stepped up 
by selecting routes that have pr ope r phys ic al 
characteristics and by impl ementing traffic con t r ol . 

Common sense dictates that narrow streets with long, 
steep grades and unrestricted parking should not be selected 
for routes if they can be avoided. Most cities have special 
streets (that often are not main streets) for peak-hour 
travel. The traffic lights on these streets are coordinated 
so that traffic maintaining the proper speed can . make the 
entire trip without having to stop for traffic lights. 
Parking is forbidden on these streets, making it easier for 
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buses to pull into bus stops and decreasing the time 
required to load an d unload passenger s. Because parking is 
forbidden on these streets, the bus operator never finds a 
car parked in the bus-stop zone. Such streets are prime 
candidates for bus routes. The num ber of stops on these 
routes should be limit ed to major traffic g~nerators and/or 
major transfer points to provide a semi-express service. A 
general rule is that private automobile drivers usually 
select routes that minimize travel time , and these routes 
should be considered for bus routes. 

Steps taken to improve the movement of transit vehicles 
fall under the Transportat ion System Management (TSM) policy 
and UMTA regulations. TSM regulations requi re that 
urbanized areas develop plans and programs for low capital · 
cost projects that can help use existing facilities to 
improve the flow of traffic (see Chapter 3). UMTA or FHWA 
funds then can be used to carry out the various plans to 
improve transit and other vehicular flow. Routes with 
bottlenecks can be improved and upgraded as part of TSM. 

Marketing Effects of Routing 

Implicit in the previous discus s ion has been the 
marketing effect of routing. The selection of the route 
network pattern and type determines the geographic al markets 
the transit firm can serve. To prov~de quality service, · the 
geographical area covered by a single route . should be 
considered individually. By focusing on one geographical 
area, a planner is forced to examine the access to the 
route, and to regard passengers as part of the transit 
system. Routing, considered careful ly and purposefully, in 
conjunction with other marketing tools is one of the major 
factors in attracting riders . 

The route network chosen by the transit firm should 
never be considered permanent. Because it is a marketing 
variable under the control of management, the route layout 
should be audited at regular intervals , (annually at least, 
more often if conditions require it). Perhaps the best plan 
is to divide this audit into quarterly reviews, making the 
audit an ongoing activity of the transit agency, rather than 
a disruptive, unpopular, year-end activity. The audit would 
be a marketing audit--not a determination of whether the 
route is profitable. What is desired is an idea of 
marketing effectiveness , not cost effectiveness. In some 
cases, the approval of a regulatory agency is required foi 
route shifting . 

Guidelines for Routing · 

Certain guidelines for routing should be ob se rved, such 
as: 
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** Using direct routing where possible. 

•• Choosing through routing over· ~ycle routing. 

•• Using reverse routing or · ballo.on r-.outing very sparingly. 

** Making the access character pf routing ('fine-grained 
service in route spac in'g, parking facilities, 
door-to-door service, and so forth) part of routing _ 

analysis. The consumer and his interests in route 

planning should be considered. 

•• Exploiting the physical characteristics of the various 
possible routes (factors that affect trip speed, such as 
traffic flow, and so forth). These should be used to the 
transit agency's advantage in providing lowest time and 
effort costs to consumers. 

•• Avoiding duplication of routes; it is better to run three 
routes on three separate streets than to run three rout e s 
on one street, assuming that the street layout permits 
such route spacing. Naturally the routes will tend to 
converge at the CBD. 

** Routes should--if possible--begin and end at traffic 
generators (see Figure 9.7). 

** Routes should attempt to touch as many traffic generators 
as possible. If a route becomes too circuitous--as 
measured by distance or running time--then another route 
may be needed to cover the territory (see Figure 9.8). 

** Where several routes focus on a subcenter (such as a 
shopping center), service beyond this subcenter may 
require separate routing analysis with the subcenter 
considered as the hub (see Figure 9.9). 

** Buses should, if possible, enter a shopping center, 
apartment complex, recreation area, factory complex, or 
other traffic generator (see Figure 9.10). 

** At a major downtown or shopping center terminus, the 
buses should pull up next to one another to make 
transfers more convenient. Passengers should never have 
to dash across a street to transfer. A transfer house 
should be almost mandatory at downtown sites, even if it 
means working with public officials for some change in 
street patterns (see Figure 9.11). 

The route should be considered as a flexible marketing 
instrument, and its review (in conjunction with the other 
marketing variables) should be a regular activity of the 
transit agency. 
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FIGURE 9.11 Parking t o permit transfers between buses . 
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Evaluating Existing Routes 

The first step in the evaluation _ of existing transit 
routes is to gather useful information. 

On-line riding checks. This ·1.nvolves riding each route 
and checking the number of passengers and where they board 
and alight. ( This in formation al so may be gathered for 
scheduling purposes; the process will be detailed in the 
discussion of scheduling.) The essential information to 
obtain is the number of passengers per platform hour (a 
scheduled hour of revenue service) and the number of 
passengers per trip. Ideally, route and trip data should be 
collected as a routine matter. Unfortunately, this is not 
often the case in transit, although recent UMTA regulations 
will make better data collection a regular practice in the 
future. 

Trail checking. In this method, buses are trailed by 
automobile, and the boarding and alighting passengers are 
counted. Again, the major information sought is the number 
of passengers per platform hour and the number of passengers 
per trip. 

Transfer analysis. By checking transfers, it is 
possible to determine the transfer patterns of riders. This 
is done by using transfers that show the name or number of 
route of origin to be collected and kept by the driver on 
the bus in which the trip is completed. This makes it 
possible to understand the links that passengers make on 
their trips. On the basis of this information, linkages 
between routes can be made. For example, if large numbers 
of passengers are transferring from route No. 8 to route No. 
9, it would make sense to join the two routes into one 
through route, thus eliminating the need to transfer. The 
through route will be more convenient for the passengers. 

"Tell Us Wher.e to Go" campaign. Riders and potential 
riders can be encouraged to tell the transit agency 
literally what it should do and which services it should 
operate. Forms may be printed and run as ads in newspapers, 
or there may be handouts on the buses to be dropped into a 
box on the bus or mailed in. This is a relatively 
inexpensive way to find out what the public wants. 

Land use changes. It also is necessary to review land 
use in the city on a regular basis. Transit planners should 
be particularly aware of new land use patterns for apartment 
developments, industry, shopping centers, or other places of 
activity that promise to be traffic generators for transit. 
This can and should be done on a formal basis, by developing 
contacts with planning agencies so that the transit agency 
is informed regularly of changes in land use. It also can 
be carried out informally by means of "windshield 
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surveys"--simply by driving around town and observing what 
changes are happening. 

In conducting this survey, answers should be sought fo r 
the following questions: 

1. Does the existing route provide ; effective and efficient 
service? (Effective service means doing the right 
things; efficient service means doing things right.) 

2. Are there additional places that should be served? 

3. Should service be withdrawn from certain areas? 

4. Does transfer analysis point to linking routes for 
through routing? 

The criteria for route scheduling is discussed in detail 
below. The essential idea is that route evaluation must be 
carried out regularly and necessary changes made~ 

Scheduling 

Scheduling is the inventory or assortment of finished 
goods offered to the consumer by the retailing transit firm. 
The finished goods inventory of transit service is a very 
perishable commodity. It is put on the shelf as the bus 
approaches a stop and it is destroyed when the bus leaves 
that stop. Even though it is destroyed, the costs of its 
production are incurred. Thus, the scheduling variable is 
extremely important to the transit agency. 

There are two categories of scheduling: (1) 
demand-based and (2) policy-based. Demand-based scheduling 
is the more complicated because it attempts to match .the 
amount of service to the demand for transit. Such 
scheduling is practiced mainly in large cities where pea k 
demand is substantial; indeed, in very large cities there i s 
a significant difference between the amount ·of transit 
service provided at peak times and during off-peak periods. 

Demand-based Scheduling 

Demand-based scheduling is geared to the actual 
passenger demand imposed upon a system. Data is necessary 
to do such scheduling. In the following material, it is 
assumed that service- a-lready exists. Where no service 
exists, estimates may. be used t ·o construct a schedule until 
·a service is operat--ed . for a sufficient length of time to 
permit careful data collection based upon real conditions . 
Schedules can then . be developed more accurately. 
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Passenger data. The number of passengers using the 
service must be determined. This is carried out by means of 
on/off riding checks. This is done most accurately by 
checkers who ride each trip and gather..-the needed data. The 
following information mus~ be _accumulated: 

1. Route name or number, trip identification (either by 
time or by an assigned trip number), the number of the 

·vehicle, and the direction of travel. 

2. A list of stops in the order of their sequence. 

3. A record of passengers getting on and off at each stop 
and the number of passengers on board--the passenger 
load--when departing each stop. 

4. The actual time at check points. 

5. Weather conditions. 

Figure 9.12 shows a form that can be used to record the 
needed data. It is best to have such a form prepared in 
advance for each route, with all the stops listed. An 
alternative is to prepare a printed blank form with room for 
the checker to write in ahead of time all the stops on the 
route from a master list of stops for each route. The 
section at the top marked "unit number" is a means of 
identifying a given run. In larger, more complex transit 
systems~ a number of vehicles will be needed to operate each 
route during the course of a day; each of these is 
identified by a unit number (some transit systems use the 
term "block number" to refer to the same thing). 

The on/off checks provide information on the patterns 
of use of the transit service and give a complete picture of 
th~ passenger loadings and the maintenance of schedules 
under varying passenger loads. The continuing passenger 
count that is possible by counting each ·boarding passenger 
on each trip can provide a much more complete picture of 
transit use over a long period of time. The information can 
be used in scheduling and in equipment assignment; it will 
also provide a means of determining the pattern of demand 
change over a period of time or in response to some 
innovation in service. 

Conducting a comprehensive riding analysis in a short 
time period requires a great number of checkers if the 
transit system is a large one. A less accurate means of 
gathering the data is to station a checker at one point-
usually the assumed maximum load point--who boards each bus 
to make a quick count. Such information is then entered on 
a form similar to the one shown in Figure 9.13. 
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Route No. __ ...;\ ___ _ Day and Date Tu&~. H1l:lJl 
Vehicle No. \OQ Unit No. ~ 

Direction I ""'PA.a-ad Weather ~,,r 
Stop 

14th and Main 

(Actual Tiae 1 ·,cO"ll) 

12tb aad Main 

11th and " 

10th and 11 

8th and " 

(Actual Ti■e "\'. \t. ~Ma) 
6th and Main 

Sth and " 

3rd and " 

2nd and " 

1st and " 

(Actual Ti■e \~ '!,o~W 

On 

~ 

\ 
\ 

\C 

'=, 

Total ~ 

FIGURE 9.12 On/off riding check form. 
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SERVICE REPORT ......... ,, .. 
-YCNH■H 5t. \._ " h\6\°VI 
DH &IID NU ~0]1. \ \ \ \ .{11 Tlltl C.P,• \Q~ 
W■ATN■■ CONINTl~~--H.,_,__~ .... )t _______ _ 

lll■OUND OUTIM>UND 

tDMI 
...... - ...... 

MHM 

i •r••cit .... ,. ...... .•. • ••••• .... - . ... ,. .. 
I 4 '"l.'1"'\ C\ C.· 111'1 \ <..;,< 

\ \00 ?11, ~ _c, St... 
4 '2'"\, ,~ \ l'.10 ?, '"\:,, 
<. ~\j ~\ \< ?_ .6./>\ 
\ \00 4-2 ~ L c::c: 
2. \ (. (. 41 ~o , l· t1C: 
3 .\'?S 41 «;' 
4 1.11 s, to'2 ~ ,i 

5' ~71"") ~'l. \~ 
C. ~,i 4n 7\ 

\ \Ct'\ 4'2. ~ ~ ~5 
? \ L..C. ·~~ AL 
4 2"\1 1.1 <to l '2_ C\·,1.1 
\ \00 1, :>O ' c.::. 
&. "2.ii \ 'A \ f'I itlt\ 

-···--------------

FIGURE ~.13 Single point maximum load check form. 
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The whole process of data collection can be aid ed 
greatly if, as a matter of daily routine·, drivers co un t 
passengers on each trip. An inexpensive counter can be 
mounted on the dashboard of each bus. The driver the n 
counts e ach passenger by merely pressing a button on the 
counte r . At the end of each trip the total number of 
passengers is entered on a suitable form; the counter is 
cleared to 0, and the process is repeated on the next trip. 

Maximum load. The maximum load is calculated from 
passenger data. The maximum load is critical because it 
provides the basis for determining the number of trips for 
each route for each period of the day. A maximum load 
summary is shown in Figure 9.14. In the example shown, the 
day is divided into 15-minute periods during peak hours, and 
60-minute periods for off-peak hours. The number of 
passengers using the route in each time segment is shown. 
Figure 9.14 shows the gradual buildup to and subsequent 
decline of the morning peak. 

Service determination. In determining the level of 
service to provide, the first consideration must be given to 
the load standard--the number of passengers, compared to the 
seating capacity of the vehicles. This capacity usually is 
not more than 150% of the seating capacity of the vehicle 
used. That is, a bus with 40 seats would be at capacity 
with 40 seated passengers and 20 standees. If the ratio of 
standees to seated pasengers is relatively high, more 
vehicles must be operated on more frequent headways. 
Adjusting the standard can have a major effect on headways. 
The comfort of the passenger (always an important factor) 
must be weighed against the cost and feasibility of 
providing more service. 

There are other important parameters for sched uli ng 
that have to be considered. The following list shows 
examples of the more common ones: 

1. Service shall begin at 6 a.m. 

2. Peak-load standard will be 1001 (one passenger for each 
vehicle seat). 

3. Headways between 6 a.m. and 9 p.m. shall not exceed 30 
minutes. 

4. Service shall end at midnig~~-

5; Vehicles with at le~st ·sq passenger seats shall be used. 
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Ti■e Period 
(Estiaated for Inner Tenainal) 

6:00 -
6: 1S -
6:30 -
6:4S -
7:00 -
7:15 -
7:30 -
7:4S -
8:00 -
8: 1S -
8:30 -
8:4S -
9:00 -
9:1S -
9:30 -
9:45 -

10:00 -
11 :00 -
12:00 -

1 :00 -
2:00 -

6:15 A.M. 
6:30 " 
6~45 t1 

7:00 t1 

7:1S " 
7:30 t1 

7:45 t1 

8:00 t1 

8:1S t1 

8:30 t1 

8:45 t1 

9:00 t1 

9:15 t1 

9:30 " 
9 :~S t1 

10:00 II 

11:00 " 
12:00 A.M. 

1 :00 P.M. 
2:00 " 
3:00 " 

330 

10/22 71 

Total Load 

25 
25 
so 
so 
so 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

so 
so 
25 
2S 
2S 
25 
so 
so 
so 
so 
so 

FIGURE 9.14 Summary of total maximum loads by time period. 
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Policy-based Scheduling 

In small transit operations there may be no need to 
schedule service to meet widely shifting demand. In the 
smallest urban places, service may simply be based on a 
combination of policy and what the transit agency believes 
it can afford, mixed in with some marketing considerations. 
Generally this means that, regardless of the time of day, 
the service will be offered on a standard, policy headway, 
such as every 30 minutes. 

The entire system may use the same headway, or there 
may be different headways for different routes. Those 
routes which have a higher level of d~mand, may operate 
every 30 minutes; other routes may operate only every 60 
minutes. It must be noted that even in transit systems that 
use demand-based scheduling for peak-hour service, the 
off-peak base period of moderate to light demand generally 
is handled on the basis of policy headways. 

There are two ba~ic types of policy scheduling: (1) 
cycle schedules, and (2) noncycle schedules. 

Cycle schedules. Under a cycle schedule, all buses 
leave the CBD at the same time. They travel their routes 
and return to the CBD at the · same time--usually within 
30-minute roundtrips. This means the buses depatt fro~ the 
CBO ( or other terminus) . at the same time and return at the 
same time each hour. Thus the headway repeats itself each 
hour. For example, at a given point on a route a bus will 
pass at 22 minutes after the hour and at 52 minutes after 
the hour. The schedules are easy for the public to 
remember. It implies that there is basically one bus per 
line and that each line or route is the same length (in 
terms of roundtrip time). Where routes are long, there may 
be more than one bus assigned per route. The essential 
point is that one of them will pass a given point on a 
regular basis and that they will gather in the CBD central 
transfer point at the same time. 

Once the routes have been selected and their ·oundtrip 
time made uniform, only the departure times from the CBD 
need to be established to determine the rest of the 
schedules. The advantages of this system are obvious, as 
are its disadvantages. The chief disadvantage is 
inflexibility. Lengthening or shortening one rou .e means 
putting all the other routes out of phase: the temptation 
to maintain the status __ quo is almost irresistible under 
these circumstances. 

Noncycle scheduling. Under a noncycle schedule, each 
route is scheduled individually. Noncycle scheduling is 
much more complex than cycle scheduling, because good 
noncycle scheduling demands coordination between routes, or 
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at least certain routes for which there is substantial 
transferring. Noncycle scheduling, with its attendant 
flexibility, offers more opportonity for scheduling to be 
used as a marketing tool. · -

Schedule Time Periods 

Both policy-based and demand-based scheduling will need 
to pay attention to different schedule time periods. In 
each there may be significant differences in the amount of 
service that should be scheduled. Systems that adhere to 
demand-based scheduling will be particular ly i nterested in 
these periods: 

Time Period T;i!:~e of Scheduling 

Pre-morning peak Po l icy 

Morning peak Demand 

Base Policy 

Evening peak Demand 

Night base Policy 

Owl service Policy 

Saturday Policy 

Sunday/holiday Policy 

Even a small transit system that does not use 
demand-based scheduling may need to modify its service 
during the peak times if there is serious overcrowding on 
its vehicles. If the bus fleet contains one or more larger 
vehicles, one of the larger units may be operated during 
particularly busy runs to avoid serious overcrowding. 
Another possibility is an extra bus, operated a few minutes 
before or after the regularly scheduled bus, on the standard 
headway; this would help to soak up the excess demand at 
busy periods and ensure greater passenger comfort. 

Transit agencies that rely strictly upon policy-based 
schedules--and that would include most services for smaller 
cities--should reconsider their headways regularly. The 
maximum headway that should be operated under the name of 
transit service is 60 minutes. Even small cities should aim 
to have service offered at least every 30 minutes. If 
patronage develops well along certain routes, serious 
consideration should be given to reducing headways to every 
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20 or 15 minutes, should passenger loadings justify the 
expense. There is no need to adhere to a uniform headway on 
each route if patronage suggests otherwise, as long as the 
headways mesh at a central transfer point for the 
convenience of transferring passengers. 

Cutting the schedule. The first step is to determine 
the time each trip will leave one of the terminals on a 
route. This is based on the standards developed. The 
number of trips is then fitted to meet the passenger load 
and the standards developed for the ra tio of seated to 
standing passengers. Based on the running time needed, the 
schedule time at the other terminal of the route is 
determined. Then, time points are established between the 
terminals for the aid of both passengers and drivers. 

Building the headway. Three facts must be known to 
construct the actual headways in minutes: (1) the coach 
capacity based on the adopted standards, (2) the time period 
under consideration ( in th.is case, the peak hour) in 
minutes, and (3) the total number of passengers expected. 
To arrive at the headway the following formula is used. 

Headway= coach capacity x time (minutes) 
total passengers 

~ssumi~g that the coac h capacity is 50, that the time period 
is 60 minutes, and that the total number of passengers is 
1,000, the headways would be 3 minutes. 

3 : 50 X 60 
1,000 

To determine the number of vehicles that will be 
required to operate the service, the roundtrip running time 
i ncluding built-in recovery time (which may be a part of the 
union contract) and the headway are needed. 

Coaches required= roundtrip running time 
headway 

If the roundtrip running time is 60 minutes and headway is 3 
minutes, 20 vehicles wU:l be neeq·ed t9 operate the service. 

20 . = 60 
3 
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Figure 9.15 shows a headway table. Please note that 
units 1 and 2 maintain the basic 30-minute headway of the 
route throughout the day. Additional units are added to the 
schedule as demand begins to build. - Unit 3 covers the 6: 18, 
7: 18, and 8: 18 a.m,; .. runs from the outer terminal; unit 4 
covers the 6:48 and 7:48 a.m. runs; ~unit 5 covers only the 
6:55 and 7:55 a.m. runs. Units 6, 7, and 8 each handle only 
one morning peak run. 

Figure 9.16 shows the entire unit schedule for a 
weekday. Each unit number is listed on a separate line with 
the time of arrival at each terminal. At the bottom of the 
figure is a vehicle/hour summary. The eight units scheduled 
for this service operate a total of 49 hours and 36 minutes 
per day. Units 1 and 2 operate for the greatest number of 
hours in the day. The other units assigned operate for 
fewer hours. It is a general practice in the transit 
industry to assign the newest or lowest operating-cost 
vehicles to the more lengthy runs throughout the day. 
Vehicles that are older or more expensive to maintain and 
operate are assigned to the shorter running periods. The 
unit operating schedule is also useful to the maintenance 
department in planning its maintenance activities. 

Run cutting. From the unit schedule shown in Figure 
9.16, the driver ~ssignment, or run cutting, is determined. 
The process must be completed within the provisions of the 
labor contract between the transit agency and the union 
representing its employees. The following parameters 
usually are contained in a labor agreement: 

1. The number of working hours before overtime. 

2. The minimum daily guarantee. This is usually 8 hours of 
pay for the employee reporting for regularly scheduled 
duty. 

3. The maximum hours of continuous duty without a break. 

4. The maximum hours of spread. Because of the peaked 
nature of the demand for transit service, many drivers 
work a split shift. This provision limits the total 
number of hours worked from the time the driver starts 
working until the end of the final run. Working time 
beyond the maximum spread is paid on an overtime basis. 

5. Absolute prohibition of work in excess of total spread. 

6. No more than one unpaid break. 

Based on the above limitations, the work of driving is 
divided into runs. The straight runs, those approximately 8 
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Unit Leave Outer Time at Inner Arrive Outer 
Number Terminal Terminal Terminal 

J 5:33 A.M. 6:00 A.M. 6:27 A.M. 
2 6:03 6:30 6:57 
3 6:18 6:45 7:12 
1 6:33 7:00 7:27 
4 6:48 7:15 7:42 
5 6:55 7:22 7:49 
2 7:03 7:30 7: 5 7 
6 7:10 7:37 8:04 
3 7:18 7:45 8:12 
7 7:25 7:52 8:19 
1 7:33 8:00 8: 2 7 
8 7:40 8:07 8:34 
4 7:48 8:15 8:42 
5 7:55 8:22 8:49 
2 8:03 8:30 8:57 
3 8:18 8:45 9:12 
1 8:33 9:00 9: 2 7 
2 9:03 9:30 9: 5 7 
1 9:33 10:00 10:27 
2 10: 03 · 10:30 10:57 
1 10:33 11:00 11:27 
2 11:03 11: 30 11:57 
1 11:33 12:00 NOON 12:27 p .M. 
2 12:03 p .M. 12:30 P.M. 12:57 
1 12:33 1:00 1:27 
2 1:03 1:30 1:57 
1 1:33 2:00 2: 2 7 
2 2:03 2:30 2:57 
1 2:33 3:00 3:27 

FIGURE 9.15 Headway table. 
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hours long, are cut first, then the other runs are fitted 
in. This is illustratea in Figure 9.16. The run numbers 
are written in, over the time of departure from a te rm inal 
in Figure 9.16. Note that run 1 starts at 2:33 p.m. and 
ends at 10:27 p.m., for a total of 7 hours and 54 minutes. 
Run 2 starts at 5:33 a.m. and ~nds at 1:33 p.m., for a total 
of 8 hours. The other runs are shorter. 

All of the runs are summarized in Figure 9,17. The 
other runs are all less than the platform hours worked on 
run 1 or 2. In some cases--runs 6,7,8, and 9--although the 
hours worked may be far less than other runs, the~e is 
premium pay because the amount of allowable maximum spread 
time has been exceeded. 

f<un Time Platform Spread Total 
~ On Off Hours Premium Pay Hours 

1 2: 33. P 10:27 P 7:54 8:00 
2 5:33 A 1: 33 P 8:00 8:00 
3 7:24 A 8:19 A 

1: 33 P 2:33 P 
4:25 P 5: 19 P 2:48 8:00 

4 7:40 A 8:34 A 
3:40 P 5:34 P 2:48 8:00 

5 7: 10 A 8:04 A 
9:03 A 1 :03 P 
4: 10 P 6:04 P 6:48 :27 8:27 

6 6: 18 A 9: 12 A 
3:48 P 5:42 P 4:48 : 51 8:51 

7 6:48 A 8:42 A 
3: 18 P 6: 12 P 4:48 : 51 8:51 

8 6:55 A 8:49 A 
3:55 P 5: 49 P 3:48 :27 8:27 

9 6:03 A 9:03 A 
1 :03 P 5:57 P 7:54 :57 8:57 

Total 49:36 3:33 75:33 

FIGURE 9.17 SulTITlary of runs. 

Clearly, the objective is to get total pay hours as 
close to platform ho~rs as possible. In the example shown 
in F~gure 9.17, 49 hours and 36:minut~s is the actual number 
o.f platform hours. H.oweyer, the total pay hours equals 75 
hours and 35 minutes, becaus-e of spread premium and minimum 
pay provisions. 

1.70~ 
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Service Standards 

Regardless of whether policy- or demand-based headways 
are used, serious consideration J!IUSt be given to the 
standards of service that will apply. The major factors.to 
consider are: ( ~) headways, ·· (2 ) __ vehicle occupancy, ( 3) area 
coverage, and (4) reliability. 

Headways. The standard may be set loosely; that is, 
the maximum headway should be no more than 60 or 30 minutes, 
or whatever is determined reasonable. The headways should 
be timed so that the service always passes the same point on 
the same route at the same number of minutes past the hour. 

Vehicle occupancy. Vehicles should not be loaded 
beyond a certain point. That point may be limited to the 
seating capacity of the vehicle used, or it may be some 
percentage greater than that. For example, if the vehicle 
occupancy standard is set at 150%, a bus with 45 seats 
should not carry more than a seated load plus 23 standees on 
a regular basis. Probably an ideal vehicle occupancy factor 
is no more than 125%. 

Area coverage. This service standard may be set to 
provide coverage for all areas within the civic city limits 
in such a way that no point is more than 3 blocks (or some 
other number of blocks) from a transit route. The standard 
also may be ·set on the basis of population density: 
service will be provided in any area with a population 
density greater than some number of persons per square mile. 
Wha~ever is chosen as a basis will guide the routing and the 
scheauling of service. The latter element comes into play 
when the standard is cast into terms of service frequencies, 
based either on population density or on distance from some 
given point. For example, service shall be provided every 
30 minutes to portions of the city with a population density 
of 3,000 per square mile; places of lesser population 
density would receive service every 60 minutes. 

Reliability. This is a critical service standard 
because patronage will suffer greatly if service is not 
reliable. Typically, reliability is cast into the form of a 
statement such as: 95% of the service shall operate no more 
than 2 minutes behind schedule; no buses shall run ahead of 
schedule. If schedules cannot be maintained on a reasonable 
basis, for whatever reason, either schedules should be 
rewritten or other steps taken to maintain the reliability 
of the schedules. 

Scheduling Questions 

Whether the scheduling practice used is policy-oriented 
or demand-oriented, there are some basic questions which 
must be answered: 

:171< 
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1. How l ong i s the ro ut e? 

2. How f a r is the garage from the route? 

3. How long do e s it take to compl ete one roundtrip? 

4. How l ong are headways? 

5. What is the maximum peak-hour r idership? 

6. Wh at i s the capacity of t he co ach t o be used? 

7. What are the time poin ts? 

8. What is the gas mileage of buses? 

9. How many buses are requ i red? 

10. How many drivers ar e nee e ssa ry? 

Marke ting Effects of Scheduling 

From the standpoint of marke ting considerations, the 
firm should use the scheduling var iab le a s a means to 
attract and hold customers who have been obtained by the 
firm's other marketing efforts. Con s umer s mus t be enticed 
to ride the bus before the firm can appea l to them through 
its comfort, convenience, reliab ili t y, and scheduling. In 
al l cases the schedules sho uld be easy for the r ider to 
un derstand. Schedules shoul d, when possible, repeat 
throughout the day . In other word s , "Buses stop at Atwater 
and Magnolia at 5 min utes pa s t the hour throughout the day." 
Buses who se sc hedules ar e designed to serve a specific 
tr affic gene rator should no t ha ve arrival and/or departure 
times that ar e inconven ien t to the patrons they are 
att empti ng to se r ve. Some transferring , is bound to occur, 
but prope r rout ing should minimi ze the passengers' needs to 
tr ansfer. Scheduling should be coo r d inat ed so as to make 
al l t r ansfers as convenient as poss i bl e . 

Sched ules should be reviewed fr e que ntl y. Flexibility 
i s a keystone of good scheduling, but schedul ing i s a 
marketing variable, and any change has an eff ec t upon the 
consumers as well as cost implicatio ns to the transit 
ag enc y. Capric io us , frequen t schedule changes tend to 
confuse patrons and reduce ridership. Therefore, while 
schedul e s should be rev i ewed cont i nua lly, ac tual changes 
should be evaluated carefully . Chang~i t ha t hav e favorable 
consumer implications (ser~ice increases , for inst a nce) can 
be made immediately • . Changes adverse l y affect ing riders 
( service cutbacks, for instance) should be mad e only at 
f ixed, stated intervals. Naturally, a l l sc hedules and 
sc hedule changes should be thoroughly public i zed. 
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Guidelines for Scheduling 

There are nine adjectiies wbich should apply in 
practice to any transi~ schedule. 

Marketable. Scheduling is a most important 
variable. In the.firm's marketing strategy, it is 
in conjunction with other marketing tools, to hold 
who have been enticed to use the service. 

marketing 
designed, 
customers 

Simple. Schedules should be simple and easy to 
remember. The passengers are not scheduling experts . 
Simplicity also is helpful to the operating employees, 
drivers and dispatchers alike. For a small transit 
property, scheduling should require neither highly skilled 
people nor a computer, in keeping with the restrictions on 
available funds. 

Adequate. For cities of fewer than 100,000 in 
population, maximum headways of 30 minutes should meet th e 
neeos, although headways should be evaluated carefu l ly for 
each and every route. 

Prompt. From a financial standpoint, it probably is 
impossible to have very frequent headways (i.e., in the 
5-minute range). Therefore, careful drawing and scrupulous 
maintenance of schedules is extremely important. 

Convenient. Schedules should be coordinated so that 
transf~rring is made as convenient to the rider as possible. 
Waiting time at transfer points should be minimized. 

Practical. Schedules attempting to appeal to certain 
riders should be made in such a way that these riders 
actually are being served. Buses that make work-related 
trips cannot be scheduled to arrive at the work place 5 
minutes after the starting time. 

Reliable. Schedules should be checked often to assure 
that they are being kept. 

Available. Schedules and schedule changes should be 
·well publicized. 

Up-to-date. Schedules should be reviewed continually 
as an ongoing activity. All changes should be evaluated in 
terms of their marketing implications. 

Resource Allocation 

Transit firms are the same as any other economic 
endeavor. They are attempting to produce revenues through 
investment in and allo~ation of scarce resources. 
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Routing and scheduling have a direct effect on the 
allocation of a transit agency's limited resources. Routing 
determines the number of markets the firm will serve, and 
scheduling allocates the buses among the various markets or 
routes. Because the selection of a route implies the 
schedul ing or allocation of at least one bus, the transit 
property, especially one just starting up, , must avoid the 
pitfall of selecting too many rdutes to serve. That mistake 
could cause certain undesirable results. First of all, the 
transit agency, because of its limited resources, might be 
forced to schedule infrequently on some or all of its 
routes. This infrequent scheduling could fall below the 
reasonable level of service needed to attract the best 
possible patronage. Second, money needed for promotional 
effort might be used up in th~ purchase of equipment. 
Either of these conditions would lead to disappointing 
results. 

The resource allocation aspect of the routing and 
scheduling activities points out their extreme importance in 
the planning of the organization. Thus, routing and 
scheduling are matters of concern to the entire enterprise, 
and no planning, budgeting, or new investment should be 
undertaken until these two activities receive explicit 
attention in the analysis. 
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APPENDIX 9A 

ROUTING/SCHEDU LI NG EXAMPLE 

The following hypothetical 
example is designed to illustrate 
discussed in Chapter 9. 

routing and scheduling 
some of the concepts 

In a myth ical small city in the United States, a 
transit agency's market research has indicated a possible 
extension of service, in the form of a new route to three 
outlying residential areas. This market research had taken 
the form of a series of meetings between the transit 
agency's representatives and the several neighborhood 
associations (originally formed, perhaps, for purposes Qf 
zoning protect ion). At these meetings, the transit agency 
and the neighborhood associations had agreed upon~ rough 
notion of route and schedule parameters. It remained only 
for the tr ansit management to make final the details of the 
route and schedule. 

This transit agency had recently begun service, and it 
was operating all its routes acco rdin g to several 
~uidelines: 

1. All services run from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily, except 
Sun da ys. 

2. All routes are basically radial, CED-oriented cycle 
routes, because this type of routing was considered 
simpler at the time operations began. It was thought 
that certain lines wo-uld become through routes as 
experience dictated. 

3. All existing routes are sc heduled to arrive at the 
central business district at the same time, for the 
convenience of passengers who desire to transfe r between 
th em. 

4. Scheduled arrival times a t the CBD are 15 and 45 minutes 
after the hour. - This scheduling allows a sufficient 
time for working passengers_. to·· arrive at their work 
place on time. 
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The transit agency was interested in a new route, the 
Lake Central Flyer, because it woula complement two other 
existing routes nicely. The proposed layout of the route or 
the Lake Central Flyer is shown i~ Figure 9A.1. 

Eastern 
Heights 

~alnut ) Colby 
.( College Third & ) 

CBD 
'----------' I Jo rd an 

~◄ ► 
Rd. & t----,--------;:.--""""?-C:-.o-l_l_e_g_e~ Smith 

,..__ _____ -J A Ma 11- Grandview Ln. 
E;istern 
Plaza ► 

FIGURE 9A.1 Proposed layout: Lake Central Flyer. 

Many of the work-related trips of the patrons of the 
Lake Central Flyer involved Colby College. Colby College is 
quite spread out. It is determined that three routes are 
necessary to make transit service sufficiently convenient to 
attract riders. Two routes already were in service, and 
Lake Central Flyer would be the third. 

The three routes converged at an outlying shopping 
center. There, the college passengers could transfer free 
to the most convenient line to their destination. Parking 
for ricers coming from outlying points was available, as was 
a sheltered terminal for the comfort of the riders. The 
scheduling of the three routes was arranged so that the 
buses arrived at the shopping center within 3 minutes of 
each other and departed together. 

The following information was gathered concerning the 
Lake Central Flyer route: 
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Length of route 
Distance from garage to route 
Running time per round trip 
Headway (determined by policy) 
Maximum rush hour traffic 
Capacity of each 

7. 1 miles 
3,2 miles 
50 minutes 
30 minutes 
41 riders 
53 riders 

The length of the route was determined by hubodometer 
mileage of a simulated trip. The running time for one 
roundtrip was determined by simulating the trip .by bus 
during the morning peak. Headway was determined by the 
overall policy of arrival times at the CBD. The maximum 
rush hour passenger load was determined by discounting the 
ridership intentions expressed at the neighborhood 
association by 50%. The capacity of the coach was 
determined by the coaches available. Two capacities were 
available: 33- and 53-passenger. The 53-passenger coach 
was selected to avoid a standee problem. 

Time points were selected as departure times from the 
various traffic generators. The morning peak inbound 
schedule is shown in Figure 9A.2. As indicated, the one-way 
running time is 25 minutes. Allowing a 2-minute layover at 
the CBD and a 3-minute layover/recovery time at Smith Road 
and Grandview Lane provide for a 30-minute headway. 

From the twin shopping centers inbound, the route used 
the main automobile route to the CBD. This route was a 
one-way street inbound. Outbound used a one-way street one 
block south. This situation made transit servic e on this 
route comparable in time with the private automobile as far 
as possible, while still preservin~ a high level of 
passenger convenience. 

In the three residential areas, the service was 
fine-grained; that is, it was laid out so that bus service 
was no more than one block from any house anywhere on the 
route. This arrangement made the route somewhat circuitous; 
but, since each subdivision was relatively small, the time 
lost was more than made up by the convenience gained. In 
addition, the transit agency agreed to stop anywhere on the 
part of the route that ran through the residentia l areas. 
At the same time, it appealed to the prospective riders to 
group themselves into convenient groups--as school children 
do--to minimize the number of stops and thus minimize total 
trip time. 

Obviously, much __ of .the uncertainty involved in laying 
out and scheduling th~ route has b~en removed by system 
policy considerations-:ar~ival times at the central business 
district and the shopping center subterminal, for instance-
and by desire of the transit agency to flesh out its network 
with a route operating on a specific street. All decisions 
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were made with the passengers' time and energy costs 
mimimized. In terms of resource allocation, a highly 
desirable route was added to the transit network--one that 
will add revenue to other routes as well--with the 
additional allocation of one bus. In short, the transit 
firm has made a highly consumer-oriented decision with a 
reasonable expenditure of scarce resources . 
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CHAPTER 10 

COMMUNICATIONS AND CONTROL 

SUPERVISION OF OPERATIONS 

In t r od uc tion 

Supervision of transportation employees is difficult 
because the employees usually are spread out over a large 
area. Despite this difficulty, supervision is critical in 
transit because of the nature of the service. For example, 
it is necessary for buses to arrive at transfer points at 
about the same time for passengers to transfer from one 
route to another. The service must be reliable. This 
depends in large part on the performance of transit 
employees. Unless the agency pays meticulous attention to 
maintaining the published schedules, the public soon will 
become disenchanted with the transit service provided. 

Personal supervision of employees in mass transit is 
'difficult, costly, and at times inefficient. Nonetheless, 
the personal supervision provided by road supervisors can be 
very effective. In past years, of course, all transit 
supervision was of a personal nature. Today , however, 
communications devices can help provide high quality 
superv1s1on at a reasonable cost and offer control over 
day-to-day transit operations. A communications system can 
link transit vehicles together to form a unified package of 
service. 

Supervision 

The Main Tasks 

The five main tasks of supervision are: 

1. Monitoring performance. Supervision helps to monitor 
the overall, on-time performance of transit service . 

2. Solving problems~ When problems arise, such as flat 
tires or mechanic al breakd·owns ·,. supervisors can make 
sure replacement- vehicles arrive at the scene without 
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When traffic jams occur or problems arise 
of fires or street maintenance work, supervisory 
can help route transit vehicles around the 
spot. 

3. Ensuring safety. Supervisors can observe operating 
practices of drivers and, where unsafe conditions exist, 
can take steps to remedy problems. 

4. Collecting data. It is possible 
collect information on schedule 
ridership as part of their duties. 

for supervisors to · 
maintenance and 

5. Providing feedback. Supervisors can observe the general 
functioning of the system and provide feedback to 
management in its planning work. Observations gathered 
by the supervisory force also can be used in decisions 
concerning routing and scheduling (see Chapter 9). 

Location of Supervisory Personnel 

If supervisory personnel are used, they may be located 
at any of a number of places. Supervisors may use an 
automobile with or without a two-way radio. If the vehicle 
is not equipped with a radio, the supervisor must call 
transit headquarters on a regular basis to find out if there 
is trouble. Based on their experience, supervisors also can 
use the vehicle to travel to places where they know 
difficulties are . likely to arise. 

su,ervisors also may be stationed on foot at places on 
the street where they can observe the operation of the 
transit system and take only necessary corrective action. 
Supervisors on foot may or may not be equipped with radios. 
However, supervisory personnel without two-way radios must 
call headquarters or rely on messages given to them by bus 
drivers to stay aware of the situation. Hand-carried 
two-way radios are available and can be used to extend the 
supervisory range of supervisors on foot. 

Another option is for supervisors to remain at some 
central location--such as a downtown terminal and transfer 
point or at the main offices of the transit agency--with or 
without a two-way radio. A supervisor at a major downtown 
terminal can monitor the schedule performance of the routes 
and may take actions when a bus does not arrive within a 
reasonable time of its schedule. A supervisor with a radio 
at a central location can be in contact with the buses and 
the maintenance garage and can act quickly to remedy 
problems. 

Sometimes 
traffic points . 

supervisors are located only at key transit 
In general, they are on the street or in a 
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car at these points to help put buses in the proper order 
for arrival at the terminal, to turn buses back that are 
running off schedule, or to take other actions to ensure 
reliable operation. 

The supervisors' ability to cover the field and to act 
quickly when problems arise is extremely limited without 
two-way radio equipment. A supervisor located out on the 
street without a radio is probably of value only when there 
is a great deal of transit traffic, for example, at rush 
hour. A supervisor at a downtown terminal may be extremely 
useful. In the long run, however, all supervisory personnel 
should be equipped with two-way radios, whether in the car, 
at a fixed location, or pn foot. 

Communication- Systems 

Communication is as much a part of the marketing mix as 
are the routes, schedules, equipment, and so forth. 
Therefore, buses equipped with two-way radios or other, more 
exotic communications systems are not a luxury but a 
necessity. They enable the firm t o meet its objectives of 
flexible and dependable transi t service for various segments 
of the transit market (see Appendix 10A). 

The use of communication systems, particu la rly those 
oriented around two-way radios, can provide significant 
supervisory aid and play an important role in ensuring 
on-time service and overall dependability of transit 
operations. With communication systems, an active transit 
operations control system is possible. The location of 
vehicles can be found and service monitored. Problems 
associated with breakdowns can be corrected quickly. It is 
also possible that information on traffic and safety can be 
relayed and actio n taken before there is a serious problem 
with the quality or reliability of service. Finally, 
communication systems can make it possible for bus drivers 
to communicate with one another to coordinate transfers of 
passengers between routes. 

Communication 
offers all or some 
demand-controlled, 
dial-a-ride. 

also 
of 

is critical 
its service 

consumer-activated 

if the transit firm 
in the form of a 
system, often called 

Every effort should be made to use the commun ications 
system--whatever its mode--in an active role as a complete 
and continuing control device. This approach is the most 
sensible way to help maxim-ize the quality of service in line 
with organizational goods - an~ m~ke most efficient and 
e-ffective use of person-nel. 
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Methods of Communication 

Supervision and control can be carried out in a number 
of ways. All of these methods 1nvol~e communications of one 
sort or another. 

A transit firm may choose to . do -without any supervisory 
personnel or communications system of its own, relying 
instead on customer complaints to detect undependable 
service. Such a system will be costly in terms of company 
image and community relations. Although it affords low 
costs in communication, such a method only leads to falling 
ridership. This method has no place in a service-oriented, 
market-sensitive transit undertaking. 

Telephone check-ins. As a kind of halfway point 
between personal supervision and some form of radio or 
instrumented control on each vehicle, drivers may check in 
at route ends and at certain places along the route, by 
means of telephone boxes. While this method is better than 
no communication at all or communication through supervisors 
alone, its effectiveness is limited by the location of the 
telephone boxes. Moreover, it may involve considerable 
inconvenience for the driver as well as the possibility of 
delay. 

Two-way radios. Two-way radios, especially the greatly 
improved mobile types that have come on the market in recent 
years, offer considerable flexibility. They also provide 
high degree of control without excessive expense. Many 
large_ properties already have equipped all or part of their 
fleets with radios. With two-way radios, information can be 
transmitted instantly between vehicles and the base station. 
Communication delays may be virtually eliminated. 

For the small-scale transit enterprise, probably the 
best bet in communication devices is the two-way radio. 
Several manufacturers produce a relatively wide variety of 
this equipment. In selection, installation, and operation, 
prime needs are ruggedness, durability, and a sufficient 
range, so that all vehicles can maintain contact with the 
supervisor at the radio base station. 

Collecting certain types of data is possible with 
two-way radios. The drivers on given routes or runs can 
report the number of passengers boarding and alighting at 
each stop. This information can be recorded at the base 
station, either by hand or by a tape recorder. Spot checks 
on passenger traffic thus can be gathered easily and 
quickly. 

Simple demand-activated systems, which may be necessary 
to serve certain segments of the market, can use two-way 
radios. Potential riders merely call a controlling 
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supervisor and request that a bus operating in a certain 
sector pick them up. This information then would be radioed 
to the driver. 

Telephone handsets. Two-way radios are fairly common 
in taxicab operations. However, the radio communications 
systems used in taxi service can be a great annoyance both 
to passengers and drivers because of its constant chatter. 
The ideal type of radio system for transit is one in which a 
centrally located supervisor may call all the buses or any 
one of them selectively. The dri vers may call in at any 
time. Some of the hardware used in large city transit even 
enables drivers to call other buses or road supervisors. 
The receiving and sending equipment on the vehicles usually 
is similar in design to a telephone handset. 

For convenience, the drivers could be equipped with 
lightweight headsets that combine an earphone and a small 
microphone~ The headset would leave the drivers' hands free 
at all times. A foot control would enable the driver to 
initiate a call or to respond quickly and easily to a call 
from the central controller. 

Electronic vehicle monitoring systems. Another 
possibility for control is electronic vehicle monitoring 
systems used with two-way radios. Several of these systems 
currently are being developed and tested. In some systems, 
the vehicle emits a radio signal that is picked up by 
lineside detecting devices and transmitted to a central 
control station. By means of computerized map displays, it 
is possible to locate any bus on the portion of the transit 
system so equipped. The bus or the entire fleet can be 
traced in its movements along routes. 

More complicated versions of electronic vehicle 
monitoring systems will show only buses that are either 
running late or running ahead of schedule. Others will 
flash an emergency signal automatically in the case of 
robbery or some other problem. Tt is possible with some 
systems to count the number of passengers boarding and 
alighting from the buses. Some monitoring systems under 
development even go so far as to report on the mechanical 
condition of the bus while it is operating its route. For 
example, engine temperature may be rising too high; the 
transmission may be showing symptoms of failure, or the air 
compressor may not be doing its job properly. This type of 
data can be relayed automatically by radio or other means of 
transmission and stored in a computer; a signal is flashed 
if any defect becomes ~erious. - Computer printout tells the 
n~ture of the problem. - · · · 

Currently, the ·only drawback of such electronic system•; 
is the cost, which may make them uneconomical for 
small-scale transit use. However, expected improvements and 
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cost reductions may make it possible for even the smallest 
transit firm to use simple, inexpensive electronic vehicle 
monitoring systems in the future~ 

Closed-circuit televiaion. In recent years, the 
development of small, rugged, and relatively inexpensive 
closed-circuit television cameras has made visual contact at 
key locations possible. Monitoring entire routes visually 
probably would be too costly, but television seems to be an 
excellent means of monitoring multiple route subterminals or · 
congested intersections. Combined with two-way radios, 
closed-circuit television would enable the communication 
system to have mechanical eyes and ears. For the small 
firm, cost is the major drawback--particularly the cost of 
linking remote locations to the supervisory control center 
by cable, if channels in the video spectrum are unavailable 
locally. 

System Selection 

Some guidelines for the selection of communication 
equipment follow: 

1. The system should allow constant and immediate contact 
with all buses in regular route and special service 
operation to: (1) meet supervisory and dispatching 
needs, (2) meet data-collection needs, and (3) meet 
information and emergency needs. 

2. The quality of the system should provide high range and 
coverage, clarity and precision in transmission and 
reception, and reliability in operation. There also 
should be no interference with driver and customer 
comfort or with community radio, television, and 
telephone systems. 

3. The equipment in the bus should require little space. 

Central Control Concept 

Because dependability is the critical factor in 
marketing a successful transportation package, a two-way 
radio communication system should be regarded as much more 
than a mere device for reporting emergencies or makirig 
casual checks on drivers. 

At the very least, the communications system can be 
used for the integration of services; for example, to 
dovetail the transfers between lines. Notning is more 
frustrating to a passenger who must transfer from one route 
to another than to discover he has just missed n1s 
connection. This annoyance often is unavoidable if a bus is 
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running late and the driver has no way to s ignal to another 
driver that he has a transfer passenger . A communication 
system would eliminate this problem, b y tying the vehicles 
together through a central control point. 

A controller at a central point in the transit 
system--probably the center-city terminal--can be even more 
useful as a monitor and control agent for the entire 
operation. His main function would be to ensure the 
dependable, scheduled operation of the transit service, 
through regular contact with each route. In this case, the 
exact location of each bus at a given time could be learned 
easily. The advantages of electronic vehicle-monitoring 
systems could be enjoyed, without the need for the 
installation of costly computers and automatic detection 
devices. 

The central controller also should be used as a 
dramatic promotional device. For maximum impact on the 
public and as a visual dramatization of the importance given 
to dependability and flexibility of operations 1 the central 
controller should be located at some highly visible spot, 
probably the major downtown transit terminal. Using simple, 
electrically controlled map displays or the movement of 
markers on a map of the system, the c entral controll e r ca n 
plot the location of each vehicle in the system. Such overt 
concern for dependable operation of regular service can be a 
real contribution to the image-bui l ding process. 
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APPENDIX 10A 

COMMUNICATION SYST EMS 

The communicat ions system for transit o perations is a 
field that has drawn attention only recently. Many transit 
systems on ly use supervisors for control and cooraination. 
Others simply have the driver call the dispatcher on the 
telephone when he reaches the end of the line . The most 
common and most effective system, however, uses a mobile 
raaio system. 

System Acquisition 

Suitability and Price 

The initial step in obtaining a mobile radio system is 
to contact sales representatives or distributors dealing in 
mobile communication who can give i nforma tio n on price 
range. The price range varies widely with the type of 
equipment obtained. General Electric, Motorola, and RCA are 
among the leading manufacturers of equipment, but other 
sources are available , both domesti c and foreign. The 
company representative first will attempt to find out what 
the user wants his radio system to do. Thus, the user 
should have a fairly definite idea of what range he desires, 
how much the communication system will be usea, what 
equipment wou l d fit his needs best, and other relevant 
information. The representative will investigate the 
physical characteristics of the area, the related radio 
systems operating in the vicinity, ana related items. 
Putting all of these data together, he will recommend a 
system for the transit agenc y that he believes will suit its 
needs best. Because systems designed by different 
representatives will vary, th e transit s ystem must pick the 
one it thinks most suitable and best for the estimated 
price. 

After picking a system, specifications should be 
written for the equipment needed so bids can be let (usually 
required for public operations). After the low bid is 
accepted, plans can ~e ·made · for getting the equipment, 
installing it, and training the : em~f6yees in its correct 
use. 
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FCC Compliance 

All radio operations in thi United States are under th~ 
supervision of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). 
To build and operate~ radi~ system, a construction permit 
and operating license must be secured from the FCC in 
Washington, D.C. The representative of the equipment 
supplier usually will be very willing to help the buyer in 
dealings with the FCC. While regulations and procedures 
sometimes change, usually it is necessary to apply at least 
2 months in advance of the proposed starting date. This is 
a reasonable allowance, as it wirl take the manufacturer a 
major portion of this time to produce the order after the 
sale. When the equipment is installed, notification must be 
given to the FCC before testing and regular operation begin. 
Forms and assistance may be obtained from the FCC or any of 
its regional offices. 

Usually, licenses must be renewed every 5 years. Th~ 
license covers a specific base station and specific number 
of mobile units. To move the base station, increase the 
number of mobile units, change power output, or make other 
cnanges requires modification of the license, although the 
original application can be written to include more mobile 
units than needed for current operation, to provide for 
expansion. Tne manufacturer also will assist the applicant 
in choosing a broadcasting frequency, as they are not 
arbitrarily assigned by the FCC. Several frequencies in 
each band have been allocated to Motor Carrier Radio 
Servic~. Probably these will be the most likely frequency 
for transit use. In choosing a frequency, the applicant 
will try to obtain one not already authorized for other use 
so that he will have exclusive operation. 

In addition to the rules governing the establishment of 
a system, the FCC has rules for operation. Tne license, for 
example, must be displayed prominently. When using the 
communications system, proper user identification must be 
made during the transmiss ion. Facilities must be open for 
inspection by the FCC at any time during regular operating 
hours. These and many other rules can be found in the FCC 
Rules and Regulatio~s Manual or can be explained by the 
manufacturer. 

Radio Equipment 

Voice radio systems currently are allowed by the FCC 
for commercial use in three bands--low VHF (25-50 MHz), high 
VHF (150-173 MHz), and UHF (450-470 MHz). In general, as 
the megahertz increase, the range diminishes but the voice 
quality improves (less interference). Because only limited 
numbers of frequencies are available, frequency selection is 
a problem. 1n large cities it may be necessary to use UHF 
equipment (prices are slightly higher than with the other 
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two VHF bands) to get a clear channel and avoid sharing the 
. frequency with someone else. In smaller cities it may be 
possible to secure a low or high VHF band frequency that no 
one else is using. The range on this type of equipment 
usually has a 15- to 25-mile radius from the antenna. 

Mobile component. The mobile component will be the 
largest portion of the initial purchase expense. This unit 
is installed in the vehicle, usually mounted unaer or in 
back of the driver's sea t wit h the microphone within reach 
of the ariver. Various modificatio ns such as a telephone 
handset or footswitch are available, to fit the needs of the 
operator. Various ranges of power output and 3olia state 
options are available . 

Antenna. The antenna is important to the performance 
of the system. The height of the antenna is significant and 
will be determined by the range desired, the power of the 
units used, and the topography of the area. Naturally, tne 
location most central to the bus routes needs the smallest 
antenna. The antenna often can be located on an existing 
tower or tall building, thus cutting tne cost of 
installation. In some cases , the most central location may 
be in a valley; therefore, a nearby hill might be best. If 
the antenna is not at the dispatch site, it will be 
necessary to locate the base station at the antenna site and 
use it by remote control at the dispatch office, via a 
leased phone line. Antennas are relatively inexpens ive, but 
towers for mounting them can become very expensive if great 
height is necessary. 

Base station. The base station is the cont rol point 
for the system. Small models may be of aesk-top size, wnile 
larger and more sophisticated ones may take up space similar 
to a filing cabinet in addition to a desk panel. A aesk or 
boom microphone may be used by the di spatcher. As noted 
before, the station may be located at the antenna site, with 
only a control panel at the operating location. 

The mobile component, the antenna, and the base station 
are essential to all systems. A basic rule in radio work is 
that the more simple the system is, the better it is. 
Increased complexity greatly increases initial cost, 
maintenance cost, and down time. However , addition al items 
may be added where needed, such as squelch controls, to weed 
out others on the same frequency, or various other means of 
selectivity whereby the dispatcher can call a particular bus 
or group of buses. These items may increase the price of 
each mobile unit from 10% to 40%. 

. Most radio operations currently in use are covered by a 
maintenance contract - with~ the manufactu rer's authori zed 
service agent. This way of operating usually is tne 
cheapest and most effective. The contract usually will be 
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set up to provide continuous coverage on the base station at 
tne user's premises and pick-up service on mobile units. 
Tne service agent will visit the garage, pick up broken 
uni ts that have been pul 1 ed from buse--s, fix them in his ow.n 
snop, ana drop them ·. off _again. With proper maintenance, 
good line equipment can be expected ~o last 10 years or 
more. 

Other Systems 

Other communication systems are possible, but few are 
practical at the current time . . These systems have evolved 
into two basic types--a route-monitoring system, in whicn 
the bus is registered automatically as it travels its route; 
and a triangulation system, in which the bus is located by 
the direction of its signal from different receiving points. 
This pinpoint degree of control is probably unnecessary in 
small operations. 
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